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ABSTRACT 

The real-time state of current is essential to precisely monitor and control the AC power 

systems.  It is also crucial for detecting various types of faults that may lead to long duration 

and wide area outages and affect the reliability and dependability. Traditional core wound 

window type current transformers (CTs) are widely used for current measurement at 

present. Increasing number of distribution energy resources integrated to the power 

systems network require a greater number of such instrument transformers for efficient 

monitoring and control of the grid. However, these CTs require complex and time-

consuming operational procedure for installation and maintenance. In addition, they have 

a major drawback of saturation. To overcome this drawback, they need a higher accuracy 

leading to bigger size and higher costs and, therefore, beget the need for alternative current 

measurement techniques. They also pose a serious hazard of explosion if their secondary 

windings are left open circuited. 

In this thesis a technique of non-invasive contactless current measurement using Tunneling 

magnetoresistive (TMR) sensors is proposed and implemented for AC power systems. The 

proposed sensors overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of the CTs and provide more 

accurate outputs for asymmetrical currents during fault conditions. A thorough 

investigation is carried out to study the effect of distance, conductor insulation, and 

frequency of source current on their performance while applied for single-phase and three-

phase current measurements.  

The sensors were calibrated to overcome the inequality in the sensed magnetic field due to 

the various aspects such as the distance from the source, minute structural variations, the 

magnitude of the source current, and harmonics.  

This thesis introduces a new technique to determine the phase angle error in absence of 

time-synchronized data. The weighted fusion technique is applied to six pair combinations 

from an array of four sensors in a three-phase triangular and horizontal structure for 

accuracy improvement. The measurement accuracy based on the sets of weighting factors 

corresponding to a minimum TVE showed promising and successful validation of the 

magnetic sensors for a possible replacement of CTs in the ac current measurement. 

Keywords: non-invasive; magnetic field sensors; three-phase current phasors; total vector 

error; tunneling magnetoresistance; Discrete Fourier Transform 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

 

Electric power systems worldwide are experiencing an unprecedented growth in power 

energy demand propelled by revolutionary growth in the industrial, domestic, and digital 

sectors. Vast digitization of banking, finance, sales and information technology sectors has 

resulted in an added energy demand. The power utility companies are welcoming 

independent generators on a small and big scale to cater to the ever-increasing demand. 

Consequently, integration of these distributed energy resources to the electric power 

transmission and distribution network has increased its complexity. In these circumstances, 

there is an additional responsibility on the shoulders of grid operators to monitor and operate 

the grid while maintaining reliability and power quality [1]. In absence of modern protection 

strategies and equipment, a fault on a solar or wind power generation station may cause an 

outage on the feeder of the host utility adding up to the operational cost for utilities [2]. 

Therefore, modernizing the system and monitoring the power network at various crucial 

nodes with the help of latest information acquisition technologies and develop a robust 

control network has become a necessity for every power utility company [3, 4]. 

Transformation of the present power grid to smart grid will modify the whole power 

industry and its relationship with utilities, shareholders, regulators and consumers [5, 6]. For 

transmission line network, wide-area-monitoring (WAM) technology can help preventing 

potential grid fault adaptively [6]. 

In North America, the power distribution utilities are evaluated based on their performance 

and reliability indices that are related to their total number of power interruptions and 

duration of power interruptions per year. These indices are System Average Interruption 

Duration Index (SAIDI), Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI), and 

System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) [7]. The interruptions are caused 

because of many reasons, such as, power system faults due to extreme weather conditions, 

equipment failure, planned outages, animals, vehicle accidents and theft or vandalism [8]. 

The risk of equipment failure in transmission and distribution infrastructure is a major 

governing factor for the capital expenditures as well as the reliability of the power delivery. 

As per the national power outage data of Canada for the year 2017, there were 89 out of 399 
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reported outages because of the faulty equipment, which is 22.31% of total outage time and 

affected 2.6 million people in Canada [8]. Moreover, equipment outage schedules are an 

external factor by power generation, transmission and distribution companies which affect 

their reliability indices [8].  

Among substation equipment, current and voltage transducers are the major equipment that 

help in acquiring the latest status of the power. Current measurements are very helpful in 

detecting fault currents, system imbalance and avoiding power outages and wide area 

blackouts. The following sections of this chapter give a brief account of the technologies 

in practice at present with their drawbacks and the alternative technologies that can be a 

successful replacement. 

1.1 Research Background 

The phasor measurement units (PMU) synchronized by the time stamps of global 

positioning system (GPS) are the most accurate applications in power systems [6]. These 

PMUs gather real time power parameters and send this information to a remote terminal 

unit (RTU) which interface with the centralized SCADA system. This information is then 

used for power transmission regulation and protection. Various sensing techniques based 

on different sensing mechanism are applied for obtaining the energy parameters for PMUs. 

Since current in high-voltage transmission system is very high, it cannot be directly applied 

to PMUs measuring instruments. Therefore high-voltage AC transmission line current is 

measured by conventional CTs which have major disadvantages such as saturation and 

heating. To avoid saturation and obtain more accuracy, a higher transformation ratio CT is 

needed which results in higher cost. They need de-energization of the system for 

installation and maintenance which leads to temporary outages [6]. In these circumstances, 

replacement of conventional current measurement equipment with a new non-invasive 

contactless digital technology-based sensors can help reduce the system outages for 

installation and maintenance of the smart grids. 

In case of medium voltage and low voltage power distribution system, the power 

distribution feeders are protected with the help of reclosers, fault interrupters, 

sectionalizers, and fuses. All se protecting devices measure the phase current continuously 
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and operate when the current during a fault condition exceeds their set value of the pick-

up current. These devices limit the extent of momentary outages to specific laterals on 

feeders. Thus, it decreases the need for truck rolls when outages occur and prevent these 

monetary outages from affecting customers. Linear and hysteresis-free current sensing 

devices that are cheaper than CTs for such protection equipment will not only help in 

operational cost reduction, but also help in current monitoring at the sectionalizer levels 

and help improve demand management.  

Fuses or fused switches are installed on the laterals that run off the feeders and at locations 

where there is a transition from overhead to underground feed. Generally, fuse-blowing or 

fuse-saving scheme are applied to protect these laterals. The time-current characteristics of 

these fuses, and reclosers are coordinated with the main breaker on the feeder at the 

substation [9, 10]. There is a mix of the protection schemes for feeders when there is a 

transition from underground to overhead and vice versa. In such case, the protection of the 

laterals and the transition sections may not be adequate only by fuses. Identifying the 

correct side of the fault on the laterals and block reclosing for underground faults but 

enabling the reclosing for overhead fault clearing will keep the outage to only specific 

faulty section of the feed [10]. At such locations, having an information of current is very 

valuable for fine tuning of the pickup value of fault current in the protective equipment as 

well as transmit the recorded current value to the data control center. 

1.2 Traditional Current Measurement Device  

Traditionally, current measurement is accomplished by use of conventional magnetic 

ferrous core CTs. They are installed in transmission and distribution substations at the 

incoming and outgoing feed locations. A conventional CT isolates the high voltage power 

source from the measurement equipment by transforming a high value current to a low 

value current based on its turns’ ratio and burden across the secondary terminals. Their 

size, weight, cost, and installation procedure increase with the increase in the voltage level 

[9, 10]. Thus, CTs for transmission (high voltage) level are bigger, costlier and take more 

installation and maintenance time than those for the distribution (medium voltage) level.  

The magnetic core of the CT saturates with a sudden high magnitude of starting current 

and during fault where fault currents contain decaying DC component. The saturation 
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voltage is the symmetrical voltage across the secondary winding of the CT for which the 

peak induction just exceeds the saturation flux density. This leads to inaccurate sensing of 

the primary side current on the secondary side [11-14]. Saturation caused by heavy starting 

fault current and transient currents is a common problem in protection CTs. It cannot 

provide accurate estimates of the sensed primary current due to saturation. Moreover, the 

CT saturation with an inductive burden produces a lower distortion index and causes trip 

delays in protective relays [11]. 

The remanent flux in the CT core depends on the flux in the core immediately before 

primary current interruption. The magnitude of flux is determined by the value of 

symmetrical primary current, the DC offset and the impedance of the secondary circuit. 

Maximum remanent flux is obtained when the primary current is interrupted while the 

current transformer is in a saturated state [12]. Most of the times, the fault current is 

interrupted in a few cycles. The fault current duration can be much shorter than the time 

constant of the primary circuit. The result is a remanent flux in the CT core that can only 

be removed by demagnetization. It will not be affected by normal load current. With the 

increase in the system voltage, the value of current also increases and therefore, the 

percentage of remanent flux also increases. It has been observed that 39% of the CTs have 

0% to 20% of the remanent flux [12, 13]. This signifies that the CTs are susceptible to 

saturation if not demagnetized after the fault. IEEE C57.152-2013 describes two methods 

for demagnetization of the core, the first being application of a diminishing alternating 

current to the windings [14]. It is impractical and involves safety hazards. The second 

method is to neutralize the magnetic alignment of the core by applying a DC voltage of 

alternate polarities to the CT winding for decreasing intervals and continue till the current 

level reaches zero [14, 15]. There are commercial products available with detailed 

operating procedures to perform the demagnetization procedure on CTs in the field, one of 

which is DEM60R [16]. Also, it is an expensive procedure to demagnetize the CT if the 

fault is non-recurring. This implies, the system needs a complete reset and restart after the 

fault. It poses a great challenge while employing these CTs for protection and control of 

the system. This increases the outage time and consequently the cost of operation.  

Various protection functions are affected by the saturation effect of the CT. There is a 

possibility of severe saturation on internal faults, particularly in the presence of DC offset, 
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which could prevent or delay differential relay operation [18]. If the fault clearing is made 

faster, then the time taken to clear the fault is less than the time to saturation for a CT. 

Selection of higher turns ratio CTs is another way to avoid the saturation, which signifies 

more cost.  

The time-current characteristics used in a fault-coordinated system can minimize, but not 

eliminate, possible fault coordination errors because of CT saturation on protective relay 

performance. Choice of higher capacity relays can avoid this problem but increase the 

operation cost.  

A typical conventional CT has the circuit as shown in the Figure 1.1 [12]. The CT 

impedance can be expressed as a resistance (RCT) and an inductance (LCT) in series. The 

magnetizing reactance of the CT can be expressed as a parallel inductance (Lm) in parallel 

with the load. Here, the load is considered as a pure resistance (RL) 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Equivalent circuit of a wound-core current transformer 

 

The voltage,
SV across the secondary terminals of the CT is given by the following equation 

 0 r
s p L

m

d d
V N N A i N i

dt L dt

 
                                   (1.2.1)  

where, 0 r  the permeability constants of free space, and 0 r   is the relative permeability 

of the iron core medium, 
d

dt


is the rate of change of flux with respect to time, N is the 

number of turns, A is the area of cross-section of core.  
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                                                   (1.2.3) 

The second term of magnetizing inductance in the above Equation (1.2.3) shows the 

inability of the CT to measure DC currents. If the primary current pi contains a DC 

component, then the magnetizing current mi will increase until the full DC component flows 

through the mL . Therefore, in this configuration, CT will not be able to measure the DC 

component of the current.  

For a high frequency, mL will be high, and therefore, the second term in the Equation (1.2.3) 

will be minimal. This way, Li will be directly proportional to the primary current pi , and 

can be measured by means for a shunt resistor LR . This resistance is also called as ‘Burden’ 

or ‘Load’ on CT. The losses within LR can be kept low by using a high number of secondary 

turns, N.  

The magnetizing current through mL causes a measurement error because this current 

bypasses the load resistor (burden or sensor resistor) and does not contribute to the voltage 

across LR . This phenomenon is called as “Droop” and refers to the decreasing sense voltage 

when a current pulse with large on-time is applied at the primary side. This droop can be 

decreased by having a core with high permeability 0 r  and applying a smaller load resistor

LR .  

The other parameters such as,  

i) Magnetizing reactance, mL ,  

ii) Area of cross-section of core, A 

iii) Secondary winding capacitance 
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cannot be changed drastically or are difficult to modify. This becomes a major drawback 

of the conventional CT. The core permeability can be increased and that depends on the 

type of material. The higher permeability material comes at a higher cost.  

Another drawback of magnetizing reactance, mL is that it exhibits hysteresis and saturation. 

The thermal resistance between the transformer core and air is high so that even a small 

power dissipation in the CT will lead to overheating of the core. Therefore, one must make 

sure that the peak magnetizing current does not saturate and, consequently, overheat the 

core [14]. 

 A CT could become open circuited due to wiring error at the time of installation, loose 

connection, or accidental opening of the test switches in the switchgear control panels that 

are in the CT secondary circuit. The open circuit condition in CTs can result in extremely 

high overvoltage across their secondary terminals that may lead to explosion and a serious 

life-threatening situation. While the primary circuit of the CT is carrying current, an open 

circuited secondary condition leads to the current flow through its high impedance of 

magnetizing reactance, mL , generating overvoltage that drives the CT into saturation.  Under 

saturation, the rapidly changing magnetic flux during each half cycle results into very high 

excitation current appearing across the open terminals of CT secondary winding increasing 

the voltage to exceed the limits and  result into explosion The overall performance and the 

drawbacks in the conventional CTs gave inspiration to explore alternative techniques of 

current measurement. Next section gives a brief account of these techniques. 

1.1 Alternative Technologies for Current Measurement 

Current measurement can be achieved by applying a few principles such as Faraday’s law 

of induction, Ohm’s law, Faraday’s effect, and magnetic field sensing [18-24]. Shunt 

resistors make use of the Ohm’s law. A significant drawback of this kind of current sensor 

is the unavoidable electrical connection between the currents to be measured and the 

measurement circuit. Isolation amplifiers can be used to overcome this drawback, but they 

are expensive. They also deteriorate the accuracy, bandwidth, and thermal drift of the 

original current sensing methods [18, 19]. The voltage drop across the resistor is used as a 

proportional measure of the current flow. However, the I2R losses across the shunt resistor 
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restrict the use for high current application. The shunt resistors are commonly used to 

measure direct currents up to 100-200 A. For higher currents, they become bulky in size 

and are not suitable for device integration [20]. They cause voltage drop and consequently, 

the circuits connected after the shunt resistor are no longer related to ground. This can be 

a problem in analog circuits. 

Magnetic field sensors work on the principle of Faradays’ law of induction like the current 

transformers discussed in the previous section. They can measure both static and time 

varying magnetic fields. There are three basic configurations with magnetic sensors, open 

loop, closed loop, and a combination of the magnetic sensor with other sensors such as Hall 

Effect Sensors and Rogowski coil [20].  

Rogowski coil has an advantage over the current transformer because it does not contain 

any ferromagnetic material. It provides an excellent linearity and large dynamic range. The 

coil manufacturing needs a great precision with constant winding density and diameter. 

The precision needs correct detection of the flux linkage proportional to the current change. 

So, if the coil is not centered around the conductor correctly, then, the measurement error 

increases [20, 21].  

Hall Effect sensors are widely used in various applications for measuring a current from a 

few milli amperes to 100 A. The Hall voltage is proportional to the vector cross product of 

the current and the magnetic field [22-24]. It requires signal conditioning to make the 

output usable for most applications. The signal conditioning consists of amplifier stage and 

temperature compensation. Also, it needs voltage regulation when operating from an 

unregulated power supply. To use this effect as a current sensor, additional circuitry is 

required to compensate for the misalignment voltage and the distinct thermal drift. 

Misalignment voltage is an offset voltage present at the output at zero magnetic field. The 

ohmic resistance is responsible for the power loss occurring inside the sensor due to the 

constant current [22, 23].   

Fluxgate sensors consist of ferromagnetic material wound with two coils, a drive and a sense 

coil. It exploits magnetic induction together with the fact that all ferromagnetic materials 

becomes saturated at high fields. When a sufficiently large sinusoidal excitation current is 

passed through the excitation coil, it produces field that periodically saturates in both 
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directions the soft magnetic material of the sensor core. In saturation, the core permeability 

drops down and the DC flux associated with the measured DC magnetic field is decreased 

[25, 26]. Standard fluxgate sensors are commercially successful but so far only in high 

precision application because of the high cost and size requirements. They consist of a 

complicated electronics and large number of turns thus reducing the measurement 

bandwidth. The magneto-optical sensors are based on the Faraday Effect, which have the 

technical benefit of producing real-time analog images of the magnetic field. The primary 

disadvantage of this technique is the lack of a quantitative measure of the field [25]. 

 

1.2.1 Survey of Magnetoresistive Effect based Sensors: GMR, TMR Sensors 

A magnetoresistive effect in thin film ferromagnetic films was discovered in 1988 [27]. 

There are three major types of the magnetoresistance sensors, Anisotropic- [28], Giant- 

[29-31] and Tunneling- [30,31] magentoresistive effect-based sensors and, are used for a 

variety of industrial applications. The Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) effect occurs in a 

multilayer sandwich of two magnetic layers that are separated by a thin non-magnetic film 

[29-31]. The large change of magnetoresistance is explained in literature as a scattering of 

electrons when they pass through the non-magnetic interface. Electron scattering increases 

the mean free path of the electron flow, effectively altering the resistance of the medium. 

In short, a magnetoresistor is a resistor that changes its resistance value in the presence of 

a magnetic field [31]. A Wheatstone bridge type construction of such GMR resistors allows 

for maximum and minimum resistance and accordingly measures the positive magnetic 

field. This Wheatstone bridge configuration allows for both cancellation of temperature 

effects (thermal drifts) and for a level of immunity to stray magnetic fields. Moreover, in 

the bridge type structure, the differential output across the bridge as a function of variation 

of resistance when applied to a certain magnitude of magnetic field demonstrated good 

linearity and accuracy of detection [32-36]. Therefore, it is proved to be very efficient and 

accurate in AC current sensing [32-36].  Similar efforts were invested in exploring the 

possibility of TMR sensors for AC current measurement [37, 38] and it was found they are 

more suitable and have higher range of sensitivity compared to GMR sensors. There are 

many industrial applications of the magnetoresistive sensors, a few of which are surveyed 
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[39-43]. There are various research teams across the globe that worked on the possibility 

of measuring AC and DC currents using magnetoresistive sensors. 

Xi et al. [44] developed a bridge type sensor module using four GMR sensors in the 

laboratory and proved its performance in measuring DC current up to ±100 A.  

Xu et al. [45] designed a GMR sensor-based clamp for three-phase current measurement 

and tested its performance on a 10 kV distribution transformer. The experiment gave 

promising outcome with sensing of 60 A alternating current. However, in this research, 

there was no continuous sinusoidal waveform recorded. The current was recorded 

intermittently to get only the amplitude of AC current over a fixed time period. Moreover, 

there was no result produced for three-phase currents at the same instance and no phasors 

were obtained. 

Poon et al. [46] explored a new technique of counteracting magnetic field to extend the 

current measurement capacity of GMR sensors from 9 A to 45 A, and showed promising 

results for a single-phase alternating current. 

O. Yong et al. [47] successfully tested the application of GMR sensors for measuring AC 

currents up to 5 A with a linearity of 99.97%. This research included a single-phase 

experiment for low magnitude alternating currents.  

Bi. et al. [48] developed a sensor module based on TMR sensors for detecting accurately 

the transmission of weak signals at medium frequency of 50 Hz and magnitude of 3 A. It 

did not address further details, but only gave the account of capability of the module to 

measure AC and DC low amplitude currents. 

Vopalensky et al. [49] developed a Wattmeter based on AMR sensors and presented the 

results of phase shift dependence, frequency range and feedthrough. However, the voltage 

and current range selected was up to 45 V and 1 mA rms. There were no results of single-

phase watts with higher values.  

Xu et al. [50] designed a circuit with GMR sensor and wireless communication module to 

enable the sensor for measuring the currents in distribution and transmission network. 
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However, their research did not cover measurement of the current phasors and did mention 

about the number of phases. 

Qi. Huang et al. [51] employed the TMR sensors for estimation of fault location in an 

overhead high voltage three-phase conductor system by utilizing numerical simulation and 

suggested a remote monitoring terminal. This research did not explain the fault in any 

specific phase and moreover it was only a simulation study result. There was a mention 

about type of fault detection, but no data was provided on the magnitude and phase angle 

information about the fault currents.   

X. Li. et al [52] used AMR sensors for measurement of DC current of amplitude 3 A and 

obtained a good measurement accuracy with only 0.1% error. However, this research could 

not be applied to AC because of the limitation of AMR sensors that were designed only for 

DC measurement.  

L. Meng et al. [53] explored the measurement of AC current in multiconductor system in 

low-voltage applications using Hall Effect sensors. In this study, the sensors were closely 

placed to each other and stuck to the current carrying conductors using clamps. The ac 

measurement accuracy achieved was in the range up to 5%. 

D’Antonna et al. [54] utilized array of Hall sensors for measurement of AC current in an 

application to three-phase low voltage bus-bar system with multiconductors. The 

experimental results showed limitations because of the crosstalk magnetic fields and the 

noise in the system. Moreover, the system robustness and accuracy were affected by the 

orientation accuracy of sensor array and the angle of inclination of the sensors.   

1.3 Research Motivation 

Protection of power systems is the most crucial to maintain high reliability and 

dependability and reduce the operational cost of the power grid. Current measurement is 

required for power measurement, control and protection in power systems and is mostly 

performed using traditional CTs. Installation and maintenance of these instrument 

transformers in medium and high voltage power systems is expensive in terms of time and 

labor. Moreover, inability to install them at multiple locations is another drawback because 
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of their bulky size, cost, and installation procedure. Their technical and operational 

drawbacks posing many challenges for their application in power system equipment 

protection and monitoring is already discussed in Section 1.3. In these practical 

circumstances, non-invasive contactless current measurement techniques can be a good 

alternative, provided, such a technique is fully studied, explored, and validated through 

research. If installed at multiple locations, the non-invasive sensors can also help in 

spotting the power congestion at various nodes and re-routing the power to reduce load on 

the distribution and transmission lines. The literature survey on the alternative techniques 

of current sensing and use of magnetic sensors in AC current measurement gave a detail 

picture of the present state of their application. It is obviously clear that magnetic sensors 

are a good fit for measuring alternating current, but there are many gaps found in the 

literature survey pointing toward the fact that there is no research done until now for their 

practical applicability on AC power systems. There are various open-ended issues that need 

to be investigated for proving the success of magnetic sensor in non-invasive current 

measurement application. These all points motivated this research, and the objectives of 

the study are defined accordingly.  

1.4 Objectives of the Research  

The research motivation and primary objective of this thesis are to propose a more accurate 

and cost-effective current measurement technique for fault detection and monitoring in AC 

power systems. The goals and objectives of this research are: 

 Perform a comprehensive review of the non-invasive current sensing techniques 

that had been explored till present and applied to measurement of current in low, 

medium, and high voltage power systems. 

 Conduct a theoretical study by developing a mathematical model and simulate the 

system for medium voltage overhead conductor systems for estimation of current 

from measured magnetic field.  

 Conduct preliminary experiments on a single-phase AC circuit with a few types of 

sensors to finalize the type of the sensor based on its ability to reproduce sinusoidal 

current of magnitudes up to at least 25 A. 
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 Develop mathematical techniques and computational algorithms for calibration and 

validation of sensors. 

 Conduct an experiment in high voltage laboratory to test the sensors for measuring 

single-phase AC current magnitudes up to 200 A, and if possible, extend the field 

experiment to measure higher current magnitudes up to 1500 A.   

 Design and develop a three-phase resistive circuit experiment setup and conduct 

laboratory experiments for measurement of magnetic fields produced by three 

phases. Develop and apply computationally efficient technique for estimation of 

three-phase current phasors. 

 Perform a field experiment for testing the performance of sensors in measuring 

three-phase currents from 50 A to 200 A.  

 Study the performance of the calibrated sensors with respect to certain factors such 

as distance from the source, sensitivity to low and high frequencies, magnetic field 

intensity sensed in presence and in absence of conductor insulation.  

 Investigate the performance of sensors when applied with input currents of low 

frequency (1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, and 10 Hz), and with input currents of higher order of 

harmonic frequencies such as, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th harmonic of fundamental 

frequency (60 Hz). Carry out a comparative analysis of each sensor per phase with 

its corresponding current transformer and extend the comparative analysis of 

sensors by using multiple sensor combinations per phase.  

 Explore the techniques such as sensor data fusion and weighting factors to improve 

the measurement accuracy of magnetic sensors.  

  

1.5 Thesis Outline 

 Chapter 1 includes the research background, and an overview of current sensing 

technologies in the field of power systems. It also elaborates the working principle and 

practical limitations of window type current transformer that is vastly used in the present 

power system substations and network. In addition, a literature survey of the alternative 
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current sensing technologies and the gap in the literature is augmented in this chapter. Main 

research motivations, objectives and goals are stated in this chapter along with the thesis 

outline.   

 Chapter 2 proposes a new theoretical method of calculating currents in three-phase 

overhead medium and high voltage network by measuring the magnetic fields generated in 

the close vicinity of the power line conductors. This chapter explains theory, mathematical 

model, and simulation results of the estimation of individual phase currents in a three-phase 

triangular structure of overhead AC power systems.  

 Chapter 3 aims at testing, evaluating, and finalizing a suitable magnetic sensor that is 

fully capable of meeting the goals and objectives defined for this research. A comparative 

performance analysis of four different types of magnetic sensors along with the reasons for 

selection of the final sensor is presented in this chapter.  

 Chapter 4 describes the experimental procedure and mathematical techniques applied 

for calibration and performance validation of twelve TMR sensors that are installed in a 

single-phase resistive circuit. Moreover, it gives a detailed account of the effect of certain 

factors such as distance from source, sensor quality, insulation of current carrying 

conductor, and the effect of harmonics on the magnetic field sensing function of each 

sensor. The analysis is based on the measurements obtained from laboratory experiment 

for AC currents up to 25 A. Further, the performance results of the sensors for measuring 

high currents are also illustrated in this chapter. The experiment conducted in a HV 

laboratory involved high currents up to 1500 A. A detail analysis of the performance of 

sensors was performed by obtaining magnitude errors, phase errors and % TVE from DFT 

by comparing them with input currents produced for the experiment.  

 Chapter 5 demonstrates the extension of analysis performed for single-phase and 

presented in Chapter 4. It presents the investigation results of further analysis by applying 

a new technique for estimation of phase angle error and construct the phasor from real and 

imaginary components of the current calculated in the previous steps. It also presents a 

technique of sensor data fusion to improve the accuracy in current phasor measurement for 

various sensor pair combinations in a single-phase circuit platform. The tables of total 

vector error (TVE) percentage calculated for each sensor pair combination is included in 
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this chapter. In addition, this chapter provides details of the field experiment and the 

performance results of sensors for measuring currents from 10 A 1500 A. 

 Chapter 6 presents the details of the laboratory experiment performed for three-phase 

current measurement when the conductors are placed in a triangular arrangement and 

horizontal arrangement. The results of the calculation of individual phase current phasors 

and percentage TVE are presented with a comparative analysis with the actual input current 

as well as with that of current transformer. This chapter also presents the performance 

results of the field experiment performed at the General Motors Climatic Wind Tunnel 

facility where the per-phase currents were obtained up to 155.6 A. The additional factor of 

study during this experiment was measuring the fundamental frequency currents consisting 

of multiple harmonics that were generated by the electronic components in the load circuit. 

The performance analysis of the sensors for measurement of three-phase currents with 

harmonics is described in detail in the last section of this chapter.    

 Chapter 7 contributes the performance of TMR sensors when applied to sense the 

unbalanced three-phase currents and the resulting neutral current. In this case, two sensors 

per phase were utilized to sense the phase currents and one TMR sensor was installed on 

the neutral of the star connected three-phase resistive load circuit. The performance of the 

neutral sensor was tested by comparing its output with that of a high accuracy CT installed 

on the neutral.  

 Chapter 8 states the summary of accomplishments of the research and concludes with 

a scope for future work.   
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Chapter 2. Three-phase Current Estimation Technique using 

Magnetic Field Density: Modeling and Simulation 

 

2.1 Measuring Magnetic Field 

When a current is applied through a conductor, magnetic field is produced surrounding it. 

This magnetic field consists of magnetic lines of force with their plane perpendicular to the 

conductor and their centers at the center of the conductor. According to Biot-Savart Law, 

for a differential length of a filamentary conductor with radius of the circular cross-section 

limiting to zero, when passed with a current, I , the magnitude of the magnetic field 

intensity, H , produced around it is directly proportional to the magnitude of current, and 

differential length, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance, d , between the 

center of the conductor and the point of measurement of the magnetic field intensity. The 

Biot-Savart Law can be adopted to determine magnetic field density by assuming the 

conductor to have an infinite length and the current with a very low frequency such as, 

power frequency of 60Hz. In that case, the mathematical expression [55, 56] is given as:  

                                                    
2

I
H A m

d
                                              (2.1.1)                                                 

In above Equation (2.1.1), 1 2 is the constant of proportionality. The magnetic flux 

density, B is given by multiplication of the magnetic field intensity, H with the 

permeability of the medium. Therefore, Equation (2.1.1) can be expressed as: 

                                               2

2

I
B H wb m

d





                                              (2.1.2) 

For air as a medium, the permeability is represented as 𝜇0 to finalize the above equation 

as: 

                                                             20

2

I
B wb m

d




                                                (2.1.3) 
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The unit of the flux density is also expressed as Tesla. From the above equations, it is 

evident that the magnetic flux density is directly proportional to the current and by 

measuring flux density the value of current can be obtained. Time-varying magnetic field 

can be considered as a quasi-static magnetic field because the frequency of the current is 

extremely low (60 Hz). This also helps in neglecting the effects of resistivity of the 

conductor. Moreover, the low frequency results into minimal shielding effect caused by 

the eddy currents [57]. The formula shown in Equation (2.1.3) can be used to calculate the 

current in a particular conductor if the magnetic field is measured with the help of sensors 

and placing them at a certain known distance.  

The study of magnetic fields generated by multiple sources can be performed in detail for 

three-phase overhead lines with balanced three-phase voltages. Two types of arrangement 

for a three-phase overhead medium voltage power distribution system are chosen for the 

research in this thesis: triangular arrangement and straight-line (horizontal) arrangement 

[58, 59] as shown in the Figure 2.1. These two types of three-phase overhead conductor 

arrangements are mostly opted by the North American power distribution systems. 

However, there are various places where multiple three-phase circuits are present on one 

pole.  

 

Figure 2.1 Types of three-phase overhead conductor arrangements (a) Triangular and (b) 

Horizontal 
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For example, two circuits with vertical arrangement of equidistant three-phase conductors 

on either side of the pole and a third three-phase circuit with triangular arrangement at the 

top of the same pole. For the ease of simulation and experiment, only triangular and 

horizontal structures for three-phase overhead conductors are selected in this research. In 

both types of structures, three-phase conductors are installed on appropriately sized 

insulators for safety [58]. The distance between the conductors is as per the standards [59]. 

In case of the triangular structure as shown in Figure 2.1(a), the horizontal spacing between 

the two conductors (at the bottom) is 113 cm and the distance of the conductor at the top is 

98 cm and is equidistant from the other two conductors. In case of the horizontal structure 

as shown in Figure 2.1(b), all three conductors are placed in the same horizontal plane and 

the conductor is the middle is placed at 56.5 cm from the neighboring two conductors [58, 

59]. The conductor spacing for triangular arrangement is elaborated in Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.2 Standard spacing between the conductors for a triangular overhead 

arrangement 

The first objective of this research is to investigate the behavior of magnetic fields 

generated by multiple alternating currents in a three-phase circuit. Therefore, for 

preliminary assessment a software tool named FEMM was utilized to find the B and H 
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values in a three-phase single conductor system. A three-phase circuit model with 

horizontal structure was developed in this software by choosing 350 mcm Aluminum Core 

Steel Reinforced (ACSR) conductors for each phase. A set of alternating currents of the 

magnitude 10 A to 100 A at 60 Hz with a phase difference of 1200 between each other were 

chosen for the modeled circuit. Figure 2.3 shows the resulting magnetic fields generated 

by balanced three-phase currents surrounding the conductors for 100 A current. The 

magnetic field intensity lines are plotted in different colors based on their strength. From 

this figure it can be observed that each conductor has multiple magnetic field lines 

surrounding it for distances very close from their centers. With the increase in the distance, 

these lines of magnetic field interact with each other to form elliptical shape showing a 

resultant magnetic field surrounding three conductors. The individual conductor’s 

magnetic field interact with the neighboring conductor to form elliptical shape for a 

distance relatively closer to all conductors and finally becomes one circle surrounding three 

conductors. This indicates that the magnetic field intensity for individual conductor can be 

measured accurately for distances closer to each conductor and can become difficult with 

the larger distances from the center of each conductor. 

 

Figure 2.3 Magnetic field when applied with 25 A in three conductors 

After viewing the magnetic fields shown in the above Figure 2.3 and the theory explained 

in this section, it is evident that the magnetic fields interact with each other at points of 

intersection when three-phase currents flow simultaneously. Therefore, the magnetic field 
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at any point near any phase conductor will be a resultant magnetic field caused because of 

the interaction of the magnetic fields by individual phase currents. This will influence the 

measurement of the current based on the Equation (2.1.3). Therefore, there is a need to 

apply a mathematical estimation technique which can give the accurate values of currents 

generated by multiple magnetic fields. The following section explains the mathematical 

model and technique designed for a three-phase symmetrical system.  

2.2 Mathematical Model for Magnetic Field of Three-Phase, Three-Conductor 

System 

Three-phase overhead pole mounted structures for 15 kV distribution system is chosen 

from the USF standard which gives the clearances between three-phase conductors as 

shown in Figure 2.1. Each phase generates a magnetic field surrounding it because of time-

varying low frequency sinusoidal voltage source. In this scenario, the resultant magnetic 

field at any point, P1 is a function of the distance from each conductor, time and magnitude 

of the time-varying current as shown in the Figure 2.4 (a) and (b).  

 

(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 2.4 Resultant field at point P1 in case of (a) Horizontal (b) Triangular arrangement 

When all three phases have alternating currents  AI t ,  BI t and  CI t , then the magnetic 

field TB at point P1 is a function of combined fields due to all three phases and can be given 

as: 
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               , , , , , , , , , ,T A A A B B B C C CB I t f B I t B I t B I t                  (2.2.1) 

In the above equation, Ba, Bb, and BC are the magnetic field densities for phase A, B, and 

C. Theta A, Theta B and Theta C are the phase angles of the vectors for each current IA, 

IB and IC, and t is the time instance. Assuming that all three phases are balanced with a 

phase difference of 1200 with each other, and at a fixed power frequency of 60 Hz, the 

resultant magnetic field at point P1, will be a vector addition of individual fields produced 

by three phase currents varying with time and phase angle, and is expressed as: 
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                      (2.2.2)  

where the variable t in the above equation represents the instances for which currents are 

circulated through the circuit and the variable j represents the instantaneous value of 

currents at that time instance. The variable, n denotes total number of time instances and 

the variable, q indicates the magnitude of current. By placing the equation of calculation 

for magnetic field as given in Equation (2.1.3) into the above equation to get: 
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          (2.2.3) 

In the above equation, d1, d2 and d3 are the distances of measurement point from each 

phase conductor as shown in the Figure 2.4(a) and (b) The resultant magnetic field obtained 

by Equation (2.2.3) is a function of the distance of point P1 from each phase, and the current 

passing through each phase, A, B and C. It is composed of three vectors in three 

dimensions, X, Y and Z. In this case, the conductors A, B and C are assumed to be in the 

X-Y plane with the third dimension, Z = 0. Therefore, the magnetic field in the direction 

of Z-axis will not be required and only two-dimensional magnetic field components, XB

and YB are selected. The X-axis being the horizontal axis and the Y-axis being the vertical 

axis with the origin at point P1, the above Equation (2.2.3) can be utilized to express XB

and YB components as:  
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      (2.2.5) 

The value of the field for X and Y component depends on the magnetic lines of force 

perpendicular or tangent to the point. With the X-component tangent to the point, the value 

of the field will be zero, and will be maximum with the vertical case and angle 900, 

considering that the point P1 is vertically below the conductor-B. It is obvious from the 

Equation (2.2.3) that the magnetic field generated by current  BI t will be highest in 

magnitude compared to those generated by  AI t and  CI t . 

This value can be even more accurate if we increase the number of points around the current 

carrying conductor. Then, the resulting magnetic field will be an addition of the fields 

produced by three currents at multiple points situated together and will depend on the 

distance of these points from the conductor. This difference in the distance can be 

considered either in one dimension or two-dimensions. One of such two-dimensional 

arrangements is shown in the Figure 2.5.   

 

Figure 2.5 Magnetic field at three points from the current source 

The equations for resultant magnetic fields produced by each phase current AB , BB and CB

measured from multiple points from 1,.........P Pn , are given as:  
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        (2.2.6) 

The total magnetic field,  , ,TB I t will be the vector addition of all three fields AB , BB and

CB show in above Equation (2.2.6) and by following the Equation (2.2.2).  

The field intensity measured at more locations helps in gaining more accurate value of the 

dynamically changing magnetic field that varies with change in time and the phase angle 

of the source current. As an illustration, consider 36 measurement points, P1, P2 and P3, 

up to P36 that are situated at certain distances with equal spacing between each other in 

four directions perpendicular to each other around each phase conductor as shown in the 

Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6 Magnetic field at various points from the current sources 

For this arrangement, the magnetic fields can be calculated at all points for each phase 

conductor. The equations of the magnetic flux density for the chosen points by using 
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Equation (2.2.3) considering the balanced three-phase system where the phase difference 

between the phases remains the same can be expressed as: 
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   (2.2.7)  

These points of measuring the magnetic field from the center of each conductor have a 

purpose of capturing magnetic field which is decreasing with increasing distance. This 

information is then used to estimate current in each phase.  

2.3 Calculation of Magnetic Field for Three-Phase Circuit  

It is difficult to find the exact solution to the magnetic field from the equations derived in 

the previous section. There are a few numerical methods used by researchers to reach the 

near accurate approximation of the actual magnetic field. These methods include [60, 61] 

Finite Difference Time Domain method (FDTD), Method of Moments (MoM), Variational 

Iteration Method (VIM) and Finite Element Method (FEM). There are research teams that 

have researched a few mathematical techniques to calculate the magnetic field generated 

by power line conductors and used it for various applications. They used numerical and 

semi-numerical techniques to approximate the magnetic fields and validated their methods 

with the actual measured values. K. Hameyer et al. [62] applied a combination of semi-

numerical method and FEM to calculate the magnetic field in 150 kV overhead 
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transmission lines in Belgium. The mathematical model was developed for Aluminum 

Core Steel Reinforced (ACSR) conductors in both two- and three-dimensions using 

Cartesian coordinates system. The values calculated by using the FEM model were 

compared with the actual measured values with the help of a magnetometer by Holaday 

Industries, model HI-3604. The meter used for field measurement consists of a circular coil 

and a fiber-optic receiver with a non-conductive tripod stand. The team found that the 

results of the FEM model matched with measured values by the meter for a two-

dimensional model. In another research, Farah et al. [63] performed a comparative study 

to find the accurate estimation of magnetic field at the surface of overhead transmission 

line conductors.  This team applied three methods for the computation of magnetic field, 

namely, method of successive images, FEM using a spatial transformation, also known as 

Kelvin Transformation, and the traditional FEM. The focus of their study was a 525 kV 

transmission line with ACSR conductors in Brazil. Their work proposed imposing virtual 

circular boundaries close to the conductors and assuming the ground to be entirely in 

external transformed domain. This reduced the study domain of the FEM model and 

increased the computational accuracy. Since the voltage level considered for the research 

was high, the model gave a good accuracy. Pao-La-Or et. al [64] presented a two-

dimensional time varying finite element model for electromagnetic field approximation in 

the induction motor. It is found that the mathematical model is very identical to that of 

transmission lines except this work used the Newton-Raphson method combined with bi-

conjugate gradient (BCG) method to reduce the computational time and achieve better 

convergence. They applied the Galerkin weighted residual method to derive the covariance 

matrix for the second order partial differential equation of magnetic field in a two-

dimensional plane.  

The numerical simulation for Maxwell's equations which is performed almost by every 

research team mentioned used FEM. But this was also explored using the FDTD method 

using Yee algorithm by M. Mismar [65] in which the author showed the application of this 

method for a square region with dimension of 5cm. This method had limitations of 

accuracy and computational time because of restricted mesh size and smaller size of the 

matrix. Thus, successful efforts towards magnetic field modeling by various researchers 
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motivated this research to use the FEM based modeling of magnetic fields and obtain the 

magnetic fields per phase in overhead distribution and transmission system.  

A 12.47 kV three-phase triangular structure as explained and shown previously in Figure 

2.1 is chosen for the magnetic field calculation at the points as described in Figure 2.6. To 

obtain the magnetic fields for this case, the model is developed with the help of QuickField. 

For theoretical study and analysis both, triangular and horizontal arrangements are 

considered in this thesis. In practical conditions, the spacing between the conductors 

change because of sag and shaking of the conductor due to wind. In this thesis, these two 

factors are assumed to be ideally zero giving a constant spacing between each phase 

conductor for both configurations. Moreover, the length of conductors is assumed to be 

10km. The medium voltage for simulation is assumed to be12.47 kV. 

The first step towards developing the three-phase model is to design a three-phase medium 

voltage circuit. The specifications of conductors of size 350 mcm and ACSR type are 

assigned to the model. The impedance of the ACSR conductors is set to 3.386 Ω 

considering a length of 10 km. The actual equations for all three-phase voltages in the 

design are based on time and angle with a frequency of 60Hz and are given as:

 12470 2 3 sin 360 60AV t   ,  012470 2 3 sin 360 60 120BV t    , and 

 012470 2 3 sin 360 60 120CV t    . The currents generated by this model are also 

recorded for reference. Figure 2.7(a) shows the circuit diagram based on the selected 

parameters. The model design is based on Finite Element Method and therefore, needs 

definition of the resolution by number of cells and the boundary conditions. For this model, 

Dirichlet boundary conditions [66] are applied at the outer circumference and at the surface 

of conductor for each phase. The number of the nodes are chosen to 40,000. The sampling 

rate is model was set at 0.001 second per set of iterations. This gives a total populated 

magnetic field surrounding the structure within a radius of 200 cm and is shown in the 

Figure 2.7(b). These measured values of magnetic fields are then used in the second part 

of the algorithm to estimate the currents using the Least Squares method explained in the 

next section.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.7 Model and circuit for three-phase magnetic field simulation 

2.4 Linear Regression Analysis to Estimate Three-Phase Currents 

For all points of measurement, the magnetic field equation shows a linear relation between 

the known and unknown variables. Therefore, the estimation of instantaneous values of 

current from measured field values can be achieved by applying linear regression technique 

which becomes the second part of the algorithm. In this method, the magnetic field and 

distances are assigned to be the known co-variables and currents as response variables. 

Suppose f is the linear regression function to be estimated from 𝑛 co-variables and their 

responses    1 1, .......... ,n nx B x B , then it is represented as 

                                              iB f X                                                        (2.4.1) 

where, the noise and considered as negligible for three-phase simulation considering an 

ideal source of three-phase voltages and knowing the impedance and line length of the 

circuit. Suppose the regression function, f is chosen for a certain number, p n of 

parameters,  1 2, ,.....
T

p    . The aim is to find the estimates of represented by ̂ that 

minimize the residual sum of squares and given as:  
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Where,  1 2, ,.....
T

ij i i ipx x x x , for 1,.....j p is a vector of feature measurements for ith 

sensor. The estimated values of  that are represented by ̂  and are given as
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To minimize the Equation (2.4.2), we take its partial derivative with respect to each ˆ
j and 

equate to 0. The solution satisfies:  
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In order to find the estimator for the linear regression model of currents, it is easier to solve 

by transforming the equations from (2.2.7), (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) into matrix and develop the 

MATLAB computational program accordingly. Then, the magnetic field response values 

will be converted into matrix, B and feature values will be converted into a matrix, X as 

follows: 
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The matrix X in this case forms the feature measurement matrix consisting of distances of 

selected measurement points from each phase conductor. The Equation (2.4.2) will be then 

expressed as: 

                                        
T

f B X B X                                            (2.4.5) 

The derivative of the above equation also given in Equation (2.4.3) when divided by -2 

becomes 
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                                                     ˆT T TB X X X                                                       (2.4.6) 

Taking transpose on both sides of above equation and re-arranging, we get 

                                           ˆT
T TX X X B                                                    (2.4.7) 

It is observed that all the columns in X matrix are linearly independent and therefore, this 

matrix has full rank. Moreover, the term,
TX X is non-singular and therefore, above 

equation can be written as follows: 

                                           
1ˆ T TX X X B


                                                  (2.4.8) 

The above Equation (2.4.8) gives the estimates of three-phase currents. This least square 

estimation technique gives the estimated values after minimizing the error function based 

on the covariance matrix and the observed response values of the magnetic fields.  

2.5 Computer Simulation and Analysis for Three-Phase Triangular Arrangement 

Overhead Line  

The fields generated by the model are to be measured at points located at specific distance 

from every phase. To utilize the theoretical analysis performed in this chapter, these points 

of measurement can also be considered as the location of sensors for the further stage of 

experiment and, consequently, they can be considered as sensors.  

The study of magnetic field and current estimation is organized into three groups. Group I 

consist of all combinations of the measurement points for three conductors with only one 

point per phase. Group II has two measurement points per phase and the Group III has three 

points per phase to utilize all 36 points shown in Figure 2.6. As explained in the previous 

section, each point has three distances from phase A, B and C. For example, for point P1, 

the distances d11, d12 and d13 are calculated from the triangular geometry with reference to 

the point P1's location at 2.5 cm in the North. Similarly, the distances for points in other 

three directions are calculated accordingly. Selected points are at the distances of 2.5 cm, 

5 cm, and 7.5 cm form each phase and are tagged based on their direction East (E), West 

(W), North (N) and South (S) as shown in the Table 2.1. This signifies the angles of location 
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of the points in these directions are 00, 1800, 900 and 2700 respectively. These distances for 

each point are inserted in Equation (2.2.7) to calculate the magnetic field for each 

individual point for selected combinations which becomes the first part of the algorithm 

and computational program developed in MATLAB. The names and numbers of the points 

aid the algorithm select and assign the data for each point into a particular vector which is 

grouped into a structure to calculate the residual error function and thus, determine the 

currents for each phase using the algorithm. Once the magnetic field for all combinations 

is obtained, the algorithm switches to the next step of estimation of currents for each phase 

based on the least squared error method explained in the previous section.  

 

Table 2.1 Allocation of twelve points per phase and numbering for algorithm  

Phase A 

 
2.5 

cm 

5 

cm 

7.5 

cm 

N 1 2 3 

E 4 5 6 

S 7 8 9 

W 10 11 12 
 

Phase B 

 

2.5 

cm 

5 

cm 

7.5 

cm 

N 13 14 15 

E 16 17 18 

S 19 20 21 

W 22 23 24 
 

Phase C 

 

2.5 

cm 

5  

cm 

7.5 

cm 

N 25 26 27 

E 28 29 30 

S 31 32 33 

W 34 35 36 
 

 

 

Magnetic fields generated from the source currents for each phase are shown in Figure 2.8. 

The instantaneous values of currents are in amperes, and magnetic fields for each phase 

have the unit of Tesla. The currents generated by the model designed for 12.47kV balanced 

three-phase system are shown in the Figure 2.9. These currents will be used as a reference 

for comparing with the estimated currents from the algorithm.  
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Figure 2.8 Magnetic field density generated by the model for assigned source currents 

 

Figure 2.9 Source currents simulated for three-phase system 

The following sections demonstrate the results of the simulation performed for three groups 

where one, two and three measurement point combinations are used. 

2.5.1 Simulation Results for Group I: One Measurement Point per Phase  

There are 24 cases designed based on various combinations of locations of measurement 

points and their distances of 2.5 cm, 5 cm and 7.5 cm from each phase conductor. The 

results for all cases are shown in the Table 2.2. First column gives the case number and a 

particular combination based on a labeling convention for based on the measurement 

point’s location selected for each phase. For 24 combinations of the points based on their 

locations gave magnetic field at specific point and it is used in the algorithm for estimation 
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of per-phase current. For example, Case#a1 in the Table 2.2 consists of one point per phase 

selected in the North direction and each point is at the same distance from each phase. By 

referring the label of each point from Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1 it can be inferred that these 

points of Case#a1 are closest to three-phase conductors and are points P1, P13 and P25. 

From Figure 2.6, it is evident that they are all in the North direction. Thus, their labeling is 

N1, N13 and N25. This implies each point per phase is at 2.5 cm at an angle of 900 from 

the center of phase conductor. Their angle from the respective phase conductor is 900, 

consequently, the Case#a1 gets the combination label as 90N_90N_90N. Similarly, the 

magnetic field measurement points for all three-phases at 5 cm are defined as N2, N14, 

N26, and have the same orientation label as 90N_90N_90N, but their number indicates 

their distance from each phase by following the Figure 2.6. The table also shows some 

cases with labels “ZW” and “ZE” which indicate that the points are either in the West or 

East direction at 00. For example, the Case#a14 label shows the configuration, 

90N_ZE_ZW and the points for Phase A, B and C are N2, E17 and W35, which indicates 

measurement point for phase-A is at 5 cm at an angle of 900, point for phase-B is at 5 cm 

in the East at 00 and the point for phase-C is at 5 cm in the West at 00. Thus, columns 2, 3 

and 4 of Table 2.2 indicate the measurement point for each phase and indicate its direction 

as well as distance from the phase. The last three columns of this table give the maximum 

errors in amperes after comparing the estimated per-phase currents with their actual 

currents. The algorithm also gave the results of the minimum errors for each current and 

for each case. These results are given in the Table A.1 of Appendix A.  

Figure 2.10 (a), (b) and (c) show the difference between the estimated and actual current 

for Phases A, B and C respectively obtained for Case#a11. 
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Table 2.2 Estimation errors in Amperes for group I: One measurement point per phase for 

triangular arrangement of three-phase system 

Case Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 
IA_error 

(A) 

IB_error 

(A) 

IC_error 

(A) 

a1: 90N_90N_90N N1 N13 N25 1.29 3.43 3.20 

a2: 90N_90N_90N N2 N14 N26 2.03 7.52 7.74 

a3: 90N_90N_90N N3 N15 N27 2.93 11.43 11.92 

a4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4 E16 E28 2.51 3.25 3.15 

a5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5 E17 E29 5.83 2.34 9.31 

a6: ZE_ZE_ZE E6 E18 E30 8.91 3.87 14.00 

a7: 90S_90S_90S S7 S19 S31 5.05 1.10 2.18 

a8: 90S_90S_90S S8 S20 S32 9.95 3.53 4.71 

a9: 90S_90S_90S S9 S21 S33 15.42 5.56 6.82 

a10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10 W22 W34 4.26 2.80 0.87 

a11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11 W23 W35 6.71 7.79 2.26 

a12: ZW_ZW_ZW W12 W24 W36 10.26 12.55 4.06 

       

a13:90N_ZE_ZW N1 E16 W34 1.28 3.37 0.93 

a14:90N_ZE_ZW N2 E17 W35 1.73 2.36 2.04 

a15:90N_ZE_ZW N3 E18 W36 2.19 3.50 3.31 

a16: 90N_90S_90S N1 S19 S31 1.23 1.15 2.21 

       

a17: 90N_90S_90S N2 S20 S32 1.54 3.62 4.79 

a18: 90N_90S_90S N3 S21 S33 3.56 5.78 6.96 

a19: 90N_90S_ZW N1 S19 W34 1.19 1.13 0.89 

a20: 90N_90S_ZW N2 S20 W35 1.51 3.49 2.19 

       

a21: 90N_90S_ZW N3 S21 W36 1.74 5.52 3.70 

a22: ZE_90S_ZW E4 S19 W34 2.56 1.14 0.95 

a23: ZE_90S_ZW E5 S20 W35 5.95 3.60 2.34 

a24: ZE_90S_ZW E6 S21 W36 9.22 5.75 3.95 
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Figure 2.10 Case#a11: estimated and actual currents for (a) Phase-A, (b) Phase-B, (c) 

Phase-C 

 

Figure 2.11 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#a11 

The estimated currents were observed to be very close to the actual currents as shown in 

the Figure 2.10 (a), (b) and (c). This proved the advantage of applying least squared error 

algorithm in the estimation of the currents form the measured magnetic fields. Moreover, 

the maximum and minimum errors were calculated for each phase by comparing them with 
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the actual phase currents. For phase-A the maximum error was 6.71 A, for phase-B 7.79 A 

and for phase-C it was 2.26 A as shown in Figure 2.11.  

 

Figure 2.12 Case#a19: estimated and actual currents for (a) Phase-A, (b) Phase-B, (c) 

Phase-C 

 

Figure 2.13 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#a19 

The errors for Case#a11 were found maximum as compared to other combinations because 

all measurement points were in the West direction for all three-phases. The maximum 

estimation error in amperes was observed to be far less for Case#a19 when the 
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measurement points were 90U for phase-A, 90D for phase-B and ZW for phase-C at 2.5cm 

and the calculated values of maximum errors were 1.19 A, 1.13 A, and 0.89 A for phase-

A, B and C respectively. For the same group when the distance increased from 2.5 cm to 

7.5 cm, the maximum error did not change drastically for phase-A, but there was a 

significant increase in the errors for phase-B and phase-C. This is evident from the Table 

2.2 where the Case#a21 gave the maximum errors of 1.74 A, 5.52 A and 3.72 A. This 

indicates that the magnetic field weakened with the increase in the distance from 2.5 cm to 

7.5 cm even when the measurement points were far from each other.  

Table 2.2 shows major eight combinations of the locations for points per phase, and then 

each combination repeated for three distances. Therefore, for each combination it was 

observed that the errors were less for the distance 2.5 cm from each phase. These errors 

were high for symmetrical combinations where all measurement points were in the same 

direction and shown in the Table 2.2. The cases from Case#a1 to Case#a12 showed higher 

values of errors per phase as compared to the combinations chosen for Case#13 to Case#24. 

The highest value of the error of 9.22 A was observed for Case#9 where all measurement 

points were in the South direction at 7.5 cm for the first group of 12 cases whereas for the 

remaining 12 cases. In this configuration, the sources of errors are because of the distance 

from each phase conductor, the interference, and the angle of incidence. In addition, the 

number of nodes selected in the FEM based simulation of magnetic field introduces a slight 

error. Greater the number of nodes, higher is the accuracy in capturing the magnetic field 

at the chosen point of measurement, but simultaneously increases the computation time 

and therefore becomes a practical limitation in the simulation study.  

2.5.2 Simulation Results for Group II: Two Measurement Points per Phase  

As in the previous section, a set of 24 combinations were also defined by considering two 

points of measurement per phase. The choice of directions remaining the same as that of 

single sensor, total six sensors were considered per case of simulation. The fields were 

chosen for the same configuration of three phase voltage and circuit. The main motive for 

selecting two points per phase is to improve the measurement accuracy by overcoming the 

effect of magnetic field interference between phases. The advantage of using the points 

designed in this group is the freedom of selection of any two points out of three for each 
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phase and study the dynamical behavior of magnetic field interaction between phases. The 

combinations based on direction are same as those of the Group I point, except there are a 

few more variations defined in this group to obtain a better accuracy.  

For first eight cases, consecutive two points per phase are selected in the same direction 

for all three sets. Case#b1 can be taken to clarify the selection criteria. In this case, all six 

sensors are in the N direction, and they are consecutive for each phase, i.e., for phase A, 

the points chosen are N1 and N2 which are at 2.5 cm and 5 cm respectively from the center 

of the phase-A conductor (refer Figure 2.6). Similarly, the points N13, N13 and N25, N26 

are in N direction for phase-B and phase-C respectively at the locations 2.5 cm and 5 cm. 

This method of selecting set of six points for each phase in the same direction continued 

till Case#b12. Variation is deliberately introduced in selecting two non-consecutively 

located points per phase. For example, in Case#b8 the points are at 5 cm and 7.5 cm, that 

means, the points are consecutively located from the center of conductor for all three 

phases, but this style is changed for Case#b9. In this case, the points are selected in the S-

direction, but first point location is at 2.5 cm and the second point location is 7.5 cm and 

this can be confirmed from Figure 2.6. Similar change can be observed for cases, Case#b3, 

Case#b6 and Case#b12.  

Mixed combinations were chosen for points’ direction per phase from Case#b13 onwards, 

but two points for each phase were kept in the same direction. For example, Case#b13 

shows that there are two points for phase-A in N direction with sensor locations of 2.5 cm 

and 5 cm, whereas for phase-B these points are in E direction and for phase-C they are in 

W direction with location distances remaining the same as that of phase-A. This style is 

followed for all cases from Case#b13 to Case#b24 except for Case#b20, in which all six 

points chosen are in S direction. The combinations and results are given in Table 2.3.  

The estimated currents for each phase for Case#b1 are shown in Figure 2.14. The 

combinations of locations for this case include all points in N direction at 2.5 cm and 5 cm 

for each phase. The estimation errors in amperes are shown in the Figure 2.15 with a 

minimum error of 1.37 A for phase-A, and errors of 4% for phase-B and phase-C. These 

errors are maximum for this direction when the location points are at 5 cm and 7.5 cm for 

each phase. The errors for phase-B and phase-C are maximum (8.73 A for phase-B and 
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9.03 A for phase-C) in Case#b2, but for phase-A, the maximum estimation error is only 

2.24 A. This is because phase-A conductor is placed 92 cm above the horizontal plane of 

phase-B and C, and these two phases have the influence of magnetic field produced by 

phase-A at 7.5 cm, which is affecting the actual magnetic field produced by each-phase at 

these points and, therefore, resulting in weaker magnetic field. Consequently, the algorithm 

shows this impact of the interference on phase-B and phase-C and, as a result, the errors 

are higher compared to that of phase-A. This is also applicable for Case#b5, Case#b8, and 

Case#b11.  

The supporting evidence of higher estimation errors is shown for Case#b8 in Figure 2.16.  

The maximum errors in Case#b8 are 11.14 A, 4.14 A, and 5.35A for phase-A, B and C 

respectively. This is because the combination has measurement points at 7.5 cm. The error 

for phase A is 11.14 A, because the field generated by phase A has interference with those 

generated by phases B and C. As a result, the magnetic field value itself is less and not the 

true representation of the actual current flowing in phase-A conductor.  

 

Figure 2.14 Case#b1: estimated and actual currents for (a) Phase-A (b) Phase-B, and (c) 

Phase-C 
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Figure 2.15 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#b1 

 

Figure 2.16 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#b8 

The estimation errors for the rest of two phases are higher, because the measurement points 

are in South direction of the phases and sufficiently away from each other not to have any 

interference of neighboring magnetic fields. The results of cases where all measurement 

points per phase are not in the same direction show that the magnetic field sensing and 

current estimation accuracy of the algorithm is improved. It is evident from the outcome 

of combinations from Case#b13 to Case#b24. The directions of the measurement points 

are different for three phases and there are two measurement points per phase, which 
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increases the possibility of overcoming the interference of the magnetic field caused by the 

neighboring phase’s field on each other.  

In Case#b13, the measurement points for each phase are in North, East, and West direction 

for phase-A, -B and -C respectively. The distances from the phase for two measurement 

points are 2.5 cm and 5 cm for first and second point respectively and apply for each phase. 

In this case, the measurement points of phase-A are in the North from all phases are far 

from phase-B and phase-C. Similarly, the measurement points of phase-B are in the East 

direction and for phase-C in the West direction and thus, far from the other two phases. 

Therefore, the results are better as compared to the first 12 cases with maximum errors of 

1.34 A, 2.91 A and 1.10A as shown in the Figure 2.17.  

The results of the estimation errors for Case#b17 are shown in the Figure 2.18. In this case, 

the phase-A measurement points are in the North direction at 900, phase-B measurement 

points are at the similar distances but in South direction at 2700, and the measurement 

points for phase-C are in the West direction in 1800. For all phases, the distances of first 

and second measurement point per phase are 2.5 cm and 5cm. The angles of orientation in 

this case give the maximum magnetic field and the directions chosen to give minimum 

interference of the neighboring phases. Therefore, in this case, the maximum estimation 

errors are 1.24 A, 1.57 A and 1.08 A, for phase-A, -B and - C respectively.  

Case#b19 has the same orientation per phase for measurement points as that of Case#b17, 

except the distances of measurement points per phase. In this case, the measurement points 

of phase-A are located at 2.5 cm and 5 cm in the North direction, for phase-B they are 

located at 2.5 cm and 7.5 cm in the South direction, and for phase-C the measurement 

points are located at 2.5 cm and 7.5 cm in the West direction. The results are almost similar 

as of the Case#b17 with a minor variation. The maximum errors are 1.24 A for phase-A, 

1.53 A for phase-B and 1.07 A for phase-C as shown in the Figure 2.19. The results for the 

remaining cases up to Case#b24 show that the errors for each phase are relatively lower 

than those for the cases from Case#b1 to Case#b12. Moreover, it is observed that the 

distance from the center of each phase’s conductor does not impact much as compared to 

the location closer to the neighboring phase.  
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Figure 2.17 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#b13 

 

Figure 2.18 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#b17 

 

Figure 2.19 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#b19 
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2.5.3 Simulation Results for Group III: Three Measurement Points per Phase 

After developing the computer simulations for one and two measurement points per phase, 

it was expanded to accommodate the simulations for three measurement points per phase. 

In this experiment, all three measurement points per phase were placed in the same 

direction with a spacing of 2.5 cm, 5 cm, and 7.5 cm. It was observed that the combinations 

of directions were giving repetitive results and therefore, the experiment was limited to 

only six cases. These combinations and the maximum estimation errors obtained for each 

current are given in Table 2.4. For the first three cases, the directions and locations of 

measurement points were the same for all three phases. First case had all three 

measurement points in the North direction, second case in the East direction and the third 

case in the South direction. Figure 2.20 shows the estimated currents per phase and their 

comparison with the actual currents and, Figure 2.21 shows the maximum errors in the 

estimated currents for all phases for Case#c1 where all sensors are in the North direction.  

The errors are found to be maximum for the combination where all sensors are in the South 

direction and the maximum error in the estimation is for the Case#c3 with errors of 6.65A 

for phase-A, 1.87 A for phase-B and 2.99 A for phase-C as shown in the Table 2.4. The 

reasons for higher estimation errors are similar to those explained in the previous section 

for two measurement points. The errors may get higher in this configuration because of the 

measurement points being farther as compared to the first two configurations of single and 

two measurement points.  
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Table 2.3 Estimation errors for group II: Two measurement points per phase for 

triangular arrangement of three phase system 

Case Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

IA_ 

error 

(A) 

IB_ 

error 

(A) 

IC_ 

error 

(A) 

b1:90N_90N_90N N1, N2 N13, N14 N25, N26 1.37 4.24 4.11 

b2:90N_90N_90N N2, N3 N14, N15 N26, N27 2.24 8.73 9.03 

b3:90N_90N_90N N1, N3 N13, N15 N25, N27 1.33 4.23 4.08 

b4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4, E5 E16, E17 E28, E29 3.14 2.76 4.37 

b5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5, E6 E17, E18 E29, E30 6.77 2.76 10.75 

b6: ZE_ZE_ZE E4, E6 E16, E18 E28, E30 3.10 2.98 4.23 

b7: 90S_90S_90S S7, S8 S19, S20 S31, S32 6.02 1.56 2.67 

b8: 90S_90S_90S S8, S9 S20, S21 S32, S33 11.14 4.14 5.35 

b9: 90S_90S_90S S7, S9 S19, S21 S31, S33 5.92 1.52 2.62 

b10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10, W11 W22, W23 W34, W35 4.76 3.80 1.07 

b11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11, W12 W23, S24 W35, W36 7.79 9.25 2.76 

b12: ZW_ZW_ZW W10, W12 W22, W24 W34, W36 4.87 3.78 1.07 

       

b13:90N_ZE_ZW N1, N2 E16, E17 W34, W45 1.34 2.91 1.10 

b14:90N_ZE_ZW N2, N3 E17, E18 W35, W36 1.85 2.70 2.42 

b15:90N_90S_90S N1, N2 S19, S20 S31, S32 1.28 1.61 2.70 

b16:90N_90S_90S N2, N3 S20, S21 S32, S33 1.81 4.26 5.44 

       

b17:90N_90S_ZW N1, N2 S19, S20 W34, W35 1.24 1.57 1.08 

b18:90N_90S_ZW N2, N3 S20, S21 W35, W36 1.58 4.10 2.64 

b19:90U_90S_ZW N1, N2 S19, S21 W34, W36 1.24 1.53 1.07 

b20:90N_90S_90S N2, N3 S19, S20 S31, S32 1.62 1.60 2.70 

       

b21: ZE_90S_ZW E4, E5 S19, S20 W34, W35 3.21 1.59 1.15 

b22: ZE_90S_ZW E5, E6 S20, S21 W35, W36 6.94 4.24 2.80 

b23: ZE_90S_ZW E4, E6 S19, S21 W34, W36 3.17 1.55 1.13 

b24: ZE_90S_90D E4, E5 S19, S20 S31, S32 3.15 1.63 2.64 
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Figure 2.20 Case#c1: estimated and actual currents for (a) Phase-A, (b) Phase-B, and (c) 

Phase-C 

 

Figure 2.21  Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#c1 

The errors go on diminishing with the change in the combination of directions similar to 

the pattern observed in the previous two groups of measurement points. For example, for 

cases Case#c4, #c5 and #c6 these errors are less compared to those for the first three cases. 

Figure 2.22 shows the performance for the Case#c5 where the maximum error is 2.77 A 

for phase-B. Similarly, the errors obtained for Case#c6 are the lowest compared to all cases 

in this group and are shown in the Figure 2.23.  
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Figure 2.22 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#c5 

 

Figure 2.23 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#c6 

For Case#c6, first set of measurement points for phase A are in the North direction, 

measurement points of phase-B and phase-C are in the South direction. This arrangement 

offers the best scenario for all three measurement points per phase with minimum 

interference of the neighboring phase magnetic fields and, therefore, the magnetic fields’ 

values give the true representation of the field generated by respective phase. Overall, the 

results obtained for this group for all cases show that by increasing number of measurement 

points per phase increases the accuracy of the algorithm and, consequently, the estimated 

currents.  
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Table 2.4 Estimation errors for three measurement points per phase for triangular 

arrangement of three phase  

Case Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

IA_ 

error 

(A) 

IB_ 

error 

(A) 

IC_ 

error 

(A) 

c1 N1, N2, N3 N13, N14, N15 N25, N26, N27 1.41 4.83 4.75 

c2 E4, E5, E6 E16, E17, E18 E28, E29, E30 3.59 2.62 5.15 

c3 S7, S8, S9 S19, S20, S21 S31, S32, S33 6.65 1.87 2.99 

 

c4 W10, W11, W12 W22, W23, W25 W34, W35, W36 5.21 4.51 1.25 

c5 N1, N2, N3 E16, E17, E18 W34, W35, W36 1.38 2.77 1.25 

c6 N1, N2, N3 S19, S20, S21 S31, S32, S33 1.31 1.92 3.03 

 

 

2.6 Computer Simulation and Analysis for Three-Phase Horizontal Arrangement   

The simulation and analysis of the effect of magnetic fields produced by three-phase 

overhead system when the structural arrangement of phases is in a horizontal plane is 

explained in this section. The structural arrangement and distance between each phase are 

referred from the USF standard [58, 59]. The model is developed in the same fashion as 

that of previous type of structure and the three-phase circuit of the model is designed for 

12.47 kV system. The arrangement of measurement points in all four directions 

perpendicular to each phase conductor are as shown in the Figure 2.24. The measurement 

point distances and locations are same as that of the previous type and shown in Table 2.1. 

The computational program remains the same for both parts, the calculation of the magnetic 

field per phase and the estimation of three-phase currents based on the distance matrix, X. 

This matrix is changed because of the distances of each phase and the measurement points 

from each phase when considering the effect of neighboring magnetic field.  
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Figure 2.24 Measurement points location per phase for three-phase horizontal 

arrangement 

The simulation is performed for three groups, same as that of the previous section in which 

there are single, two and three measurement points per phase. There are 24 combinations 

of the measurement points designed in the Group I and Group II, and six cases designed 

for the Group III. The results are explained and discussed in the following sub-sections.  

2.6.1 Simulation Results of Group I: One Measurement Point per Phase 

The results of the Case#a1 with comparison between estimated current and the actual 

currents for all phases are shown in the Figure 2.25. In this case, the measurement points 

for all phases are in the North direction and, therefore, faced minimum interaction with the 

neighboring phase’s magnetic field. The maximum errors in estimation are 3.36 A, 2.24 A, 

and 2.53 A for phases A, B and C respectively and are shown in the Figure 2.26. 

In this phase arrangement, the maximum errors are observed for the cases when the 

measurement points are in the same plane as that of the conductors and when all points are 

either in the East direction or West direction. For example, Case#a7 and Case#12 show the 

maximum errors because the measurement points are closer to the neighboring phase. 

Consequently, there is maximum interference of the magnetic fields resulting in weaker 

magnetic fields and, therefore, final results of estimation of currents show higher errors.   
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Figure 2.25 Case#a1: estimated and actual currents for (a) Phase-A, (b) Phase-B, and     

(c) Phase-C 

 

Figure 2.26 Estimation errors (maximum) in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, 

Case#a1 

The values of the magnetic fields per phase become more accurate when the measurement 

points are chosen in the direction and distance in such a manner that they have minimum 

interaction of the neighboring magnetic fields. This results in getting better estimation of 

the currents. The combinations of the measurement points per phase from Case#a13 to 
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Case#24 shown in the Table 2.5 indicate this difference as compared to the first twelve 

cases. 

The minimum errors are observed in Case#a16 and Case#a19. In the first case, the 

measurement points are in North, South and South direction for phase A, B and C 

respectively, and, at the same distance of 2.5 cm from the respective phase. At these points, 

the respective phase’s magnetic field is present with less impact of the field generated by 

the adjacent phases. Similarly, for Case#a19, the measurement points are located at North, 

South and West direction at the closest distance from each phase. Moreover, the geometry 

shown in Figure 2.24 indicates that the combination of measurement points chosen in this 

case have minimum interaction of the fields by phases on each other and, therefore, 

provides best results. The maximum errors in the estimation of phase-A, -B, and -C currents 

is 3.21 A, 2.84 A, and 2.43 A respectively.  
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Table 2.5 Estimation errors in Amperes for group I: One measurement point per phase for 

horizontal arrangement of three-phase system 

Case Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 
IA_error 

(A) 

IB_error 

(A) 

IC_error 

(A) 

a1: 90N_90N_90N N1 N13 N25 3.36 2.45 2.53 

a2: 90N_90N_90N N2 N14 N26 9.66 7.39 7.91 

a3: 90N_90N_90N N3 N15 N27 4.30 3.15 3.32 

a4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4 E16 E28 8.76 1.82 8.16 

a5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5 E17 E29 20.69 5.52 20.37 

a6: ZE_ZE_ZE E6 E18 E30 9.67 9.43 11.34 

a7: 90S_90S_90S S7 S19 S31 3.04 2.75 2.91 

a8: 90S_90S_90S S8 S20 S32 10.22 8.07 7.89 

a9: 90S_90S_90S S9 S21 S33 15.54 11.43 12.44 

a10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10 W22 W34 9.58 7.16 2.13 

a11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11 W23 W35 21.44 16.68 1.06 

a12: ZW_ZW_ZW W12 W24 W36 34.90 25.76 3.66 

       

a13:90N_ZE_ZW N1 E16 W34 3.05 2.18 2.44 

a14:90N_ZE_ZW N2 E17 W35 8.87 6.41 0.80 

a15:90N_ZE_ZW N3 E18 W36 11.31 17.48 4.03 

a16: 90N_90S_90S N1 S19 S31 3.39 2.77 2.92 

       

a17: 90N_90S_90S N2 S20 S32 9.69 8.03 7.86 

a18: 90N_90S_90S N3 S21 S33 15.22 11.39 12.41 

a19: 90N_90S_ZW N1 S19 W34 3.21 2.84 2.43 

a20: 90N_90S_ZW N2 S20 W35 9.09 8.18 0.51 

       

a21: 90N_90S_ZW N3 S21 W36 13.96 11.68 0.66 

a22: ZE_90S_ZW E4 S19 W34 24.92 10.34 2.14 

a23: ZE_90S_ZW E5 S20 W35 11.27 3.61 2.56 

a24: ZE_90S_ZW E6 S21 W36 34.27 14.02 3.26 
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2.6.2 Simulation Results of Group II: Two Measurement Points per Phase 

In this case, there are two measurement points per phase and, therefore, show better results 

for the same combinations of directions as that of Group I. The results are shown in the 

Table 2.6.  

From results of all cases in this Group, it is observed that increasing the number of points 

does not help in improving the estimation accuracy of the currents. The reason being the 

phases lying in the same plane, they have maximum interaction of the magnetic fields. This 

is also evident form Figure 2.1. The maximum errors in this group of combinations were 

found for Case#b22: ZE_90S_ZW with maximum estimation errors of 24.92 A for phase-

A. The minimum error for all phases among 24 cases was observed for Case# 

b13:90N_ZE_ZW with errors values of 4.12A, 2.56 A and 2.13 A for phase-A, -B and -C 

respectively as shown in Figure 2.27. 

 

Figure 2.27 Estimation errors in amperes for phase-A, phase-B and phase-C, Case#b13 

2.6.3 Simulation Results of Group III: Three Measurement Points per Phase 

The simulation study for combinations of three measurement points per phase was also 

performed for this horizontal structure and the results of maximum error per phase are 

given in the Table 2.8. It is observed that the worst combination was Case#c2 with all 

measurement points in the East direction with a maximum error of 12.57 A, and the best 

combination was Case#c5 with errors less than 5 A for all three phases.  
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Table 2.6 Estimation errors in Amperes for group II: Two measurement points per-phase 

for horizontal arrangement of three-phase system 

Case Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

IA_ 

error 

(A) 

IB_ 

error 

(A) 

IC_ 

error 

(A) 

b1:90N_90N_90N N1, N2 N13, N14 N25, N26 4.50 3.31 3.47 

b2:90N_90N_90N N2, N3 N14, N15 N26, N27 11.22 8.56 9.24 

b3:90N_90N_90N N1, N3 N13, N15 N25, N27 4.30 3.15 3.32 

b4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4, E5 E16, E17 E28, E29 10.96 1.97 10.40 

b5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5, E6 E17, E18 E29, E30 23.21 12.00 13.34 

b6: ZE_ZE_ZE E4, E6 E16, E18 E28, E30 10.96 5.03 6.98 

b7: 90S_90S_90S S7, S8 S19, S20 S31, S32 4.35 3.70 3.81 

b8: 90S_90S_90S S8, S9 S20, S21 S32, S33 11.72 9.03 9.22 

b9: 90S_90S_90S S7, S9 S19, S21 S31, S33 4.05 3.45 3.69 

b10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10, W11 W22, W23 W34, W35 11.87 9.01 1.73 

b11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11, W12 W23, S24 W35, W36 25.44 19.39 1.61 

b12: ZW_ZW_ZW W10, W12 W22, W24 W34, W36 11.93 8.90 1.97 

       

b13:90N_ZE_ZW N1, N2 E16, E17 W34, W45 4.12 2.56 2.13 

b14:90N_ZE_ZW N2, N3 E17, E18 W35, W36 8.83 14.72 10.23 

b15:90N_90S_90S N1, N2 S19, S20 S31, S32 4.52 3.71 3.82 

b16:90N_90S_90S N2, N3 S20, S21 S32, S33 11.25 8.99 9.17 

       

b17:90N_90S_ZW N1, N2 S19, S20 W34, W35 9.69 8.03 7.86 

b18:90N_90S_ZW N2, N3 S20, S21 W35, W36 10.51 9.17 0.34 

b19:90U_90S_ZW N1, N2 S19, S21 W34, W36 4.27 3.58 2.20 

b20:90N_90S_90S N2, N3 S19, S20 S31, S32 10.29 4.01 4.12 

       

b21: ZE_90S_ZW E4, E5 S19, S20 W34, W35 11.26 3.94 2.48 

b22: ZE_90S_ZW E5, E6 S20, S21 W35, W36 24.92 10.34 2.14 

b23: ZE_90S_ZW E4, E6 S19, S21 W34, W36 11.27 3.61 2.56 

b24: ZE_90S_90D E4, E5 S19, S20 S31, S32 11.21 3.87 3.67 
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Table 2.7 Estimation errors in Ampere for group III: Three measurement points per phase 

for horizontal arrangement of three-phase system 

Case Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

IA_ 

error 

(A) 

IB_ 

error 

(A) 

IC_ 

error 

(A) 

c1 N1, N2, N3 N13, N14, N15 N25, N26, N27 5.21 3.86 4.09 

c2 E4, E5, E6 E16, E17, E18 E28, E29, E30 12.57 3.75 8.51 

c3 S7, S8, S9 S19, S20, S21 S31, S32, S33 5.10 4.22 4.40 

 

c4 W10, W11, W12 W22, W23, W25 W34, W35, W36 13.61 10.30 1.59 

c5 N1, N2, N3 E16, E17, E18 W34, W35, W36 4.67 3.26 5.37 

c6 N1, N2, N3 S19, S20, S21 S31, S32, S33 5.24 4.24 4.41 

 

 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter, a new current measurement technique is mathematically derived and 

analyzed. The performance of the technique is successfully validated using simulations. 

The simulation and modeling of the magnetic field to estimate the currents in each 

individual phase is successfully performed using least squares algorithm in MATLAB. The 

basis of this research is the Maxwell's second order differential equations.  

The best-case results show that there is a specific combination of the locations from each 

phase which helps in minimum overlapping of the neighboring magnetic fields and the 

currents can be calculated with maximum accuracy. The least squares method with residual 

error function was proven to be successfully applicable to calculate the individual currents 

from mixed magnetic fields. The worst-case results show that fields weaken with increased 

distance and, because of interference of neighboring fields. 

This theoretical modeling and simulation study concluded to two major outcomes for future 

applications regarding sensing of magnetic field for estimation of currents; the first being 

that there is a specific combination of the directions for each sensing or measuring point 
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for maximum accuracy. It is North, East, and West for the triangular structure; the North 

direction is for Phase A, East direction is for Phase B and the West direction is for Phase 

C conductor. Measuring points are away from the neighboring phases and, therefore, there 

is minimum interference of the magnetic fields produced by the neighboring phase 

conductors. The second outcome is that if there are two measuring points, one at 2.5 cm 

and the other at 5 cm, then they increase the current estimation accuracy. Therefore, the 

results of this research recommend use of a set of two magnetic field sensing points in 

North, East and West direction each at 2.5 cm and 5 cm from each phase to achieve 

maximum accuracy in current estimation. The distance shall not be more than 5 cm in case 

the contactless sensors are used for measuring the magnetic field of each phase.  

The simulation results have provided a solid foundation for the hardware design and 

experimental setup in the laboratory. By employing pair of sensors or even more sensors 

at the same distance along the length of conductor around the conductor, the error in 

measurement can be reduced. The analysis shows that the accuracy depends on the number 

of sensors and the distance of the sensor from the conductor.  
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Chapter 3. Selection of Magnetic Sensors: Testing and 

Validation 

 

In the recent past, new sensors based on digital technology are deployed in the power 

systems to compete with the conventional instrument transformers. A common objective 

of exploring such technologies is to save time and cost in the installation, maintenance and 

operation of the substations and power network. Pursuing this objective, world-class 

manufacturing companies such as Siemens and ABB have introduced the concept of digital 

switchgear and introduced fiber optic based CTs [67, 68].  

The primary objective of estimating currents by measuring the magnetic field needs a 

suitable sensor that has the capabilities of sensing magnetic field generated by alternating 

current of medium voltage level. This can be achieved by performing a survey of the 

magnetic sensors available in the market, investigate their application eligibility by 

studying their specifications. In addition, designing and conducting a set of preliminary 

experiments to apply certain tests to study their performance is also necessary. The main 

aim of this research is to find the replacement option, which is non-invasive in application 

for current measurement, and therefore, contactless magnetic sensors were focus while 

selecting the sensors.    

This chapter provides a detail account of sensor selection strategy, development of an 

experimental set up in the laboratory, experiments, and results of the performance 

evaluation of four types of sensors.  

3.1 Contactless Sensors for Application in Current Measurement 

Contactless sensors have a wide variety of sensors available from various manufacturers. 

The method of working of these sensors is either based on Hall Effect or Magnetoresistive 

(MR) Effect. The advantage in both types of sensors is that they are noninvasive and can 

sense the magnetic field when kept in the vicinity of the current carrying conductor. For this 

research, three manufacturers’ sensors were investigated. The first type was the Hall Effect 

based sensors manufactured by Allegro Microsystems [–69 - 71]. These current sensor ICs 
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have the option of sensing both AC and DC currents and are ideal for load detection and 

management. The sensor ICs are very accurate and have a temperature compensation 

function programmed based on the temperature sensors built on the same circuit board. A 

similar type of sensor available in the market was MLX90215, manufactured by Melexis 

[72]. The biggest disadvantage of these sensors is that they are not truly non-invasive. The 

leads of the copper circuit need to be connected to the current source and the Hall 

transducers which are in the vicinity of this conductor then function to produce the voltage 

output. Therefore, these sensors cannot be called truly non-invasive. Moreover, the sensors 

have inbuilt microcontrollers which need programming or calibration based on the 

application. This feature is not of any help for this research, because it gives the 

prefabricated, pre-programmed sensor IC.  

The second type of sensors investigated are HMR2003 [73] manufactured by Honeywell 

and work on Giant MagnetoResistance (GMR) Effect. These are three-axis sensors and used 

mostly as a magnetometer for sensing the magnetic field in various applications such as 

performance investigation of photomultiplier tubes [74], attitude determination in satellite 

simulator [75], and for nanosatellite space applications [76]. There are three types of 

magnetoresistance effects, anisotropic, giant and tunneling as explained in the Chapter 1. 

The sensor HMR2300 is a complete device with actual GMR sensors (HMC2003) integrated 

in a circuit along with a microcontroller that processes the sensed magnetic field in three 

directions and provides the output in terms of magnetic field measured in Gauss. The output 

is not voltage or magnetic field density, but it is a binary number in ASCII format. The user 

must convert the ASCII number into Gauss or Tesla by using the conversion chart provided 

in the datasheet of the sensor [73]. Further details are mentioned in the experiment setup 

section and the performance analysis section where the actual use of the output to gain the 

information of current is required.  

The third type of sensors investigated for this research are the GMR and TMR type 

sensors manufactured by NVE Corporation [77, 78]. Three types of spintronic GMR and 

TMR sensors were chosen to perform the experiment with only single-phase current sensing 

for a range of 1 A to 20 A AC, 60 Hz. Three of these sensors are GMR effect based (Sensor 

#1, #2 and #3 respectively) and one is TMR Effect based (Sensor#4). Sensor#3 is 

Honeywell’s HMR2300 sensor. Their details are shown in Table 3.1.   
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Table 3.1 Sensor specifications 

Factors Sensor#1 Sensor#2 Sensor#3 Sensor#4 

Manufacturer NVE NVE Honeywell NVE 

Sensitivity 36 mV/V/mT 36 mV/V/mT 
47.5 

mA/0.1mT 

20 

mV/V/mT 

Hysteresis 2%max 2%max 0.2% 1%max 

DC Supply 

Voltage 
12VDC 12VDC 15VDC 5.5VDC 

Analog Ouput mV to mT mV to mT ASCII mV to mT 

Sensing Limits 5A AC/DC 30A AC/DC 2Tesla 200A AC/DC 

Linear Range 0-3.5A 0-30A 0.2mT +/-10mT 

 

Sensor#1, #2, and #3 have negligible insertion resistance. The sensor#3 is the Honeywell 

sensor and has three axis measurement capacity by which the field in X-, Y- and Z- direction 

can be measured. Sensor#1 and #2 have inherent electrical isolation and can work for both 

AC and DC current measurement. The Sensor#4 has capacity up to 200 A, and is based on 

the Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR) effect. In this sensor, the current through the traces 

generates a magnetic that is read by the sensor. The magnetic field is represented by the 

formula as  

                                        
10.4

tan
2

I w
H

w d

  
    

  
                                         (3.1.1) 

Where, the magnetic field H is in milliTesla, the width of the trace w in mm and the distance, 

d  in mm. All selected sensors are designed to have a Wheatstone bridge configuration as 

shown in Figure 3.1 that helps in reducing the hysteresis problem and maintain the linearity 

in the output. When current passes through the sensor, it produces a magnetic field 

proportional to the current, in a direction perpendicular to the trace. This bridge has a cross-

sensitivity to detect this field orientation and produces a differential output proportional to 

the field and the power supply. The major advantage of all these four sensors is that they 

are noninvasive type. Therefore, unlike conventional current transformers, these sensors do 
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not need to be installed surrounding the current carrying conductor to measure the magnetic 

field. Following this advantage, further experimental setup is developed for measuring the 

magnetic field for all four sensors and is explained in the next section. 

 

Figure 3.1 Wheatstone bridge structure of sensors 

 

The evaluation of the sensors is based on three major criteria: 

a) Efficacy of sensing magnetic field at various distances from the source  

b) Sensitivity to pick up the magnetic field generated by various magnitudes of an 

alternating current. 

c) Range of linearity in sensing without saturation. 

The other criteria selected for finalization are:  

 Ease of measurement and recording the output of sensor 

 Programming of the sensor in case it comes with a microcontroller inbuilt on the 

integrated circuit. 

 Troubleshooting, maintenance, and repair of the sensor 

 Complexity of techniques and time required to process the recorded data and apply 

algorithms to estimate the current.  

 Cost of the senor 
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 Operating DC voltage 

 Size 

 Availability in the market 

 

3.2 Measurement of Magnetic Field using Magnetic Sensors 

The magnetic field generated by the current carrying overhead conductors depends on the 

type of the current that generates the field. In case of the low frequency alternating current 

in distribution and transmission line networks, the Biot-Savart Law can be applied to 

determine the magnetic field intensity, H, by assuming the conductor of an infinite length 

carrying a current of low frequency, such as power frequency of 60 Hz. In that case, the 

magnetic field density, B will be represented as: 

                                            20
0

2

I
B H wb m

d





                                            (3.2.1) 

Where, μ0 is the permeability of air as a medium. Since, the frequency is low (60 Hz), the 

time-varying magnetic field can be considered as a quasi-static magnetic field and 

therefore, the effect of the resistivity of conductors and the shielding effects caused by eddy 

currents can be assumed to be negligible. 

The measurement of magnetic field can be considered using Cartesian coordinate system 

with the magnetic field components in x, y and z direction. Figure 3.2 illustrates a single-

phase conductor with the magnetic field in clockwise direction and a sensor, S1. This sensor 

is placed at a distance, d from the center of the conductor at an angle of incidence  . 
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Figure 3.2 Possible locations of contactless sensor around the conductor 

The magnetic field in the Z-direction is parallel with the axis of the conductor or the current 

flow and therefore, is assumed to be negligible. Thus, at any angle of incidence, the 

magnetic field will have only two components, xB and yB . If it is assumed that the 

coordinates of S1 are 1 1( , )x y with the center of conductor at 0 0( , )O x y , then the magnetic 

field sensed by the sensor at this location can be written as 
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              (3.2.2) 

In the above equation, ˆ
xe and ˆ

ye are the unit vectors in X- and Y-direction and is the angle 

of incidence. The resultant magnetic field at the sensor location S1 at a distance d will be 

then given as: 

                                            
2 2

1 1 1T S x S yB B B                                        (3.2.3) 

The magnetic field sensed by the sensor at S1 depends on the angle of orientation and the 

location. This field will be maximum if the angle is 900. It has been already demonstrated 

in Chapter 2 that the maximum magnetic field component will be achieved if the tangential 

component of the sensor is matched with that of the magnetic field and therefore, bringing 
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it to zero. By doing so, the  sin  component will give the tangential component and  cos 

will give the perpendicular component. Thus, only one component will be required when 𝛽 

is 900. This will make the field resolve the X and Y components to one single component 

and furnish the maximum value of the magnetic field and is used for sensors#1, #2 and #4 

experiment in this chapter. The possible locations for sensing maximum magnetic field for 

sensor can be at any angle of incidence with one shown at angle β and other four locations 

at 900 such as S1A, S1B, S1C and S1D as depicted in Figure 3.2. The location S1B is used for 

all four sensors in the experiment conducted for the selection process of sensors.  

3.3 Experimental Setup  

The experiment is set up for single-phase resistive circuit. A six-meter-long AWG#4 

insulated XLPE cable was installed at a height of 40 cm from the plane of experiment table 

on two wooden supports. One end of this cable is connected to a wire-wound, silicon coated 

1500 W resistance with a value of 10 Ω. Omicron CMC356 [80] is used for injecting 

alternating currents up to 15 A. Taking reference of the location S1B from Figure 3.2, the 

sensor is placed below the conductor with a variable height adjustment stand to achieve 

variation in the distance d in the direction as shown in Figure 3.4. This figure represents 

sensor#1, 2 and 4 which are insensitive to the orientation axis. Provision is made to install 

two sensors at the same time for measuring the magnetic field. The sensors are provided 

with power supply using Agilent E3631A regulated power supply. For data acquisition, NI-

USB6210 [81] with 16 analog input channels analog to digital converter is employed. The 

analog inputs are programmed in differential mode to achieve the negative and positive half-

cycles of the outputs from sensors. The block diagram of the experiment is as shown in 

Figure 3.3. This diagram shows the setup common for single-phase as well as three-phase 

circuits.  
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Figure 3.3 Sensor placement under the conductor 

There were 33 combinations performed for measuring the magnetic field for each sensor. 

Input current injection was varied from 1 A to 15 A for three distances, 0.25 cm, 1 cm, and 

2.5 cm for each sensor. Total 126 tests were performed and for every test with each value 

of alternating current, the analog output of the sensor was sampled at the rate of 64000 

samples per second. 8000 samples were recorded for each test. The sampling clock of the 

ADC was used for achieving the desired sampling time. The samples were recorded using 

differential configuration of the analog to digital conversion. This configuration helped to 

record the bipolar response of the sensors for an alternating current. The experimental setup 

with non-invasive sensors is shown in Figure 3.4. From the analog output waveforms of 

sensors on the ADC software, it was observed that the sensing strength of all sensors was 

weakening with increase in the distance after 1cm, and at 2.5 cm, there was a significant 

difference in the amplitude of the measured output waveform compared to that of at 0.25 

cm. Therefore, the results were taken for only 0.25 cm distance for all four sensors for 

alternating currents of 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A, 6A, 8A, 10A, 12A, 14A and 15A rms. 
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Figure 3.4 Experiment architecture diagram 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Experiment setup for GMR sensor 
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3.3.1 Experimental Setup for Three-Axis Sensor  

Sensor#3 has a capability of sensing magnetic field in X-, Y- and Z-direction. Its 

orientation affects the magnetic field sensitivity for a particular axis. Therefore, all possible 

orientation combinations were tried for this sensor to achieve the maximum magnetic field 

density sensing and are shown in the Figure 3.6.  

In case of sensor#3, even though it is a GMR sensor, the output is not in the form of voltage. 

It is a transformed value to the binary values or ASCII values depending on the selection 

of the sampling rate. Moreover, isolation was needed for the power supply to sensor#3 to 

maintain the voltage bias for avoiding the errors in producing the output. The output type 

selection depends on the sampling rate. For this experiment, the output was in terms of 

ASCII and, therefore, the recording was achieved using TeraTerm software. Because of 

the special type of output of Sensor#3, the software by National Instruments analog to 

digital conversion was incompatible for this sensor but it was used for the other three 

sensors. The details of experiment procedure and the output of this sensor are shown in the 

Appendix B.  
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Figure 3.6  Orientation of sensor (a) Bx field in the flow of current (b) By field in the 

flow of current (c) By field opposing the flow of current (d) Bx field opposing the flow 

of current 
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3.4 Performance Evaluation  

The main objective of this experiment is to check the ability of sensors to produce a 

sinusoidal output waveform that can correlate with the alternating current input. Therefore, 

for verification, the raw data of recorded outputs were filtered using a low pass filter. In 

this case, the filter was applied with a cut-off frequency of 4 kHz since the number of 

samples and the sampling rate was known. In addition, the frequency of alternating input 

current was fixed at 60Hz, and the number of samples recorded were 8000. The window-

type method was chosen for designing a simpler filter with specific preference to Kaiser 

Window method. The group delay introduced in the filter because of the higher order of 

the filter and window method was also compensated in the algorithm. There was an offset 

incorporated in the outputs of all four sensors. This is evident from Figure 3.7.  

 

Figure 3.7 Output response for an input current of 2 A by sensors #1, #2 and #4 

The waveform with values varying from 35 mV to 45 mV is for sensor#4 and the other two 

are for sensor#1 and #2. The output in mV is converted to mT by using the sensitivity 

values as shown in Table 3.1. These values are used to calculate current from the magnetic 
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field using Equation (3.1.1). The results of the filtered data converted from mV to Tesla 

are shown for 2 A input in Figure 3.8. The difference in the outputs clearly shows the 

capability of each type of sensor measuring weak magnetic field generated by an 

alternating current of 2 A. The quality of the output is dependent on the range of sensing 

and, also on the type of the sensor. Lower the range, weaker is the sensor and therefore, 

weaker is the measured output. Sensor # 1 has range only up to 5 A, Sensor#2 has range 

up to 30 A. Therefore, the fields sensed by these sensors are not so accurate as compared 

to Sensor # 4. Moreover, these two sensors are GMR type sensors, whereas Sensor# 4 is a 

TMR sensor and has the range of sensing up to 200 A. Therefore, the output of sensor # 4 

is the most accurate as compared to the other two sensors.  

 

Figure 3.8 Filtered outputs of sensors #1, #2, and #4 

The filter performance was tested for all measured outputs of the sensor#4 for input 

currents of higher range such as 10 A, 15 A, 20 A and 25 A and is shown in the Figure 3.9. 

The output shown in the Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) are for the magnetic field measured from 

a distance of 0.25 cm and 1 cm respectively, whereas the outputs shown in Figure 3.9(c) 

and Figure 3.9(d) are for the case when the sensor#4 was kept at distances of 2.5 cm. The 

results show that sensor#4 is capable of sensing magnetic field with equal accuracy for the 

distance ranging from 0.25 cm to 2.5 cm. Moreover, it was observed that the group delay 

chosen for the filter resulted in maintaining the correlation with the actual raw output and 

showed good performance in all cases. 
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Figure 3.9 Filtered magnetic field for (a) 10 A, (b) 15 A, (c) 20 A, (d) 25 A for sensor#4 

The ability of the magnetic sensor to produce a sinusoidal analog output is based on the 

bipolar function of the sensors and decided by the structure of layers while manufacturing 

the sensors.   

 

Figure 3.10 Output response to 1 A by sensor#2 and sensor#4 
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However, it was observed for sensor#2 that even though it had this capability mentioned 

in the specifications, it produced rectified outputs for both positive and negative cycles of 

the alternating current. For 1A input, only sensor#4 showed a sinusoidal output as shown 

in Figure 3.10. This is because of the 20 kΩ resistance in the Wheatstone bridge of this 

sensor. The other sensors (1&2) have only 2.2 kΩ resistance which resulted into less 

sensitive to produce the differential output. Sensors of 5 A and 30 A range could not follow 

the bipolar function to produce a negative waveform for the negative cycle of the current. 

Sensor#4 of 200A could function as bipolar and produced sinusoidal analog outputs. All 

sensors picked up noise in addition to the magnetic field. The amount of noise inclusion 

varied with the sensors and, with their magnetic field sensing capacity. This variation is 

clearly visible in the filtered outputs by three sensors, #1, #2 and #4 and is shown in Figure 

3.7 for 1A. It was observed that sensor#1, and #2 were more susceptible to noise. On the 

other hand, sensor#4 showed less noise addition and is evident from Figure 3.8. Moreover, 

it was observed that if the distance from the source is increased for sensor#1, and #2, then 

for currents after 5 A, these GMR sensors started showing saturation and, consequently, 

their output was not pure sinusoid as shown in the Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.11 Output response to 5A by sensor#1, sensor#2 and sensor#4 
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3.4.1 Current Estimation from Magnetic Field 

The magnetic field output results obtained after using the filter techniques for sensor#4 can 

be used to calculate current for respective cases measured during the experiment. This can 

be achieved by rearranging the Equation (3.2.1) as: 

                                         
0

2ˆ d
I B




                                                    (3.4.1) 

The values of magnetic field, B obtained for each case of injected input current, I and for 

respective distance, d are known. Moreover, the value of the constant 0 is known. Inserting 

all known values in the right-hand side of Equation (3.4.1) the current for respective case is 

estimated. The analysis was carried out by developing a computational program in the 

MATLAB software for three sensors, Sensor#1, #2 and #4 with the stages including 

application of filter technique for measured output for all cases, conversion of filtered output 

to magnetic field and then the estimation of current from the magnetic field using Equation 

(3.4.1). Figure 3.12 shows the sensor output measured for 1 A input current before and after 

the application of the filter. With the application of filtered magnetic field the current is 

estimated. Figure 3.13 depicts the estimated current sensor#4 for case of 15 A.  

 

Figure 3.12 Measured and filtered output of sensor# 4 for 1 A input current 
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Figure 3.13 Estimated current from the raw and filtered output of sensor#4 for 15 A input 

current 

In the final stage of the analysis, the currents thus obtained for each case were compared 

with the input current as the source current injected using the Omicron was known for each 

case of the experiment. Therefore, a reference sinusoidal input current for 60 Hz and number 

of samples matching to that of the measured data was constructed for each case in the 

computational code. Using this reference current, the percentage relative error was 

calculated comparing its samples with those of the currents obtained from the magnetic field 

for each case for the selected sensors. At the last stage, the percentage error was calculated 

for each case using the estimated current samples and the reference current samples. The 

percentage errors between the actual and the estimated current are obtained for sensor#1, #2 

and #4 and shown in Table 3.2. All values are shown for the distance of 2.5 cm from the 

source. Therefore, this table provides the worst possible outcome of the sensors. From this 

table, it is evident that the sensor#4 did not show good performance for the lower values of 

current from 1A to 6A, the reason being the higher resistance at the bridge differential 

output. On the other hand, the sensors #2 being designed for lower values of currents, 

showed a better response than the sensor #4. The higher values of percentage error for 

sensor#1 show that it could not perform for lower values of currents and its capacity was 

limited being for sensing magnetic field generated by currents up to 5 A. Sesnor#2 showed 
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errors between 12% and 25% for all currents.  These errors were less when the sensor was 

placed at a distance of 0.25 cm and 1.0 cm from the current carrying conductor. The 

performance of sensor#4 increased in quality with the increase in the source current. This is 

evident from Table 3.2. The errors were reduced with the increase in the magnitude of 

source current.  

 

Table 3.2 Errors for sensors#1, #3 and #4 

Current 

AC 

Magnetic 

Field 

(mTesla) 

Sensor#1  

%error 

Sensor#3  

%error 

Sensor#4  

%error 

1A 28.28 13.62 23.82 26.67 

2A 56.57 18.25 25.37 38.18 

3A 84.85 32.11 13.85 24.25 

4A 113.14 34.90 14.29 23.19 

5A 141.42 39.24 12.59 22.54 

6A 169.71 --* 14.70 9.02 

8A 226.27 --* 21.57 3.39 

10A 282.84 --* 24.89 3.92 

12A 339.41 --* 23.21 2.97 

14A 395.98 --* 19.57 1.30 

15A 424.26 --* 23.74 1.80 

             --*: over limit.  

     

3.5 Summary 

A detailed experimental study for evaluating the performance of the GMR and TMR 

sensors was conducted. In case of sensor#3, it was observed that the output of this sensor 

was difficult to measure, record and process for getting the final current output and 

therefore the analysis was conducted only to the stage of obtaining magnetic fields. This 
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sensor proved to be non-practical for the experimental application designed for this 

research. Its size and connection procedure in the measurement circuit did not fall through 

the standard process of measurement. Moreover, this sensor was very expensive as 

compared to the NVE sensors. Therefore, it was disqualified for the further stage of 

research. The GMR sensors did not qualify all points defined for the selection criteria for 

sensors. The distance from the source and the saturation were the most important factors 

considered for their evaluation. 

After performing detail analysis, it was inferred that the TMR sensor is better than the 

GMR sensor in sensing magnetic field for current estimation. It showed no saturation for 

currents up to 15A and the change in distances did not affect its sensitivity. This is evident 

from the results obtained for the percentage error when the sensor was kept at 2.5 cm. 

Moreover, the power supply voltage requirement of TMR sensor is only 5.5 VDC which is 

advantageous for the application of these sensors in current phasors estimation in overhead 

conductors of power systems. Overall, the TMR sensor successfully passed criteria of 

distant sensing, sensitivity, and linear range with no saturation. The success of this 

performance evaluation makes the TMR sensors to be used for current estimation in the 

next phase of this research. 
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Chapter 4. Calibration and Validation of Magnetic Sensors 

 

4.1 Adopting Magnetic Sensors in Current Measurement Application 

The preliminary experiment carried out for TMR sensors, and the corresponding results 

presented in the previous chapter proved their suitability for performing the laboratory 

experiments for higher current setup and achieve the defined objectives of this research. 

To validate the applicability of TMR sensor for AC current measurements, it is important 

to begin with the study of its performance and prove its accuracy for single-phase current 

measurement.  

To achieve this objective, the essential steps are to test, calibrate and validate the sensor 

for various scenarios such as current with a range of magnitudes, harmonics and various 

distances from the current carrying conductor. In addition, the performance of the sensors 

needs to be tested for their ability to accurately sense the magnetic field from particular 

distances in the presence of additional frequencies other than 60 Hz as well as in cases 

where there are insulated cables and bare conductors. The calibration of the TMR sensor 

based on these factors will help to achieve the maximum accuracy in terms of current 

measurement. These objectives can be accomplished by testing these sensors in a 

laboratory setting. The laboratory experiment did not cover some factors such as the effect 

of extreme temperature and rain. Moreover, the effect wind causing sag in the conductors 

and consequently changing their distance from sensors was not considered in the 

experiment. The calibration was performed with a basic assumption that the distance 

between the conductors and sensors remained the same throughout the experiment.  

A sensor array is observed to deliver more accurate results than a single sensor. Therefore, 

it is planned to deploy twelve sensors for current measurement, with four sensors per phase 

to sense three-phase currents for the final stage of this research. Use of multiple sensors 

per phase render more scope to reduce the measurement error. This can be achieved by 

applying various possible methods such as combining the magnetic field sensed by sensors, 

taking weighted average of outputs of sensors, or simply choose the best sensor output 

when applied for either single or three-phase current measurements.  
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The experiment and analysis are conducted on twelve sensors to calibrate them and check 

their performance compared to each other, and verify their behavior in presence of the same 

magnetic field. The purpose of this study is to explore any manufacturing deficiency or 

variation in the sensors and, consequently, finalize whether all sensors can be calibrated 

with same calibration factor, or they would need individual calibration factors based on 

their quality. This approach will also help to calibrate sensors for achieving maximum 

accuracy in current measurement. This chapter presents a detailed analysis of calibration 

and comparative performance of twelve sensors under various factors mentioned above.  

4.2 Multiple Sensors Arrangement 

The magnetic field that is sensed by the sensors is a function of the distance (d), the angle 

of incidence (β), and the magnitude of current (I) and can be expressed as B = f(I, d, β). 

By placing the sensors at various locations, the magnetic field can thus be sensed by 

multiple sensors simultaneously. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Multiple sensors for magnetic field measurement 
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If we assume the locations of the sensors S1, S2,……,S12 to be at locations P1, P2,…… P12 

then the resultant magnetic field is expressed as: 

         1 2 121 2 12
, , , , , , , ,......, , ,S A A S A A S A AP P P

f I t f B I t B I t B I t            (4.2.1) 

 

The use of multiple sensors improves the measurement accuracy compared to a single 

sensor, and this has been researched and demonstrated by various groups in other research 

studies [46, 47]. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that due to practical issues and 

manufacturing imperfections, the output of the sensors does not exactly follow the earlier-

mentioned theoretical equations. Therefore, it becomes important to calibrate and prepare 

the sensors to improve the accuracy of the current measurements. 

4.3 Experimental Setup for Twelve TMR Sensors 

For this experiment, twelve TMR sensors and a multi-stranded XLPE aluminum cable of 

size AWG#4 were selected. The experiment was performed for a range of magnitudes of 

alternating currents that ranged from 1 A to 25 A, with sensors at various distances from 

the conductor. This was achieved by placing the sensors at a right angle from the conductor 

at the distances of 7 mm, 15 mm, 25 mm, and 35 mm. One of the performance factors was 

the effect of insulation on the ability of the sensor to detect the magnetic field. Moreover, 

the application of the measurement of magnetic field is also for the overhead system which 

usually has conductors with no insulation. To simulate this condition in the laboratory, the 

insulation of the AWG#4 cable is taken off for a length of 45 cm to accommodate the 

sensors near the ‘without insulation’ part of the conductor. Six sensors were placed near 

the bare part, and the remaining six sensors were placed near the insulated part of the 

conductor during the experiment. The sensors were then interchanged to the record 

magnetic fields that were sensed for the same current value. Figure 4.2 shows the 

arrangement of the experimental setup for 12 sensors. A solid-core conventional CT with 

Class 0.15, 100:100 mA and 19.7 mm diameter is selected to compare its performance with 

the sensor’s output. This CT is Measurement Canada approved and has exceptionally high 
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accuracy of 0.15% and mostly used for meter installations. The burden of the CT is 

designed to meet the IEEE Standard.  

TMR sensors are one of the three types of anisotropic magnetoresistance sensors [81]. 

These sensors have multilayer ferromagnetic electrodes that are separated by a thin 

insulating barrier that helps the electrons tunnel from one layer to another under the 

application of a magnetic field. The tunneling effect depends on the orientation of the 

magnetic field. Under the application of a parallel magnetic field, the magnetoresistance 

reduces and results in electrons tunneling from one layer to another. When there is an anti-

parallel magnetic field, the electrons will have alternating strong and weak scattering effect, 

resulting in a highly magnetoresistive state [49].  The TMR sensors that were used in this 

research operate at a voltage of 5.5 VDC. Their sensitivity is 20mV/V/mT typical. This 

sensitivity is inclusive of the gain because of the sensor, the Wheatstone bridge, and all the 

electronic components that are a part of the circuit that is embedded onto the sensor chip. 

This indicates that for various current values, the magnetic field that is produced will be 

equal to 110 times the voltage output of the sensor. The experiments were conducted in 

two sets, each with five stages and four parts. These stages and parts were repeated for the 

No-Insulation (NI) and With-Insulation (WI) cases, as shown in Figure 4.3(a) and (b). The 

experiment is divided into two parts and four stages as shown in the Table 4.1 

In the Part I and for Set 1 of Stage 1, twelve sensors were placed at a distance, d1= 7 mm 

from the center of the conductor, with six sensors located near the insulated part, also 

defined as WI part and the remaining six near the non-insulated i.e., NI part of the 

conductor. A current from 5 A to 25 A AC with steps of 0.5 A is passed through the 

conductor for one minute and for each current, the analog outputs of all 12 sensors are 

recorded for five seconds using the data acquisition system. An interval of 1 minute is kept 

between injecting each set of current and, there is a hard stop of 1 minute between each 

current injection to avoid the saturation or overflow of the A/D channel registers and avoid 

the recording of null values. The analog values are recorded for five seconds with a 

sampling rate of 7.2 kHz. This also helped in avoiding any temperature rise of the sensors 

or the circuit because of higher values of currents for longer durations. Current was injected 

using an Omicron CMC356 current injection set [79] and the frequency of input current 
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was selected to 60 Hz for Set 1. The sensor outputs and the CT output were recorded using 

the NI cDAQ-9174 data acquisition system [81]. 

Table 4.1 Experiment parts, stages, and sets for array of twelve sensors. 

Parts  Stage 1 

d1 = 7mm 

Stage 2 

d2 = 15mm 

Stage 3 

d3 = 25mm 

Stage 4 

d4 = 35mm 

Part I: S1 to S6- WI, S7 to S12-

NI 

 

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 

With Insulation  

 

S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12 

No Insulation  

 

Frequency:  

Set 1 = 60 Hz, Set 2= 120Hz, 

Set 3 = 180Hz, Set 4 = 240Hz, 

Set 5 = 300Hz 

 

Current: 1A to 25A AC 

with steps of 0.5A 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 25) 

  

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 25) 

 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 25) 

 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 25) 

 

Part II: S1 to S6- NI, S7 to S12-

WI 

 

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 

No Insulation  

 

S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12 

With Insulation  

 

Frequency:  

Set 1 = 60 Hz, Set 2= 120Hz, 

Set 3 = 180Hz, Set 4 = 240Hz, 

Set 5 = 300Hz, 

 

Currents: 1A to 25A AC 

with steps of 0.5A 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 29) 

 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 29) 

 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 29) 

 

B(I1 = 1.0) 

B(I2 = 1.5) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

B(I50= 29) 
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Figure 4.2 Experimental setup with twelve sensors 

 

The sampling rate was kept at 7.2 kHz, and 10,000 samples were recorded for each value 

of the injected current. Thus, the outputs were recorded for each current value from 1 A to 

25 A. For the second set, the current injection setting was changed to inject currents of the 

second harmonic frequency. Thus, for Set 2, the currents ranging from 1 A to 25 A with 

120 Hz were set for circulation in the circuit. The same steps were repeated for Set 2 as of 

Set 1, and the outputs were recorded. For Set 3, the injected currents were set at the third 

harmonic frequency (180 Hz), and this pattern continued until Stage 5, where fifth 

harmonic currents (300 Hz) were injected. The completion of these sets denoted the end of 

Stage 1 of Part I of the experiment.  

For Stage 2 of Part I, the distance of the sensor was changed from 7 mm to 15 mm, and all 

five sets of currents with five different frequencies were injected from 1 A to 25 A to record 

the outputs of twelve sensors. This procedure continued for Stage 3, in which all sensors 

were moved from 15 mm to 25 mm by keeping their placement options near insulation and 

no insulation part of the cable the same as that of Set 1. For Stage 4, the distance was 
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changed from 25 mm to 35 mm from the center of the conductor and all sets of various 

frequency currents were repeated. The completion of Stage 4 denoted the end of Part I.  

For Part II, the combination of the sensor and their placement option was changed as shown 

in the Table 4.1. The first six sensors were moved near the NI part of the conductor and the 

remaining six (from S7 to S12) were moved near the WI part of the conductor. All sets from 

Set 1 of 60 Hz to set 5 of 300 Hz with current varying from 1 A to 25 A were repeated for 

each stage from Stage 1 to Stage 4 in the same manner as that of Part I to record the output 

of twelve sensors.  

The experiment with two parts, four stages and five sets of frequencies in each stage 

resulted in a total of 1160 combinations of the experiment, and therefore, the same number 

of data files were recorded for the further analysis and calibration of the sensors.  

Measurement uncertainty was addressed while performing this experiment. To reduce 

measurement errors during experimentation, the specifications of all the devices that were 

involved in the experiment were checked for their performance accuracy. For the current 

generation test set, Omicron CMC 356 was found to have a resolution of 1 mA, an accuracy 

of less than 0.05% during magnitude amplification, and a 0.001° resolution for phase 

amplification. The phase error at 60 Hz was 0.02° for the voltage and 0.05° typical for the 

current. This test set had 1μs absolute timing accuracy for both voltage and current. The 

NI-cDAQ-9174 Analog to Digital converter (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA) 

was found to have a timing resolution of 1 ns and a timing accuracy of 50 ppm for the 

sample rate, with a maximum sampling rate of 500 kHz. To minimize errors from occurring 

when recording the outputs from the sensors, the sampling rate was selected to be 7.2 

kHz/channel, which is well below the limit of 25 kHz/channel. To minimize errors caused 

by increases in the temperature, the measurements were taken with a time lapse of 1 minute 

between each current magnitude for every stage in each part as explained above. Thus, the 

measurement uncertainty was minimized as much as possible. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.3 Sensor arrangement near (a) No-insulation and (b) With-insulation part of the 

conductor  

4.4 Calibration of Sensors 

The performance of the sensors can be tested appropriately if there is any method by which 

their capability of sensing magnetic field can be translated to the corresponding current 

magnitudes. This needs application of suitable methods which can provide that conversion 

factor which is directly relating the magnetic field sensing capacity to the equivalent 

current. It was decided to start from a simple method of using the extended form of 

Faraday’s Law and depending on the results of its application, further steps were defined 

for exploring other accurate and suitable mathematical techniques with characteristics such 

as computational time and less complex algorithm. The details of such two methods are 

explained in the following subsections.  

4.4.1 Using Direct Method: Biot-Savart Law 

The magnetic field has a direct relation with current generated by the source and is also 

inversely related to the distance from the source, as seen from the Equation (1.1.1). To 

check the performance of the sensors based on this equation, the measured voltage output 
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of each sensor for various currents and for various locations of the sensors from the current 

carrying conductors is converted into magnetic field using the manufacturer’s specified 

conversion factor. Therefore, for each set of measured magnetic fields, the current is 

calculated by re-arranging the Biot-Savart Law as follows: 

                                                       
0

2 dB
I




                                                   (4.4.1) 

In this case, the distance “d” has four options, d1, d2, d3 and d4 with actual values of 7 mm, 

15 mm, 25 mm and 35 mm. Before using the measured data for each case, the offset was 

removed from each to make it possible determine the maximum value of the magnitude of 

currents calculated using the above equation for these distances. The errors are calculated 

between the maximum value of magnitude of actual currents and the calculated currents. 

In this first step of using direct relation, the NI case data is considered where the sensors 

are placed near the bare conductor in anticipation that the errors will be less as compared 

to those of WI case. It is observed from these results that the calculated currents are weaker 

compared to the actual with a variation of the error from 12.48% minimum to 43.76% 

maximum. The magnetic field weakens with the increase in the distance from the source 

and, therefore, it was found that the errors for distance d4 were higher compared to those 

for distance d1. The currents calculated from the outputs of sensor S1 for various input 

current conditions such as 5 A at 25 mm , 10A at 7 mm, 20 A at 15 mm and 25A at 35 mm 

distances are shown in the Figure 4.4. The current is calculated from the measured magnetic 

field by utilizing the unfiltered output and converted to current by applying the Equation 

(4.4.1). Therefore, it is not a pure sinusoidal output waveform. Moreover, the errors are 

quite visible in this plot because of the nature of the data, and effect of distance. These 

observations led to the decision of exploring a better technique to calibrate the sensors 

accurately and estimate accurate values of currents.  
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Figure 4.4 Currents calculated using the direct method 

 

4.4.2 Using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

The source of magnetic field is an alternating current and is periodic in nature with a 

frequency between 0 and 2𝜋 and has a definite value of 60 Hz. Therefore, the output of 

sensors is also periodic and sampled at a sampling rate of 7.2 kHz. During the experimental 

stage, eight thousand samples were recorded per second for one value of current with the 

calculation of 120 samples per period. This gave a premise to use the discrete signal for 

estimating the current phasor using Fourier Transform method. Moreover, this method does 

not need any filter and offset removal. The measured signal,  
idB n for each set of distances, 

1 2 3 4, , ,id d d d d with a period length, N and 0,1,2,.... -1n N can be transformed into a 

sequence,  
id kΒ using Discrete Fourier Transform as  

                                         
21

0 1,2,3,4

i i

N jk n
N

d d

n i

k B n e
 

 

 Β                           (4.4.2) 

for k = 0,1,2,...N -1 . The waveform represented by N samples can be decomposed using 

the orthogonality property of the complex sinusoid over the domain  0, 1k N  and can 

also be represented using Euler’s complex exponentials for each distance as  
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Β               (4.4.3) 

From the transformed waveform obtained above for each measured set of values 

corresponding to specific currents is then used to calculate the mean value of the 

multiplication factor (MF). The sampling rate of 7.2 kHz for the measurement of sensor 

output helped to obtain sufficient samples to apply the orthogonal functions to the DFT 

algorithm to complete the calculations for one complete cycle of the input current 

frequency, and then this method was repeated for the remaining data of each case. By 

following these steps, for each sensor a multiplication factor (MF) for each value of current 

from 5 A to 25 A, for each distance from 7 mm to 35 mm was obtained. 

 To verify the performance of the multiplication factor thus obtained using DFT, the current 

output calculated by applying the MF obtained using DFT for a specific case data was 

chosen to compare with the output of the conventional CT. Figure 4.5 shows such example 

where the sensor, S2 was kept near WI part and the injected input current to the circuit was 

15 A at 60 Hz.  

 

Figure 4.5 Comparison of sensor output with conventional CT output for 15A 

This figure shows that the CT output consisting of deformities in the sinusoidal waveform 

near the positive and negative peaks as compared to smooth sinusoidal obtained using the 

DFT for sensor, S5. This proved the accuracy of the DFT method for obtaining the MFs 
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and thus proceed for further performance verification of all sensors with respect to the 

factors defined in the objectives.  

4.5 Validation of Sensor Performance 

The main objectives for calibrating and testing the performance of these TMR sensors were 

to study and analyze the: 

 Effect of variation on the sensor quality that is caused by any slight variation that 

may occur during manufacturing. 

 Effect of distance on sensing the magnetic field that is generated by the current-

carrying conductor. 

 Effect of insulation and the absence of insulation on magnetic field sensing. 

 Effect of harmonics on the current estimation accuracy. 

A computational program was developed in MATLAB to implement the DFT algorithm 

and to perform the steps that were mentioned above for all 1160 cases. The algorithm 

computed the multiplying factors for the individual currents for each case, and these 

multiplying factors, along with the resulting calculated current phasors, were stored in 

separate data files. For analysis, a separate MATLAB program was developed that was 

able to read these data files for further analysis. The following subsections provide a 

detailed analysis of the performance of each sensor with respect to the effect of the sensor 

quality, the effect of distance from the conductor, harmonics, and the state of insulation. 

The following subsections provide the results of the analysis that are based on each factor.  

4.5.1 Sensor Quality 

Ideally, all sensors have same specification and sensitivity which makes them respond 

equally to any specific testing condition and have same MF value for a particular case. The 

performance uniformity for each sensor is worth investigating because these sensors are 

manufactured on microscale to arrange the layers of magnetoresistive material and to be 

integrated with an internal gain with Whetstone bridge configuration. This is an important 

step to account for because this will provide the capacity of an individual sensor to sense 

the same magnetic field that is generated by a finite current in the conductor. Moreover, 
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the results of the algorithm in terms of the multiplying factor for each sensor will depend 

on its characteristics and measured magnetic field. Consequentially, this analysis will help 

to define further steps by determining whether the same multiplying factor applies to all 

sensors or whether each sensor has their individual multiplying factor to calculate the 

current from the same magnitude of the magnetic field. This section focuses on the analysis 

and the test results that were obtained from the sensors through various factors, such as 

variation in the multiplying factors, the amount of magnetic field sensed at the same 

distance for the same conductor situation, and the current that was able to be estimated with 

the help of the DFT algorithm. The following subsections discuss the performance details 

of each sensor accordingly.  

4.5.1.a Multiplying Factors for Sensors 

To verify the sensor quality, it was determined that measurements would be taken for all 

sensors that were placed near the without insulation part of the conductor at a distance that 

was closest from it and for the input current of fundamental frequency. The computation 

program was developed for all sensors for calculation of the multiplying factors by using 

the DFT algorithm for each current value of 60 Hz that varied in peak value from 1 A to 

25 A in steps of 1 A when the sensors were placed at a distance of 7 mm from the center 

of the conductor for NI case. Since the sensors have the capacity to measure up to 200 A, 

it was found that their sensitivity for 1 A current is very low. Therefore, the currents from 

5 A to 25 A were considered for the performance analysis.  

The MFs obtained for twelve sensors are shown in Figure 4.6. It is evident from this figure 

that each sensor has a different multiplying factor (MF) and that it varies from 565 to 921 

for the same amount of source current. Three sensors, S6, S8, and S11 have MFs that are in 

the close range from 590 to 616. Similarly, sensors S1, S4, and S10 show values that are 

close to each other and in the range from 716 to 738. Sensors S2 and S7 have MFs that are 

almost the same with a variation of 15. Only sensor S12 showed a very high value of MFs 

for all currents and the individual MFs for each current were less consistent compared to 

those of the other sensors. It is also evident from Figure 4.6 that the MFs become very 

consistent when there is less variation in the increasing value of current from 10 A onwards. 
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Therefore, it is anticipated that all sensors will provide consistent performance for all 

magnetic fields that are generated by currents that are higher than 20 A.  

 

Figure 4.6 Multiplying factors for all sensors when placed at a distance of 7 mm 

 

4.5.1b Sensor Outputs 

The current was calculated for each sensor with the help of individual MFs obtained after 

calibration and for each case of input current, from 5 A to 25 A when the sensors were 

placed at a distance of 7 mm near the NI part of the conductor. Figure 4.7 shows the outputs 

of all sensors for 5 A, 10 A, 15 A, 20 A, and 25 A as subplots. This figure presents the 

outputs obtained by using the algorithm in which 4800 samples were selected and the peak 

magnitude of current calculated for all 120 windows with the application of DFT. The 

outputs thus obtained for each case closely match with the actual input current with a 

variation depending on the quality and performance of individual sensor. Figure 4.7(a) 

shows the maximum variation limits of the output of all sensors from 4.94 A to 5.08 A. For 

10 A, this variation is from 9.92 A to 10.07 A as shown in Figure 4.7(b). For 15 A case, 

the sensors exhibit the variation of current output from 14.93 A to 15.06 A as shown in 

Figure 4.7(c), for 20 A the variation is shown in Figure 4.7 (d) with limits from 19.94 A to 
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20.09 A, and for 25 A case, the sensors output variation from 24.92 A to 25.09 A as shown 

in the Figure 4.7(e)   

 

Figure 4.7 Output of all sensors for input current of (a) 5 A, (b) 10 A, (c) 15 A, (d) 20 A 

and (e) 25 A  

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the outputs for all sensors for 5 A, and 25 A for 1 cycle of 

60 Hz. These figures show an enlarged view of the current outputs of each sensor. Figure 

4.8 shows that the outputs are scattered over a range from 4.95 A to 5.06 A, the reason 

being that the magnetic field is weak when it is generated by a 5 A source. However, it is 

observed in Figure 4.9 that the outputs are very close to the 25 A value, with a very minor 

variation that ranges from 24.98 A to 25.04 A for all sensors, except S1 and S12. The 

variation for S1 and S12 is also higher compared to other sensors for the case of 5 A current 

and is evident from Figure 4.8. From these figures, it can be inferred that all sensors except 

S1 and S12 show good and similar performance for higher values of current. In addition, it 

is observed that the outputs are well within the limits of ±0.2 A for all sensors except S1 
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and S12.  This infers that irrespective of the sensor quality, the output of sensors does not 

vary from the actual value because of the use of the multiplying factors.  

 

Figure 4.8 Output of all sensors for input current of 5 A 

 

Figure 4.9 Output of all sensors for input current of 25 A 

The outputs for each individual sensor were thus observed to vary because of the variation 

in the sensor quality; therefore, the algorithm calibrates the sensors individually using 

individual multiplying factors. The sensors with lower MF values show that they are more 
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sensitive in measuring the magnetic field and need smaller values of multiplying factor to 

estimate the current phasors from the measured magnetic field. However, for the purpose 

of analyzing sensors based on the defined objectives, it is concluded that the remaining 

factors will be studied using the multiplying factors for individual sensors obtained for each 

current value instead of a mean value for all currents to obtain a more accurate analysis for 

the effects of distance, harmonics, and saturation.  

4.5.2 Distance from Source 

According to Equation (4.4.1), the strength of the magnetic field decreases as the distance 

from the source increases. To determine the relationship between the distance and the 

multiplying factors for each sensor, the measurements were used for 7 mm, 15 mm, 25 

mm, and 35 mm distance from the center of the conductor. The options chosen were the 

frequency of 60 Hz for currents and the location of sensors was NI part of the conductor. 

Figure 4.10 shows results of the MFs calculated for the sensor S1. This figure shows that 

the multiplying factors increase with the distance from the source.  

 

Figure 4.10 Multiplying factors for the sensor S1 for various distances 
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For 7 mm, the MFs are in the range of 718 to 730 and for 15 mm. These MFs have range 

of 1300. The MFs are in the range of 1895 to 1900 for 25 mm, and for 35 mm these values 

jump between 1900-2250. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the results of multiplying factors 

obtained for the sensor S3 like those obtained for S1. After comparing Figure 4.10 and 

Figure 4.11, it is prominent that the MFs for S3 for all distances are smaller in value as 

compared to those of sensor S1 for the respective distances. For 7 mm, the range of the MFs 

is between 550 and 560. For 15 mm, the MFs have almost equal values and are close to 

800. For 25 mm, these MFs increase significantly and are in the range of 1360 to 1370, 

whereas for 35 mm, the values are in the range of 1870 to 1880. This can be attributed to 

the variation in the manufacturing quality of these two sensors.  

 

Figure 4.11 Multiplying factors for the sensor S3 for various distances 

Similar to the comparative analysis of S1 and S3, to compare all sensors, the MFs were 

obtained for all sensors for all currents from 5 A to 25 A, and are collectively shown in 

Figure 4.12 with respect to distance. It is observed from this figure that the MFs show 

consistency in magnitude for all currents for individual sensor. The magnitudes are varying 

for one specific distance for all sensors due to the variation in their manufacturing quality. 

It is evident from the MFs of sensor S5 and S12 for 35 mm distance, which show a large 

variation in the MFs for initial currents from 5 A to 15 A. The value of the MFs goes on 

increasing with the increase in the distance from the source. Thus, the MFs are observed to 

be increasing for each sensor with the increase in their distance from source. The highest 
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values of MFs are observed in the range of 3200 for 35 mm distance and the lowest values 

of MFs are observed for 7 mm distance. This proves that the magnetic field is stronger near 

the conductor. The performance of these sensors become linear and consistent for higher 

values of current. The variation in the initial values of MFs is attributed to the weaker 

magnetic fields at lower values of currents and is applicable to all sensors.  

 

Figure 4.12 Multiplication factors for all sensors and all distances 

The MFs obtained from DFT are validated by calculating currents with the help of the 

independent sets of the measured data for each sensor and for each input current. The 

performance of these sensors from the calculated individual MFs is assessed by calculating 

the relative error between the input current and the calculated current. Figure 4.13 shows 

the Box-and-Whisker plot of the errors for all sensors obtained for all distances and for 

input current of 5 A, 10 A, 15 A, 20 A and 25 A cases. For 7 mm distance, the relative 

errors are very small with the average error of 0.267% and the minimum error in the 

measurement is 0.098%. Average error for 15 mm distance for all currents and all sensors 

is found to be 0.459%, whereas for 25 mm distance it is 0.637% and 0.976% for 35 mm 

distance. Figure 4.13 also shows the outliers for case of 15 mm and 25 mm distances. 
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Taking into consideration the errors of twelve sensors for the complete range of currents, 

these outlying error values are rare and can be omitted from the general performance 

analysis. The maximum error for 15 mm distance is 1.063% and for 25 mm it is 1.325%, 

whereas for 35 mm distance the maximum error found for all sensors is 1.84%. 

As explained in Section 4.5.1 the sensors will have varying MFs based on their quality and 

their distance from the source. It can be concluded from the analysis in this section that 

when the sensors are closer to the source (conductor), the magnetic field is strong, and 

therefore, the sensors will provide consistent results, whereas when the distance increases, 

the magnetic field becomes weaker and, in such case, only higher magnitudes of source 

currents can produce better results. 

 

Figure 4.13 Multiplication factors for all sensors and all distances 

4.5.3 Insulation 

To investigate the ability of the sensors to sense the magnetic fields in presence of a 

conductor with insulation and without insulation, the measurements for both conditions 

were taken as mentioned in the Section 4.2 and were used to calibrate the sensors separately 

followed by the computation of the currents within the range of 5 A to 25 A. The results of 

the calibration provided multiplying factors for sensor S1 as shown in the Figure 4.14 for 

various distances from the center of the conductor and for NI and WI conditions. From this 
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figure, it is evident that with the presence of insulation, the multiplying factor value 

increases even though the distance from the source is same for the sensor and the source 

current also remained the same in both conditions. This pattern was observed to be similar 

for all sensors. Figure 4.14 shows that the MFs at 7 mm for NI are in the range of 700, and 

for WI, they increase to 900 for all currents. Similarly, for the 15 mm distance, the MFs for 

the NI case are in the range of 1300, and they increase to 1400 in the WI case. It is observed 

that these values are 1900 and 2000, respectively, for the 25 mm distance. For the 35 mm 

distance, the magnetic field intensity is lower as compared to that at 7 mm resulting in a 

higher difference between the NI and WI values of MFs. It can be observed that these values 

are 2200 and 2600 for the NI and WI cases respectively for 35 mm. 

 

Figure 4.14 Multiplying factors of the sensor S1 for various distances 

To study the performance of a specific sensor under investigation, the output of sensor S3 

for 25 A source current was obtained in the NI and WI conditions and is plotted together as 

shown in Figure 4.15. The difference between the output for 25 A source current for NI 

condition is observed to be in the range of 24.99A to 25.023 A, whereas for the WI 

condition this range is from 24.947 A to 24.991 A.  

Similarly, the performance of sensors S4 and S5 for the input currents of 5 A, 10 A, 15 A, 

20 A, and 25 A are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. From these figures, it is 
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evident that the output errors do not cross the limit of ± 0.1 A for all selected current cases 

and in both, NI and WI conditions. However, more accurate values can be obtained for the 

NI condition compared to the WI case when the distance of the sensors from the source is 

increased. The additional factor that may create a higher difference is the individual sensor 

quality as described in the previous section. 

 

 Figure 4.15 Sensor S3 output input current of 25 A: WI and NI condition   

 

Figure 4.16 Sensor S4 outputs for input currents of 5 A to 25 A: WI and NI conditions 
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Figure 4.17 Sensor S5 outputs for input currents of 5 A to 25 A: WI and NI conditions 

From these results, it can be concluded that insulation affects the strength of the magnetic 

field sensing capability of the sensor, and therefore, the multiplying factors may require 

higher values to obtain the same current magnitude, even when the sensor is kept at the 

same distance.  

To compare the performance of the sensors with the conventional CT, the relative 

percentage errors between the CT output and the sensor outputs were calculated for both 

the WI and NI conditions and for all sensors by considering the distance of 7 mm and input 

current frequency of 60 Hz. The statistical comparative results are in terms of Box-and-

Whisker plots are shown in Figures 4.18 for sensors S1 to S6, and in Figure 4.19 for sensors 

S7 to S12.  

The errors that are presented in Figure 4.18 range from −2.57% to +0.067% for the NI 

condition, whereas the percentage errors vary from −0.38% to +0.18% for the WI condition. 
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The median values for all sensors in the NI case in this figure indicate that the errors are 

between 0.04% and −0.09%, implying that for higher currents, the error is lower. This is 

also applicable for sensors S7 to S12 and is evident from Figure 4.19. The median value of 

the errors for the NI case was in between 0.05% to −0.05%, whereas these values varied 

from 0.1–−0.15% for the WI cases. Overall, both figures show that the TMR sensors have 

very low errors in both cases, and that the medians show that their output is very close to 

the actual current. Therefore, these sensors can be deployed for underground conditions to 

measure the alternating current carried by underground cables that have insulation as well 

as for overhead conditions with overhead bare conductors for measuring current. 

 

Figure 4.18 Relative errors in outputs of the sensors S1 to S6 at 7 mm distance and for WI 

and NI conditions 

To demonstrate the relative errors in case of an individual sensor, the sensor S4 is 

considered with relative errors calculated for range of source current values from 5A to 

25A applied to WI as well as NI condition. The results are shown by the Box-and-Whisker 

plot in Figure 4.20. The median value for all currents for NI case is very close to 0%, 

whereas the median varies with the range from 0.3%to−0.2% for the WI case. For NI case, 

the error for 5 A was 0.5% while considering the fact that the sensors are less accurate in 

sensing lower current values since their rating is up to 200 A. It is evident that for 25 A, 
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the error rate for all sensors is 0.01% for NI condition. Whereas, in case of WI, the error 

value is 0.6% for 10 A and it decreases to −0.001% for 25 A. This indicates that the sensors 

will be accurate when they are used for higher current applications irrespective of the 

insulation.  

 

Figure 4.19 Relative errors in outputs of the sensors S7 to S12: WI and NI case 

The performance of all sensors also needs to be confirmed when considering the presence 

or absence of insulation for higher currents to validate that these sensors will always 

perform better for higher currents. In this experiment, the maximum value of the source 

current was limited to 25 A. Therefore, the output of all sensors for 25 A for both the WI 

and NI cases was considered for investigation. Figure 4.21 shows these outputs, and it can 

be observed that all sensors demonstrate more consistent output that is very close to 25 A 

for the NI condition as compared to those for the WI condition. The output of sensor S5 was 

25.018 A for NI condition, and the minimum value obtained was 24.995 A in the WI 

condition. For NI condition, the output for all the sensors was in the range of 25.001 A to 

25.01 A. The results of the DFT algorithm for the multiplying factors for both the WI and 

NI cases showed a variation of 110 to 120 for each sensor. However, the final output of the 
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current was very close to the actual current that was injected by the Omicron current 

injection set, with the errors shown in the figure. 

 

Figure 4.20 Relative Errors in outputs of S4 at 7 mm distance for input currents of 5A to 

25A, and for both, WI, and NI conditions 

 

Figure 4.21 Output of all sensors for input current of 25 A and 7 mm distance for WI and 

NI conditions 
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The relative error in the output of all sensors for sensing the source current of 25 A is calculated 

by taking reference of the conventional CT output. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.22 

and can be verified that the errors for higher magnitudes are very less in case of bare conductor 

condition whereas the errors vary a little more in case when the conductor has the insulation. 

The variation of the errors is observed for NI case to be 0.05% whereas for WI case, the errors 

are varying up to 0.24%.  

 

Figure 4.22 Average errors for all sensors for WI and NI cases for 25A 

The algorithm developed in this phase of the research demonstrated the accuracy of the 

chosen method in determining the currents from a magnetic field for a range of currents 

from 5 A to 25 A. It is anticipated that the accuracy of the sensors at higher currents will 

be better for both NI and WI cases due to the stronger magnetic fields. A detailed 

performance analysis on the insulation infers that the insulation affects the sensing ability 

of the magnetic field to a certain extent and therefore, the accuracy of the current 

calculation is affected as well. The path of the magnetic field lines emanating in case of 

bare conductor is different than those in case of a conductor with insulation. The insulation 

is damping the magnetic field to a certain degree and therefore, the magnetic field is weaker 

due to the insulation. Overall, the effect becomes minimal when the source current is higher 

in magnitude.  
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4.5.4 Harmonics 

The last factor under investigation is the performance of individual sensors in the presence 

of harmonics. In this case, the application of the sensors is considered for medium-voltage 

power systems that often have the odd harmonic present in the system. Generally, the 

protection relays and instrumentation meters eliminate any harmonics that are above the 

5th harmonic. Therefore, in this study, the sensors performance was tested for harmonics 

up to the 5th order. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the multiplying factors that were obtained 

for twelve sensors for currents with the frequencies from 60 Hz to the 5th order harmonic 

i.e., 300 Hz, and it can be seen that these are almost the same, however, a very small 

variation in case of 10 A input current was observed. There was less variation for input 

current of 15 A compared to that for 10 A. The sensors were able to measure the currents 

with harmonic frequencies as accurately as they were able to measure the fundamental 

frequency. 

 

Figure 4.23 Multiplying factors of all sensors for input current of 10 A, 7 mm, 60 Hz and 

its harmonics: WI and NI cases 
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 Figure 4.24 Multiplying factors of all sensors for input current of 15 A, 7 mm, 60 Hz and 

its harmonics: WI and NI cases 

To have a clear information about the variation of sensor capacity with respect to change 

in the frequency of source current, the computational program was developed to calibrate 

the sensors for various frequencies and obtain the multiplying factors for each frequency 

and source current under experimental design consideration. From the various sets of 

results obtained, the MFs obtained for input currents of 5 A and 25 A with respect to the 

frequencies from 60 Hz to 300 Hz are shown in Tables 4.2 and Table 4.3 respectively.  

 

Table 4.2 shows that sensor S12 has a maximum variation in the multiplying factor values 

ranging from 885 to 919, whereas sensor S8 shows the second highest variation, ranging 

from 889 to 604. The remaining sensors have a variation from 4 to 5 units between the 

multiplying factors for each harmonic. This demonstrates that the harmonics do not affect 

current measurement when TMR sensors are used. 
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Table 4.2 Multiplying factors for all sensors with application of 5 A current for various 

harmonics 

Sensors 
MFs for a Current of Frequency:  

60 Hz 120 Hz 180 Hz 240 Hz 300 Hz 

S1 711 719 717 719 718 

S2 678 681 679 684 680 

S3 567 567 570 570 567 

S4 726 725 728 728 727 

S5 856 852 858 854 854 

S6 596 598 601 598 599 

S7 663 666 664 665 664 

S8 592 589 604 590 595 

S9 828 838 836 840 837 

S10 734 733 740 734 736 

S11 606 606 605 605 604 

S12 910 919 885 912 903 

 

Table 4.3 shows the multiplying factors that were obtained for all twelve sensors at a source 

current of 25 A. It can be observed from this table that the MF values are almost the same, 

with a variation of two units being demonstrated for all sensors except for sensor S5. There 

is a variation of the values is from 848 for 60 Hz to 853 to the 5th harmonic current. Sensor 

S12 shows the second highest variation of 4 from 913 to 917, and sensor S1 shows variation 

from 715 to 719. The remaining sensors have multiplying factors very close to each other, 

with a variation of one to two units between all values. The variation is already minimal, 

and the algorithm applies these to determine the output of the current phasor for each case, 

with a relative error of 0.005%. The investigation of the sensor performance for the effect 

of harmonics concluded that the MFs and the current outputs are nearly constant for all 

sensors, irrespective of the order of harmonic, except for sensors S8 and S12. The higher 

MF values for these two sensors are merely because of the sensor quality. Replacing these 

two sensors with those of a better quality will likely result in a similar performance as that 

of the remaining ten sensors.  
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Table 4.3 Multiplying factors for all sensors with application of 25 A current for various 

harmonics. 

Sensors 
MFs for a Current of Frequency: 

60 Hz 120 Hz 180 Hz 240 Hz 300 Hz 

S1 719 718 719 718 715 

S2 676 676 678 678 675 

S3 560 561 564 563 561 

S4 725 727 730 728 729 

S5 848 850 854 852 853 

S6 593 594 595 594 595 

S7 665 664 664 664 664 

S8 589 590 589 590 590 

S9 836 835 836 836 835 

S10 730 732 732 732 732 

S11 605 605 604 604 603 

S12 917 917 917 916 913 

 

4.6 Performance of Sensors at High Currents 

After calibration and verifying the performance of the sensor for currents up to 25 A, it was 

decided to deploy the sensor for measuring high currents up to 1500 A in a HV test 

laboratory. There are certain errors introduced during the experiment, such as the aging of 

sensors. To overcome this error, the sensors were tested for their calibration and accuracy 

one more time before deploying to the high current measurement. It was observed that two 

sensors were aged over the period of two years and therefore, were replaced with two new 

sensors with proper testing and calibration. The experimental setup is shown in the Figure 

4.25. A high voltage rated insulated cable of size AWG# 4/0 was utilized for this 

experiment. Sensors were installed inside a custom-made case made from fiberboard for 

their protection. Three casing contained two-sensors in each and were supplied 5.5 V DC 

supply through terminal blocks. The outputs of sensors were connected to six channels of 

NIDAQ-9174 data acquisition system. The high current generating equipment consisted of 

the voltage controller which was operated by the certified professional to generate pure 
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sinusoid currents of 60 Hz for circulation in the high voltage insulated cable as shown in 

the Figure 4.25. The sensors were placed at a distance of 15 cm from the HV cable during 

these tests. Currents were varied in steps from 50A to 1500A and the outputs of six sensors 

were recorded for 8 seconds. Simultaneously, currents were also measured with a current 

probe having an accuracy of 1%. Sensor signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 7.2 

kHz/second. The installation of the experimental setup, selection of cables, connection and 

safety precautions were followed during the experiment by referring the standards [91]. 

 

Figure 4.25 Experimental setup at the high voltage test laboratory for measuring high 

currents 
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Phasor values for each measurement and for each sensor were calculated using DFT as 

discussed in earlier chapters. The magnitudes of the currents were compared with those 

measured by the current probe.  

Figure 4.26 shows the magnitude error estimated for the input currents of 500 A, and 1000 

A for S3. The estimation is performed using 4800 samples. It is evident that the estimated 

output does not vary more than 1.05 A for a 1000 A input current and thus, proving the 

capability of sensors to measure high currents.  

Additionally, the phase errors were estimated for S3 and are shown in Figure 4.27 for the 

input currents of 500 A and 1000 A. It is clear from the figure that errors are very small. 

Similar results were obtained for other values of input currents and are shown in Table 4.4.  

 

Figure 4.26 Magnitude error of sensor S3 for input current of (a) 500 A and (b) 1000 A 

when placed at a distance of 15 cm from the 4/0 cable 

The table shows the average magnitude and phase errors, maximum magnitude, and phase 

errors and maximum and average TVEs for various values of current. The maximum error 

in the estimation of magnitude is 0.95 A for input current of 100 A. The maximum error in 

the phase estimation is 0.01180. The values of %TVE of S3 for all currents are shown with 

their average, maximum and standard deviation in the last three columns of the table. It is 
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evident that the average value of % TVE is below 0.25% and the maximum value is 

obtained for estimating input current of 100A.  

 

Figure 4.27 Phase error of sensor S3 for input current of (a) 500A and (b) 1000 A when 

placed at a distance of 15 cm from the 4/0 cable 

Table 4.4 Performance results of sensor S3 for high currents 

Current 
Magnitude Error Phase Error TVE 

Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. 

50A 0.19 0.60 0.30 0.0008 0.0118 0.0047 0.19 0.60 0.30 

100A 0.45 0.95 0.27 0.0010 0.0042 0.0023 0.23 0.47 0.13 

200A 0.08 0.50 0.35 0.0009 0.0044 0.0017 0.03 0.17 0.12 

300A 0.41 0.98 0.20 0.0003 0.0022 0.0010 0.10 0.25 0.05 

400A 0.08 0.58 0.28 0.0012 0.0001 0.0007 0.02 0.12 0.06 

500A 0.00 0.67 0.30 0.0013 0.0002 0.0005 0.00 0.11 0.05 

600A 0.49 0.13 0.29 0.0015 0.0004 0.0004 0.07 0.02 0.04 

700A 0.44 0.90 0.29 0.0014 0.0004 0.0005 0.05 0.13 0.04 

800A 0.34 0.10 0.26 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003 0.04 0.01 0.03 

900A 0.15 0.58 0.23 0.0001 0.0007 0.0004 0.02 0.06 0.02 

1000A 0.40 0.92 0.32 0.0011 0.0017 0.0003 0.04 0.09 0.03 

1100A 0.12 0.35 0.27 0.0012 0.0016 0.0002 0.01 0.03 0.02 

1200A 0.73 0.88 0.23 0.0007 0.0010 0.0002 0.06 0.09 0.02 

1300A 0.60 0.76 0.08 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 0.04 0.05 0.01 

1400A 0.25 0.06 0.19 0.0010 0.0007 0.0002 0.02 0.00 0.01 

1500A 0.22 0.13 0.15 0.0001 0.0004 0.0002 0.45 0.26 0.29 
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Standard deviation is also shown in the same table for all input currents, and it indicates 

the results below 0.30 with most results less than 0.1. These results verify consistent 

performance of the sensor S3 in measuring high currents and the errors are within 

permissible limits of standards [12, 80]. The results of remaining five sensors, S1, S2, S4, 

S5 and S6 with magnitude errors, phase errors and %TVE illustrated in tables similar to 

Table 4.4 and presented in Appendix C.    

All sensors exhibited consistent performance like S3 and can be verified for their respective 

tables given in the Appendix C. The estimated current of S1 for an input of 50 A is shown 

in the Figure 4.28 which shows a pure sinusoid with an error of 0.21 A (refer results in 

Appendix C). 

 

Figure 4.28 Sensor S1 output for 50 A at 15 cm  

 

Similarly, the estimated output of sensor S1 for an input current of 1500 A is shown in 

Figure 4.29. The error in estimation for this case was 0.1A and can be verified from the 

table of results given in Appendix C. The above two figures of results for 500A and 1500 

A verify that the sensor can accurately measure low as well as high currents when placed 

at 15 cm. The laboratory experiment on single phase was performed for currents up to 25 

A only. But the high voltage laboratory experiment verified the sensors performance for 

high currents.  
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Figure 4.29 Sensor S1 output for 1500 A at 15 cm 

The TVEs estimated for input currents from 30 A to 1500 A for all sensors when placed at 

15 cm from the 4/0 cable are shown in Figure 4.30.  

 

Figure 4.30 Percentage TVE for six sensors estimated for input currents from 30 A to 

1500 A 

The average TVEs for all sensors are in the range of 0.03 to 0.07% and can be seen from 

Figure 4.30. The outliers for all sensors which have errors of more than 0.25 % and up to 
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0.5% are for the lower values of input currents such as 10 A to 40 A. For example, for 30 

A the maximum TVE of 0.484% was observed for S4 and, and 0.46% for S6 for 30 A input 

current. Remaining sensors provided errors below 0.5. The %TVE for 10 A, and 20 A were 

higher than 1% for two sensors, S2 exhibiting error of 1.624% for 20 A and S6 showing 

error of 1.28% for 10 A. This is because the magnetic field intensity at 15 cm produced by 

10 A current is weaker than that generated by higher currents.   

 

4.7 Conclusions and Summary 

The TMR sensors were calibrated using a single-phase experimental set up and for the 

highest currents up to 25 A. The performance of calibrated TMR sensors for current 

measurement was studied for various factors such as, the impact of variation in the sensor 

quality, distance from current source, insulation, and harmonics. The experiments were 

conducted by designing various parts and stages to record measurements in detail, and a 

thorough analysis was performed to study the behavior of the sensors under the four factors 

mentioned above. With respect to the variation of performance based on the sensor quality, 

even though the sensor results showed variance in the performance for higher current 

values, they all exhibited similar behavior except, for sensors S1 and S12. The variation in 

the output was not higher than 0.04 A for the input current of 25 A current. The remaining 

sensors produced satisfactory outputs with an error of 0.0013%. It is expected that the 

difference of 0.04 A will reduce further when the magnitude in the source current increases. 

The variation in the distance for each sensor provided their individual multiplying factors, 

inferring that there is a need to calibrate each sensor separately to achieve a better accuracy 

in current measurements that is independent of the distance from source or the magnitude 

of the current. The calibration algorithm produced different values of MFs for the 

conductors under NI and WI condition, however, the final calculated outputs of the currents 

for sensors were very close the injected source current with an error of 0.18% for the 

conductor with-insulation, and in some cases, the final outputs showed an error of −0.38%. 

For the conductors with no-insulation, the results were consistent for all sensors and for all 

current values from 5 A to 25 A, with errors ranging from 0.4% to −0.24%. The harmonics 

had no significant effect on the performance of the TMR sensors. They showed very 
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consistent outputs for all currents ranging from 5 A to 25 A when they were tested for 

currents with a fundamental frequency up to 5th harmonic. Thus, these sensors can be 

applied to measure currents containing harmonics. Moreover, after the successful 

calibration, these non-invasive TMR sensors can be deployed in the current measurement 

experiments for AC power systems.  

The performance of sensors for measuring high currents was tested by conducting an 

experiment at the high voltage laboratory. The sensors showed satisfactory performance 

for all currents from 30 A to 1500 A when placed at 15 cm. The errors in estimating total 

vector error are below 0.5% for all sensors. The standard deviation in calculating the %TVE 

for all sensors showed a consistently low value indicating that they can be deployed to 

measure currents in medium and high voltage AC power systems where currents are 

usually in the range from 300 A to 1500 A.  
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Chapter 5. Multiple Sensors and Fusion Technique for 

Improving Current Phasor Estimation Accuracy 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The calibration of individual sensors and validating their performance for the estimation of 

the current magnitudes with the help of measured magnetic field using TMR sensors is 

successfully achieved. The next phase is construction of a current phasor from the 

estimated data that will have accuracy close or equal to that of the source current. To 

achieve this objective, there is a need to check the accuracy of estimation using values of 

individual MFs or average values of the MFs and explore the need for use of combined 

data from multiple sensors for current phasor estimation. The aim is to obtain an accurate 

information of the current phasor that will be a true representation of the known source 

current flowing through the conductor. The use of multiple sensors can improve the current 

phasor measurement accuracy. 

Therefore, this chapter further investigates the following objectives: 

1. Variation in the accuracy of estimated current phasor by utilizing the individual 

MFs and averaged values of the MFs per sensor in the estimation algorithm.  

2. Comparison of the current phasors obtained from individual sensor and by utilizing 

a sensor-array for known values of the input currents.  

3. Effect of lower frequency source currents on the estimation of current phasors an 

individual TMR sensor and the sensor-array. 

4. Effect of higher frequency source currents on the sensor performance  

To achieve these objectives, multiple comprehensive laboratory experiments are conducted 

for low as well as high frequencies to gather the sensor output data by utilizing the single-

phase experimental setup that was used for the experiments mentioned in the previous 

chapters. To study the behavior of sensors at low frequencies, the currents were injected 

with frequencies of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz and their magnitudes varying from 5 A to 25 

A in the increments of 1 A. For the study of sensor behavior at higher frequencies, the 
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alternating currents with multiples of fundamental frequencies such as 120 Hz, 180 Hz, 

240 Hz, and 300 Hz were injected with their magnitudes varying from 5 A to 25 A in steps 

of 1 A. Measured data from the ADC was used for estimation of the current phasors. A 

computational program based on the DFT technique and a current phasor estimation 

algorithm with stages as shown in the Figure 5.1 was developed in MATLAB software. 

Current phasors were estimated for each sensor as well as six combinations of sensor pairs 

for a set of four sensors. Sensors are calibrated for 60 Hz frequency AC and then are tested 

for low frequency and high frequency currents. This chapter also introduces the current 

estimation technique by applying various combination of sensor pairs using four sensors 

as well as the weighted fusion technique with inverse variance. 

 

Figure 5.1 Experimental setup for calculation of single-phase current phasor 

 

5.2 Study of Individual MFs and Average MF for Estimation of Current Phasor 

The relative errors in the current magnitudes estimated by utilizing the individual MFs for 

every sensor and for all locations for input currents of 5 A, 10 A, 15 A, 20 A and 25 A are 

within 0.098% and, are demonstrated in the previous chapter. In the study cases 
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demonstrated in the previous chapters, the calibration was performed by using the 

measurements performed for 60 Hz frequency input currents and the MFs were obtained 

for each current value for all sensors using the DFT algorithm. Keeping the objectives in 

the previous section in focus, the values of the MFs obtained using 60 Hz data are averaged 

to get the average MF value for each sensor. In the later phase, these individual and average 

MFs are used for estimation of the currents from the magnetic field sensed by the sensor 

for varying frequency source current.  

The accuracy of all sensors was investigated for currents of frequency 60 Hz and, of 

magnitudes ranging from 10 A to 25 A in steps of 1 A, and for all locations using the 

individual and average MFs. The results of comparison for sensors S3 and S4 are shown in 

the Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 respectively. The errors in the outputs for 7 mm distance are 

found to be in the range from 0.01% to 0.61% for individual MF and ranges from 0.009% 

to 0.62% but as the current increases from 5 A to 25 A, the errors increase for average MF 

and decrease for individual MF and are shown in the Figure 5.2(a). The errors for lower 

values of input currents are higher for both cases when the distance from the source 

increase. This is evident from the Figures 5.2 (b), (c) and (d) which show the errors in the 

range of 2.5% and 3.0% for the lower values of current like 5 A and 6 A, and these errors 

decrease for the higher currents after 15 A. The errors are well below 0.5 % for larger 

distances including 35 mm for currents higher than 20 A. The difference between the errors 

obtained using individual MFs and average MFs is within 0.2 % to 0.3 % for all distances 

and all currents after 10 A. The difference in errors by making use of individual MFs and 

average MFs is very small. This means the sensor S3 using average MF can be considered 

as a good calibration. 
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Figure 5.2 Percent errors in the computed magnitudes of current for S3 using individual 

and average MFs, (a) at 7 mm, (b) at 15 mm, (c) at 25 mm and (d) at 35 mm 

 

Figure 5.3 Percent errors in the computed magnitudes of current for S4 using individual 

and average MFs, (a) at 7 mm, (b) at 15 mm, (c) at 25 mm and (d) at 35 mm 
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The accuracy of all sensors was investigated for currents from 10 A to 25 A in steps of 5 

A and for all distances using the individual and average MFs. Table 5.1 shows the 

comparative percentage errors for all sensors for input current of 15 A when placed at all 

specified locations. It is evident from this table that the errors for 15 A using average MF 

are lower as compared to Individual MF for some sensors. This observation is applicable 

for sensors, S1, S2, S6, S7, S8, S9 and S10. However, as the distance and current increase, the 

sensors show better performance using the individual MF as compared to the currents using 

average MFs and it was confirmed for all sensors except S5, S8 and S9 for input current of 

15 A. The performance of S5 goes on deteriorating with the increase in distance for both 

individual and average values of MFs. It is evident from the table that the errors using 

individual MFs increased from 0.37 % for distance, d1 to 3.12% for distance, d4, whereas 

the errors after replacing individual MFs by average MFs were 0.66% for distance, d1 and 

6.0% for distance, d4. This is the only sensor that resulted in 6.0% error for distance, d4. 

Sensor S9 demonstrated similar performance to that of S5 and provided second highest error 

for average MF. However, it was close to that of S8 for distance, d4. The sensor S11 

demonstrated exception by giving less accuracy for larger distances. Its error using average 

MF for distance, d4 was almost the same as that for distance, d1 using individual MF. The 

percentage error using Average MFs was observed to be less than that using individual 

MFs for the distance d3 for sensors, S1, S2, S4, S5, S7, and S11. Overall, for the current of 15 

A, it was observed that the difference between the errors using individual MFs and average 

MFs is negligible for all distances except for sensors S5, S8 and S9 and this difference is not 

too large for S8 and S9.  
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Table 5.1 Sensor errors for 15 A output using individual MF and average MFs 

Sensor 
% Errors for 

d1 = 7 mm 

% Errors for d2 

= 15 mm 

% Errors for d3 

= 25 mm 

% Errors for d4 

= 35 mm 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

S1 0.32 0.16 0.55 0.85 1.05 0.73 0.69 1.26 

S2 0.24 0.09 0.72 0.67 0.58 0.01 0.55 0.92 

S3 0.16 0.25 0.61 0.61 0.64 0.73 0.67 1.14 

S4 0.40 0.40 0.84 0.78 0.65 0.47 1.84 1.93 

S5 0.37 0.66 0.82 0.63 1.54 1.07 3.12 6.00 

S6 0.16 0.04 0.57 0.48 0.90 1.05 0.55 0.18 

S7 0.03 0.03 0.45 0.70 0.55 0.11 1.03 0.74 

S8 0.37 0.01 0.13 0.75 0.78 2.59 1.46 2.43 

S9 0.40 0.03 0.26 0.62 0.12 1.92 1.57 2.54 

S10 0.33 0.26 0.06 0.16 0.75 1.30 1.59 1.87 

S11 0.20 0.32 0.25 0.49 0.68 0.28 0.56 0.84 

S12 0.53 0.93 0.41 2.02 0.92 1.21 1.06 1.37 

        Ind.*: Individual, Avg.*: Average 

The variations in the errors become negligible at higher magnitudes of input currents and 

is evident from the Table 5.2 where the sensors’ errors are compared for 25 A. In this table, 

all sensors demonstrated satisfactory performance for the distance d1 with errors from 

individual MFs below 0.25% and using 0.7% using average MFs. For distance d2, the errors 

do not have significant variation as compared to those of distance d1. For distance d3, the 

minimum error contribution of 0.02% was by sensor S8 and maximum error contribution 

was 0.67% by S9 using individual MFs. These errors were close to those obtained using the 

average value of MF for all sensors except, S2, S6 and S9 where, the maximum error was 

observed to be 2.01%. In addition, sensor S9 exhibited similar performance of higher error 

for distance d4 with percentage error of 2.61% using the average value of MF. The errors 

calculated for all sensors when placed at the distance d4 were below 1.0% for all sensors 

except sensor S4 and S5, when applied with the individual MFs whereas, these errors were 

below 1.5% for all sensors except S2, S8 and S9 when utilized average value of MFs. This 

indicates consistent and good performance by sensors for all distances. 
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Table 5.2 Sensor errors for 25A output using individual and average MFs 

Sensor 

% Errors for 

d1 = 7 mm 

% Errors for d2 

= 15 mm 

% Errors for d3 

= 25 mm 

% Errors for d4 

= 35 mm 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

Ind.* 

MF 

Avg.* 

MF 

S1 0.14 0.22 0.11 0.55 0.46 1.08 0.57 1.21 

S2 0.19 0.43 0.23 0.89 0.21 1.35 0.84 1.77 

S3 0.17 0.69 0.29 0.83 0.39 0.40 0.53 1.13 

S4 0.19 0.28 0.25 0.45 0.48 0.83 1.37 1.27 

S5 0.15 0.55 0.41 0.68 0.72 0.96 1.84 0.35 

S6 0.19 0.59 0.44 0.60 0.44 1.98 0.51 1.98 

S7 0.14 0.09 0.06 0.41 0.44 0.28 0.36 0.41 

S8 0.23 0.38 0.20 0.18 0.02 1.35 0.50 2.35 

S9 0.17 0.32 0.24 0.14 0.67 2.01 0.75 2.61 

S10 0.16 0.20 0.32 0.09 0.07 0.46 0.64 1.36 

S11 0.26 0.42 0.08 0.34 0.31 0.05 0.54 0.08 

S12 0.16 0.24 0.31 1.44 0.30 1.08 0.99 1.03 

         Ind.*: Individual, Avg.*: Average 

From the results obtained for all distances and currents for all sensors, it was observed that 

the error difference between use of individual and average MF is very less. The current 

injection set in the laboratory has the highest limit of current injection to 25 A. From the 

tables 5.1 and 5.2 it is inferred that the errors are reducing with the increase in the current 

magnitude. Therefore, the difference between the use of individual and average MFs will 

reduce further. The calibration of sensors by utilizing average MF is more practical and 

less complex for measuring currents of any frequency and magnitude. Therefore, average 

MFs are used for all further performance analysis studies reported in this chapter.  

5.3 Estimation of Phase Angle Error and Total Vector Error  

To fully characterize and evaluate the performance of magnetic sensors for estimating 

current phasors, it is important to determine the phase angle error and the Total Vector 

Error (TVE). The method for calculation of TVE explained in [83] needs time-

synchronization of phasors of input current and the sensor output to determine the 
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difference in phase angle. The TVE equation as per the IEEE Standard [80] for 

synchronized vectors stamped at thn time instant is given as: 

                
   

2 2

2 2
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( ) ( )
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                          (5.3.1) 

where ˆ ( )rX n  and ˆ ( )iX n  are the real and imaginary components of the estimated current 

phasor from sensor output, and ( )rX n and ( )iX n are the counterparts of the actual input 

current at time instant, ( )n . However, in absence of time-synchronization, the above 

equation needed to be modified by implementing a new technique as discussed below:  

The phasor representation of a current signal of single frequency can be presented as:                                                 
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where, mX  is the peak value of the sinusoidal signal, subscripts r  and i  indicate the real 

and imaginary parts of the complex value in rectangular form. The phase angle,   of the 

phasor will advance when the phasor is calculated by advancing the data window by one 

sample and applying a non-recursive algorithm. If the input signal is a perfect sinusoid of 

frequency, sf , and there is no error in phasor calculations, the angle will advance by Δ  

given by the following equation:   

                                                   
0360

N
                                                     (5.3.3) 

where N is the number of samples in one cycle expressed using the sampling rate, S as  

                                                 
s

S
N

f
                                                             (5.3.4) 

For a pure sinusoidal input and, if the sensor output is accurate, the angle difference 

computed by applying non-recursive DFT between two consecutive data windows will be 

equal to  as in Equation (5.2.3). However, if the sensor output is not accurate, then angle 
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difference will not be  and any deviation will be termed as phase angle error. Similarly, 

the difference between the input current magnitude (Xm) and current phasor magnitude 

computed by utilizing the sensor output will be termed as magnitude error. For two 

consecutive data windows, 1n  and n , the phase angle error and the magnitude error for 

the thn data window can be expressed as: 

                                              n m nX X X                                                   (5.3.5) 

                                             1n n n                                            (5.3.6) 

where: 

   nX  is the computed magnitude at the thn data window. 

   1n  and n are the computed phase angles for the  1
th

n  and thn data windows 

respectively. 

The errors defined by Equation (5.2.5) and Equation (5.2.6) can be transformed into real 

and imaginary component errors as follows: 

                                               cosrn n nX X                                       (5.3.7) 

                                                sinin n nX X                                       

(5.3.8) 

Where: 

 rnX  is the error in the real part of the phasor computed at the thn window. 

 inX  is the error in the imaginary part of the phasor computed at the thn window. 

Thus, the TVE for the thn data window can be computed using equation given as: 
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The above equation is used to compute the TVEs for the current phasors estimated for all 

sensors in cases of application of various frequency current and the performance is tested 

by comparison with the actual current and the CT output current phasors. 

5.4 Sensor Performance at Various Low Frequencies 

The asymmetrical fault currents in power systems are inclusive of decaying DC offsets that 

may saturate the conventional iron-core CTs resulting into inaccuracy in measurement. The 

currents of higher order harmonics generate heat and vibrations in the laminated core of 

the CTs affecting their performance and operational life. They also result in increased eddy 

currents adding to the deterioration of CT performance. Moreover, the harmonics affect 

the phasor measurement accuracy of systems that employ CTs as current transducers. To 

verify the behavior of TMR sensors in such cases, their performance was tested and 

compared with that of CT for low and high frequency input currents. Experimental data 

recorded for both low and high frequencies (1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 60 Hz, 120 Hz, 180 

Hz, 240 Hz and 300 Hz) input currents were used for this analysis.  Real and imaginary 

parts of the current phasors were calculated by making use of the sampled data for both, 

the magnetic sensors, and CT, by applying the non-recursive DFT algorithm. The 

magnitude and phase angles were calculated from the estimated real and imaginary parts. 

The magnitude errors, phase angle errors and TVEs were calculated for both, the sensor 

output and CT output. The results are discussed in the following sections.  

5.4.1 Response to Low Frequencies 

The response of the sensor, S2 and CT for an input current of 25 A of 60 Hz are shown in 

the Figure 5.4 (a) and (b). S2 demonstrated lower magnitude error and a slightly higher 

phase angle error as compared to CT, even though, the error is very low (from -0.020 to 

0.020). However, the average value of the angle error calculated in case of sensor S2 was 

0.00080 which is slightly higher as compared to that of the CT.  
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Figure 5.4 (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 25 A at 60 Hz 

 

Figure 5.5 (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 25 A at 10 Hz 
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To examine the effect of a low frequency current, the outputs of CT and sensors were 

estimated for lower frequencies from 10 Hz to 1 Hz and for currents from 5 A to 25 A. 

Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b) illustrate the magnitude and phase angle errors for an input 

current of 25 A of 10 Hz respectively. The angle errors being very low for both CT and S2, 

there is a significant fall in the performance of CT giving higher magnitude error of 6.4 A 

as compared to -0.22 A by the sensor S2. Similar response is demonstrated by the CT for 

20 A at the same frequency, 10 Hz and is shown in the Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 5.6(b) for 

both magnitude and angle respectively. In case of 20 A, the CT error is slightly low as 

compared to that for 25 A, and it is 2.3 A, whereas, for S2, the error is varying from 0.012 

A to 0.018A. The angle error is a little higher at 20 A for S2 as compared to that at 25A 

with an increase of 0.00010 which is not a significant difference and can be seen in Figure 

5.5(b) and Figure 5.6(b). The magnitude error of CT indicates saturation and is reflected 

on the magnitude waveform as shown in the Figure 5.7.   

 

Figure 5.6 (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 20 A at 10 Hz 
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It is evident that the sensor waveform is a pure sinusoid for an input current of 20 A at 

10Hz, whereas, the CT has a distorted waveform showing clear indication of saturation.  

 

Figure 5.7 Magnitude errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input current of 20 A at 10 Hz 

 

Further decrease in the frequency and increasing current magnitudes resulted into higher 

magnitude errors for CT. It is evident from the magnitude errors demonstrated in Figure 

5.6(a), distorted waveform of CT as shown in Figure 5.7 for 20 A of 10 Hz and, the 

magnitude error for 25 A of 5 Hz as demonstrated in Figure 5.8(a). There is an increase in 

the magnitude error from 0.37 A to 12.19 A for CT, whereas sensor S2 demonstrated 

consistent performance with almost negligible error in the magnitude as well as phase angle 

error. The higher values of magnitude errors of CT imply output with more distortions and 

impure sinusoidal waveform.  

To study the CT and sensor performance at lower magnitudes of currents of lower 

frequencies, their comparison was performed for 5 A at 5 Hz. Figure 5.8(a) and Figure 

5.8(b) show the magnitude and angle errors for 5 A at 5 Hz. The magnitude errors remain 
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very low, almost close to zero for the CT and 0.31 A for the sensor S2. Maximum value of 

the phase angle errors for 5 A at 5 Hz is 0.00730 and is shown in Figure 5.8(b).  

 

Figure 5.8(a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 5 A at 5 Hz 

There is a major difference in the magnitude error for CT when the current is increased 

from 5 A to 25 A for 5 Hz. This is evident after comparison of the response of CT for 5 A 

and 15 A and by comparing the Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. The magnitude error of the CT 

suddenly increased from 0.01 A to 11.71 A when the current is increased from 5 A to 25 

A at 5 Hz. The sensor showed a quite low variation from almost zero to 1.62 A in the 

magnitude error for the same set of values of input current as shown in Figure 5.9(a). The 

accuracy in angle calculation increased for S2 from 0.00730 to 0.000140 maximum, and the 

average value of 0.000090 as shown in Figure 5.9(b), thus proving that the sensors perform 

better at lower frequencies as compared to the conventional CT. 
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Figure 5.9 (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 25 A, 5 Hz 

 

Figure 5.10 (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 15 A, 2 Hz 

Lowering the frequency deteriorated the performance of CT and it is evident from the 
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response of the CT at 2 Hz. The output of CT and S2 for an input current of 15 A at 2 Hz 

demonstrated an error of 11.23% in the CT magnitude and 0.12 A for S2 as shown in the 

Figure 5.10(a). The angle errors are very consistent for the CT and are in the range of 

0.000090, whereas, the angle errors as shown in Figure 5.10(b), vary for S2 and is in the 

range of 0.00010 to 0.00160. Considering the IEEE standard [80], these errors are well 

below the highest acceptable value. 

When the current is increased from 15 A to 25 A, and frequency decreased from 5 Hz to 2 

Hz respectively, it was observed that the magnitude error for CT increased to 13.7 A, 

whereas, for S2 it was 1.16 A, and is shown in the Figure 5.9(a) and Figure 5.10(a). 

With the increase in the current and reduction in the frequency from 2 Hz to 1 Hz, it is 

observed that the performance of the CT further deteriorated. The magnitude error further 

goes on increasing for CT and is observed to be as high as 19.38 A for 20 A current of 

frequency 1 Hz as evident from Figure 5.11(a) when compared to a 13.7 A error for 25 A 

at 2 Hz.  

The estimated value of the sensor error is 1.67 A for the input current of 20 A at 1 Hz and 

shown in Figure 5.11(a) and this is very slight variation from 1.16 A for 25 A at 2 Hz. This 

verified that the CT response is poor for low frequencies as compared to that of TMR 

sensors. One more point noted for the CT is the phase angle error with a highest error value 

of 0.0150 as compared to 0.000110 obtained for the sensor and is shown in Figure 5.11(b).  

The TVEs are computed for the CT outputs and are compared with those of the sensor, S2. 

The calculated % TVEs are plotted with the help of Box and Whisker plots as shown in the 

Figure 5.12. After comparing the errors shown in Figure 5.12(a) with those in Figure 

5.12(b), it is observed that the sensor S2 shows consistent performance with very low % 

TVEs as compared to that of the CT for all frequencies below 60 Hz. The highest average 

error for S2 is observed to be 4.55% for currents at 1 Hz whereas for this same frequency 

the CT exhibit average error of 74.68%. The average error for S2 at 2 Hz is 2.17% and for 

CT is 85.72%. At 5 Hz the average errors for 2.55% and 35.8% for S2 and CT whereas at 

10 Hz, these errors are 3.01% and 63.8% respectively proving that the CT has saturated at 

lower frequencies and is incapable for low frequency applications.  
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Figure 5.11 (a) Magnitude and (b) Phase angle errors for sensor S2 and CT for an input 

current of 20 A at 1Hz 

 

Figure 5.12 TVEs (%) for (a) Sensor S2 and (b) CT for input currents from 5 A to 25 A of 

low frequencies 
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5.4.2 Response to Harmonic Frequencies: 

The outputs for various currents at even and odd multiples of the fundamental frequency 

(up to 5th harmonic) were recorded for four sensors and a CT. TVEs were calculated for 

sensors output and the CT output. For comparison and analysis purpose, the results of the 

errors are shown in Figure 5.13 for sensor S2 and CT. It is observed from Figure 5.13(b) 

that the TVE increases for the CT with the increase in the harmonic frequency and 

magnitude of the input current, whereas the errors are consistently below 1% for all 

harmonics for the sensor S2 as shown in Figure 5.13(a). 

The CTs show good performance at 60 Hz with the average value of total vector errors 

below 0.05%. However, the average value of the error is gradually increasing with the 

increase in the harmonic from 1st to 5th and is evident from the Figure 5.12(b), whereas for 

sensor, there is a consistent performance with average value varying from 0.29% to 0.44% 

for currents of all harmonics chosen for the experiment.  

The increase in harmonics creates eddy currents and, consequently, heats the in the 

conventional CT, whereas the sensors are immune to such heating because of the lack of 

any winding and resulting inductance.  

 

Figure 5.13 TVEs (%) for (a) Sensor S2 and (b) CT for input currents from 5 A to 25 A of 

higher orders of frequencies, 120 Hz to 300 Hz 
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5.5 Duplicate Sensors and Sensor Fusion 

As demonstrated earlier, a single magnetic sensor can be sufficient for measurement of 

currents. However, to achieve the enhanced measurement accuracy and reliability for 

critical systems, such as protection relays, duplicate current measurement systems may be 

used. In this section, application of duplicate magnetic sensors and their impact on the 

performance is examined. The sensor fusion is achieved by combining their outputs by 

employing sensor data fusion technique. There are various studies reported in the past 

where, multiple sensors were deployed for measuring a particular parameter [84-86]. Based 

on the scatter in the estimated parameters and, their dependence on various other supporting 

conditions during measurement such as, noise etc., multi-variable decision-making criteria 

or data fusion techniques were applied to improve the measurement accuracy [87, 88]. In 

this research a variance-based weighting factor calculation technique is utilized for 

improvement of the accuracy in measurement. 

The investigation showed that the estimated polar components obtained by applying DFT 

technique led to higher accuracy in phase angle estimation compared to that of magnitude. 

This was consistently evident for all low frequencies under study and, is shown in the 

Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.11. Therefore, only the estimated magnitudes from the test results 

with input current of 60 Hz were selected for the application of the variance-based weighted 

fusion algorithm. The selection of the pair-combinations for four sensors led to six 

alternatives,
1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4{ , , , , , }A S S S S S S S S S S S S . The variance in the scatter for the 

computed current magnitudes at 60Hz for all sensors is estimated as 
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The variable N represents the total number of the current magnitudes of the estimated 

values of current, Ipk is the estimated peak value of current, and n denotes the sensor 
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number. Thus, for n sensors, the variances are
1 2 3, , ..... n     and n is equal to 4 in this 

study. Individual weighting factors, (wSi and wSj) for sensors i and j, respectively are 

estimated from the variances obtained using Equation (5.5.1) above.  The weighting factors 

for each combination of two sensors are: 
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The weighting factors thus estimated are then used to fuse the outputs of two sensors, a 

and b, to estimate the adjusted real and imaginary parts as: 
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where, the subscript r denotes the real part and i denotes the imaginary part of the vector 

quantity, whereas a and b denote the respective sensor number in the particular 

combination, A . The set of variables  ˆ ( )raX n ,  ˆ ( )iaX n ,  ˆ ( )rbX n , and  ˆ ( )ibX n  are 

computed by using Equation (5.2.7) and Equation (5.2.8).  To estimate the resultant 

variables as shown in Equation (5.5.2), similar procedure is followed as that for the 

individual sensor’s TVE calculation, with only exception, that here the real and imaginary 

parts are combined after multiplying by respective weighting factors. The final equation 

for computation of TVE in this case is the same as Equation (5.2.8) with a change of 

replacing the variables by those shown in Equation (5.5.3). TVE is estimated for each of 

the input currents of different frequencies utilizing the six combinations as: 
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                                 (5.5.4) 

where: f represents the input signal frequency, ,m fX is the magnitude of the input signal. 
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The results of TVE obtained for a set of input currents of 1 Hz for two sensor-pair 

combinations are shown in the Table 5.3. After comparing the performance of all pairs at 

this frequency, it was observed that the maximum error for 25 A was demonstrated by the 

pair S3S4 and is 1.738% and the minimum error of 1.095% was demonstrated by the pair 

S1S2. It is evident from this table that the sensor pair S1S4 demonstrated highest errors as 

compared to the rest of the combinations for all currents of 1 Hz. Among all combinations, 

the minimum %TVE is observed to be 0.230% by the pair S1S2 for 5A and the maximum 

error of 1.901% by the pair S2S4 for 5 A. 

The sensor combination S1S4 gave consistently highest errors for all currents at 5 Hz as 

well as at 10 Hz and can be seen in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5. The exception of this pair for 

25 A at 5 Hz is the pair S3S4 which yields slightly higher value. The lowest error for 5 A 

was demonstrated by the pair S2S3 with 0.054% and the maximum error of 1.838% was 

exhibited by sensor pair S2S4 for 25 A at 5 Hz. For 10 Hz, the sensor combination S2S4 

gave maximum value of 1.925% at 25 A, and the sensor combination S2S3 gave 0.189% at 

5 A.  

Table 5.3 Percentage TVE for input current of 1 Hz frequency, all sensor combinations 

Current 

magnitude (A) 

%TVE 

for S1S2 

%TVE 

for S1S3 

%TVE 

for S1S4 

%TVE 

for S2S3 

%TVE 

for S2S4 

%TVE 

for S3S4 

5A 0.230 0.814 1.413 0.349 1.901 0.727 

10A 0.631 1.298 1.729 0.936 1.663 1.337 

15A 0.925 1.370 1.712 1.133 1.649 1.506 

20A 1.093 1.461 1.612 1.341 1.617 1.693 

25A 1.095 1.482 1.701 1.370 1.643 1.738 

 

The lowest errors overall were observed for the sensor pair S2S3 for the test currents of all 

frequencies. 
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Following similar procedure, the TVEs were calculated for the CT output and are shown 

in the Table 5.6. It is clear from the results furnished in Tables 5.3 to 5.5 that the TVEs for 

two sensor combinations are well within 2% even for input signals of low frequencies. In 

contrary is the case for CT because it saturates during low frequency input currents and its 

output is distorted. It can be seen from Table 5.6 that the CT exhibit large %TVEs for 1 

Hz, to 5 Hz. The errors at 10 Hz range from 0.271% to a highest TVE of 25.714% for 

various input currents. The errors increase with the increase in the current and is evident 

from the Table 5.6.  

 

Table 5.4 Percentage TVE for input current of 5 Hz frequency, all sensor combinations 

Current 

magnitude (A) 

%TVE 

for S1S2 

%TVE 

for S1S3 

%TVE 

for S1S4 

%TVE 

for S2S3 

%TVE 

for S2S4 

%TVE 

for S3S4 

5A 0.991 0.704 1.473 0.054 0.944 0.430 

10A 1.205 1.083 1.657 0.583 1.165 0.964 

15A 1.149 1.098 1.531 0.807 1.698 1.150 

20A 1.203 1.255 1.582 1.044 1.759 1.403 

25A 1.217 1.277 1.573 1.102 1.838 1.444 
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Table 5.5 Percentage TVE for input current of 10 Hz frequency, all sensor combinations 

Current 

magnitude 

(A) 

%TVE 

for S1S2 

%TVE 

for S1S3 

%TVE 

for S1S4 

%TVE 

for S2S3 

%TVE 

for S2S4 

%TVE 

for S3S4 

5A 1.883 0.871 1.671 0.189 1.084 0.576 

10A 0.839 0.902 1.311 0.571 1.121 0.952 

15A 0.924 1.004 1.409 0.685 1.268 1.057 

20A 1.761 1.050 1.371 1.022 0.260 1.381 

25A 1.109 1.177 1.477 1.029 1.925 1.346 

 

Table 5.6 Percentage TVE for CT Output for Low Frequencies 

Current 

magnitude (A) 

%TVE 

for 1Hz 

input 

%TVE 

for 2Hz 

input 

%TVE 

for 5Hz 

input 

%TVE 

for 10Hz 

input 

5A 60.94 26.78 0.48 0.271 

10A 79.85 60.67 11.97 2.163 

15A 86.43 73.25 36.79 10.113 

20A 89.82 79.94 51.25 11.503 

25A 89.76 79.74 60.40 25.714 

 

5.6 Summary 

The investigation results reported in this chapter provide satisfactory a firm basis for using 

TMR sensors for AC current measurement for protection and control of power systems. 

The sensors showed a better performance as compared to the conventional CTs in 

estimating the AC current phasors of various frequencies. The sensors were calibrated by 
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determining the average Multiplying Factors (MFs) which are applicable to estimate 

current phasors of any frequency. The comparison of the output of TMR sensors with that 

of the conventional CT for low frequency currents proved that these sensors can be very 

effective and accurate for measuring the asymmetrical fault currents that have inherent 

components of low frequency. The CT exhibited high values of TVE for measuring the low 

frequency current whereas the TMR sensors exhibit very low errors of less than 2%. For 

the application of protection relaying, A limit of 10 percent is defined in the IEEE Standard 

[12] for the ratio error for a steady-state, symmetrical secondary current that has no DC-

offset equal to 20 times rated secondary current at the standard burden. In contrary, the 

TMR sensors demonstrated a consistently low %TVE below 2%, and thus qualify for 

application of current sensing in protective relaying and control in power systems. 

The combination of multiple sensors with weighting factors based on the variance of 

estimated current magnitudes of 60 Hz improved the measurement accuracy of the sensor 

pairs for all low frequencies. The phasor estimation for currents at 60 Hz as well as for 

lower and high frequencies can be successfully achieved using individual TMR sensors 

and, the fusion technique by using multiple sensor combinations. This method is very 

effective compared to a CT to measure the fault currents, especially when there is a 

presence of decaying dc component which is made up of low frequencies. 

The calibrated sensors can be applied for sensing AC currents. The sensor data fusion 

technique by choosing the best sensor combinations can yield enhanced performance of 

the sensors with improved accuracy with %TVE errors well below 2% as compared to 

those of the CT. This technique is further applied in the study of three-phase current 

measurement in case of three-phase overhead lines with triangular as well as horizontal 

structures and, the details of the analysis and results are presented in the proceeding 

chapters.  
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Chapter 6. Estimation of Three-phase Current Phasors 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The knowledge of three-phase currents with a time stamp can be of great advantage, 

especially when it is applicable to decision making process such as, real time load flow 

control, switching, and load transfer among feeders in power systems network. For such 

applications, the currents are usually measured using the conventional CTs. However, their 

installation at multiple locations in the distribution or transmission grid and, their 

maintenance incurs a huge capital cost. Therefore, this method is not exercised by power 

distribution or transmission utilities. Given an alternative of contactless current sensors, 

this can be achieved with less hassles and achieve considerable savings, because these 

sensors have minimal power supply needs and have advantage of easy installation and less 

maintenance. Therefore, it is important to explore their applicability and performance in 

measuring currents of three-phase ac power systems.   

 

Figure 6.1 Clearances between three-phase overhead conductors for (a) Triangular (b) 

Horizontal arrangements 

In this chapter, the contactless sensors are applied to two types of three-phase structures 

that are commonly adopted for AC power distribution grids in Canada [59]. These types 
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are, a) Triangular and b) Horizontal. In type (a), the phase-B is at the vertex of the triangle 

and the other two phases are in the horizontal plane, equidistant from each other as well as 

at the height, D1 = 98 cm from the top conductor and the distance between phase-A and 

phase-B is D2 = 113 cm as shown in the Figure 6.1(a). In the horizontal type of structure, 

all phases are in the horizontal plane with phase-B placed at an equal distance of D3 = 

56.5cm from phase-A and phase-C as shown in the Figure 6.1(b). These distances are also 

called as clearances and, are followed using the USF standard applicable in the province 

of Ontario in Canada.  

The following sections provide detail information of the experimental setup, the 

measurements and analysis with individual type of structures and, a comparison of the 

performance between the two types of overhead conductor arrangements.  

6.2 Experimental Setup for Three-Phase Current Measurement using TMR Sensors  

A three-phase circuit resistive circuit is designed for this experiment with a provision of 

three sensors to measuring current of each phase as shown in the Figure 6.2. The equipment 

utilized for this experiment is from the single-phase experiment with an additional 

equipment for other two phases. The resistive load is connected in Star-type (Y-type). An 

insulated aluminum conductor of AWG#4 size with an ampacity of 95 A is deployed for 

each phase [89]. This type of conductor is commonly deployed in the medium voltage 

distribution circuit for single-phase power supply in a subdivision [59]. These three 

conductors are installed on a wood table in the laboratory as shown in the Figure 6.3. The 

conductors are connected to a resistive load of 1kW for each phase. The other ends of the 

resistors are connected to one common point, also called neutral point using wires of size, 

AWG#10. Two-hole Burndy connector lugs and ring type nuts are used to fasten all 

connection points of wires in the circuit. All connection points are masked with electric 

tape for safety. Multiple sensors are assigned for each phase. Their number varied from 

three to four per phase. These sensors are placed on one common side of each phase 

conductor with the help of wood stands as shown in the Figure 6.3. Three phase conductors 

are installed at the appropriate height and clearance distances as referred from Figure 6.1(a) 

and (b) for this experiment. Multi-stranded wires of size AWG#22 with 17 strands are used 

for connecting the DC power supply to the sensors as well as connect the sensor outputs to 
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the data acquisition system. NI-9174 DAQ system is used for data acquisition with nine 

individual channels for TMR sensors outputs and, four channels for four conventional CTs 

with three CTs for three phases and one for recording the neutral current. The assembly of 

the sensors per phase is placed on a firm horizontal platform supported by wood stands as 

shown in the Figure 6.3. Omicron CMC356 current injection test set is used for injecting 

three-phase currents in the circuit. Three-phases of the circuit are connected to the 

respective phase output of the test set and the neutral of the circuit is connected to the 

neutral of the test set with the help of AWG#10 connector wires. For injecting currents of 

higher magnitude, the test is configured with six current inputs to provide three-phase 

currents with two leads per phase as per the instructions given in the test set manual.   

 

Figure 6.2 Architecture diagram for three-phase current measurement 
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The three-phase current with varying magnitude injected in the circuit for measurements is 

referred as “source current” in this and the proceeding sections for ease of description. 

Standard safety procedures were followed during the installation and connections of the 

circuit components as well as during injection of three-phase currents and performing the 

measurements. All connecting points from test set to the circuit were covered with 

electrical insulation tape to avoid any hazard while injecting currents through the circuit. 

The test set was grounded to the main circuit using the manufacturer’s standard ampacity 

leads. Tripping hazards were avoided by strapping the wires to the experiment table and 

covering them with the wire-covers on the floor. Individual phase conductors were fastened 

to the wood structures with the help of insulated straps to avoid falling hazard. Customized 

wood stands with firm supporting bases were prepared for holding the sensor placing plate 

to avoid the tipping hazard as shown in the Figure 6.3. The set of wires connected to 

multiple sensors per phase were bunched together and strapped using tie wraps. Each wire 

was tagged with appropriate labels indicating the sensor names and its purpose at source 

and destination.  

The initial process of the experiment involved steps such as, verification of the connections, 

safety check, verification of the correct DC power supply of 5.5 VDC to the sensors and, 

AC power supply to the data acquisition system and to the Omicron test set. A multi-meter 

is used to check the voltages at each supply point to the set of sensors deployed per phase. 

Thirteen channels of the data acquisition system were programmed using the DAQ-Exp 

software to monitor and record output signals from each sensor. The sampling rate of every 

channel was set to 7.2 kHz to measure 120 samples per cycle for a 60 Hz source current in 

one second. The voltage range of the data acquisition system was fixed to +/- 10 VDC. The 

connections and the signal recording function was checked and verified for every channel 

of data acquisition system. The system thus, was prepared for the measurement for each 

value of source current.  
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Figure 6.3 Experimental setup for three-phase triangular structure 

The main objective of the experiment was to estimate three-phase current phasors by 

measuring the magnetic field using TMR sensors. The sensors were calibrated from the 

single-phase experiment and have shown successful performance for low and high 

frequency source currents. Therefore, their performance with respect to the change in 

distance and magnitude of source currents needed to be evaluated for a three-phase circuit 

of two different types of overhead structures. Therefore, the tests and measurement 

procedure were divided into two parts, first, for the triangular structure setup, and the 

second, for the horizontal structure setup. The test procedures were designed for each 

structure with focus on the following objectives: 

1) Measurement of magnetic fields when the sensors are placed at various distances 

from the current carrying conductors of each phase. 

2) Measurement of magnetic fields for various magnitudes of balanced three-phase 

source current of frequency 60 Hz. 
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3) Measurement of outputs of multiple sensors per phase in stages from one sensor 

per phase to three sensors per phase. 

Tests were carried out with multiple magnitudes of three-phase source currents injected in 

the circuit when sensors were placed at a particular distance from each phase conductor, 

and then, repeated for other distances. In this experiment the distances decided were 7 mm, 

15 mm, 25 mm, and 35 mm. Therefore, there are four stages of test and measurement for 

each type of structure. Moreover, these stages were repeated for the arrangement of one 

sensor, two sensors and three sensors per phase.  

Initially, the triangular structure was chosen with one sensor per phase. For the first stage, 

the sensors were kept at d1 = 7mm from their respective phase conductor. In this 

experiment, the insulation on each phase was removed to simulate a bare conductor 

condition termed as No Insulation (NI) in previous chapters. Three-phase balanced currents 

with a constant phase difference of 1200 were injected in the circuit with a starting current 

of 1 A for 5 seconds. The outputs of all sensors and CTs were recorded for 4 seconds. The 

source current was then increased in steps of 1 A up to 15 A and the outputs of each sensor 

and CT were recorded simultaneously for 4 seconds.  Each sample recorded in the data 

acquisition system had a timestamp and is used to estimate the current phasors. Once the 

recording was complete for 15 A, the distance of each sensor from respective phase 

conductor was changed from 7 mm to 15 mm and the steps defined for the first stage were 

repeated. This procedure was repeated for the distances of sensors at 25 mm and 35 mm 

from the phase conductors and their output were recorded. Once all four stages are 

complete, the experiment was repeated for two-sensors per phase and three-sensors per 

phase and all recorded outputs were stored in Microsoft Excel database.  

The structure of three-phase conductors was then changed to horizontal type by 

maintaining standard distances between each phase and, the tests were carried out with 

one-sensor, two-sensor, and three-sensors per phase. The procedures for injecting source 

currents and the distance combinations were followed like that of the triangular structure 

and the outputs of all sensors were recorded in the same manner for all distances and sensor 

combinations. After recording the data for all measurements, further process involved 

development of a computational program consisting of application of DFT method and an 
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algorithm for estimation of current phasors for each sensor for individual phases. The last 

stages of this computations program were to estimate the Total Vector Errors (TVE) for 

each current phasor by comparing them with the source currents. In addition, this algorithm 

was used for comparing the performance of the measured outputs of CT with sensors in 

terms of TVE. The steps involved in the computational program are explained in the 

flowchart shown in Figure 6.4. The following sections present the performance analysis 

for sensors and CTs. 

6.3 Results and Performance Analysis of TMR Sensors for Three-Phase Triangular 

Structure 

The experimental setup for the triangular type of structure and sensors arrangement is 

shown in the Figure 6.3. It shows an additional fourth sensor for each phase which is kept 

as a backup but was never used in the experiment while recording the output data. The 

outputs of sensors recorded for 1 A to 15 A three-phase balanced source currents for one-, 

two- and three-sensors per phase were stored separately in 45 individual data files for each 

distance resulting in total 180 measurement data files for the triangular arrangement. The 

recording was performed at a sampling rate of 120 cycles per cycle for a 60 Hz input current 

for each phase. Thus, for one cycle, the time per sample per second was 16.66 milliseconds 

and such 120 samples were recorded for one second. Therefore, the outputs of every sensor 

were in terms of a sample per 16.6 millisecond and, 9800 samples were used for the DFT 

and the phasor estimation algorithm. The algorithm also computed the %TVE from the 

estimated phasors of each sensor as per the steps mentioned in the flowchart and shown in 

the Figure 6.4.   

The algorithm computes the TVE for each cycle of 120 samples by comparing it with the 

source current. In order to estimate the magnitude error, the algorithm is designed to utilize 

600 windows of the output data, with one window of 120 samples and, incrementing it with 

one sample in each iteration. Similar steps were applied for estimation of the error in phase 

angle for all sensors by comparing their output with respective source current value of 

individual balanced phase angles. The results were obtained for all distances and, for 

increasing order of the number of sensors per phase utilized for each distance from the 

source current and are presented in the following sections. 
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START

Set initial distance, d = d1 

Define angle array Φi = ((i x 3)-3), i=0:120

Define variables x1,x2,...x9, & ct1,ct2, ct3

Read the database of assigned distance  d  

for all sensors and CTs and assign data to 

variables x1,...x9,ct1,...ct3 

Apply DFT algorithm to calculate the 

Real and Imaginary parts of three-phase 

current phasor for respective sensor 

variable, x1, x2..x9 & ct1,ct2,ct3 

Assign variable for window length, Wi= 1,...P

Calculate the Phase and Angle Error for all 

sensors and CTs for assigned window

Calculate %TVE

Calculate Max, Mean and Min values of 

%TVE and store the results

Is d = = d4

 Wi = Wi+1, 

Is i == P

NO

YES

Change the distance variable d to the next 

available 

NO

STOP

YES

 

 Figure 6.4 Flowchart for three-phase current phasors calculation 
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6.3.1 Results of One Sensor per Phase at Various Distances 

Every sensor deployed in this experiment is tested for its performance using the average 

MF to obtain the current output with good accuracy and it is verified during the single-

phase experiment. Therefore, the algorithm for calculation of three-phase current phasors 

utilized the average MF. The sensors are numbered as S1, S5 and S9 for A-phase, B-phase 

and C-phase respectively. The real part and the imaginary part of the output current phasors 

of 5 A obtained for these three sensors are shown in the Figure 6.5 for the case when the 

sensors were placed at 7 mm distance from the respective phase conductor. The output of 

each sensor is shown for one cycle of 120 samples. The error in the magnitude of the 

estimated phasors for sensor S1 for A-phase current is observed to vary from -0.023 A to 

0.018 A for 600 windows. For sensor S5 the magnitude error in the estimated current phasor 

for B-phase is varying from -0.001 A to -0.03 A indicating that the estimated current phasor 

has higher magnitude than the input current. The sensor for C-phase, i.e., S9 has the 

magnitude error in the range of 0.01 A to 0.032 A. The phase angle error in the estimated 

current phasors of all three sensors were very low ranging from 0.00010 to 0.000090, thus 

showing a good performance for 5 A. The errors in magnitude for all three sensors are 

shown in Figure 6.6 (a) and the errors in angle are shown in Figure 6.7 (a) whereas, the 

respective errors for three single-phase CTs are shown in Figure 6.6 (b) and Figure 6.7 (b). 

These figures indicate that CTs provide less variation in their performance for magnitude 

as well as angle when compared with the input current of each phase.  

The output of three sensors when compared with input current of 15 A at 60 Hz show better 

performance as compared to that of 5 A with average values of TVE of 0.085%, 0.487% 

and 0.134% for S1, S5 and S9 respectively. The rectangular components of the estimated 

current phasors for each sensor are shown in the Figure 6.8. Similarly, the errors in 

estimating the magnitude for each sample for the 15 A current for these three sensors are 

shown in the Figure 6.9 (a) with average variation of 0.013 A for S1, 0.022A for S5 and 

0.020 A for S9 respectively. Similarly, in this case the CTs show -0.045 A for A-phase CT, 

-0.058 A for B-phase CT, and -0.087A for C-phase CT. The angle errors for the same 

current were observed to be 0.00010, 0.000130, and 0.000140 for S1, S5 and S9 and are 
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shown in the Figure 6.10 (a). The angle errors of CTs are shown in the Figure 6.9(b) 

indicating smaller errors than all sensors.  

 

Figure 6.5 Estimated output of sensors S1, S5 and S9 placed at 7 mm distance in triangular 

structure (a) Real part and (b) Imaginary part for 5 A 

 

Figure 6.6 Magnitude errors in estimated phasors of 5 A for (a) One sensor per phase at 7 

mm and (b) Three phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Figure 6.7 Angle errors in estimated phasors of 5 A for (a) One sensor per phase at 7 mm 

and (b) Three phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Estimated output of sensors S1, S5 and S9 placed at 7 mm distance in triangular 

structure (a) Real part and (b) Imaginary part for 15 A 
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Figure 6.9 Magnitude errors in estimated phasors of 15 A for (a) One sensor per phase at 

7 mm and (b) Three phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Angle errors in estimated phasors of 15 A for (a) One sensor per phase at 7 

mm and (b) Three phase CTs in triangular structure 
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The performance of these sensors is also studied for other distances such as 15 mm, 25 mm 

and 35 mm. The outputs of the sensors are converted in current phasors, and their 

rectangular and polar components are applied for comparison with the respective value of 

the source current. The average values of the magnitude errors of sensor S1 for each current 

from 5 A to 15 A estimated from the cases when it was placed at four different distances 

from each phase conductor are shown in the Figure 6.11 (a). This figure shows a maximum 

error of 0.1274 A when the sensor was placed at 35 mm from the source conductor. The 

other distances contributed very low values of the magnitude errors indicating that the 

sensor is performing well when it was kept closer to the A-phase conductor.  The 

comparison of the angle errors of sensor S1 shows a consistent performance for all four 

distances and is shown in the Figure 6.11 (b). It is observed that the angle errors are up to 

the fourth place after decimal point and are considered almost negligible in all cases for 

sensor S1.  

Figure 6.12 shows the comparison of TVE for three sensors when placed at 7 mm and their 

counterpart CT installed on the respective phase. It is evident from this figure that the CTs 

offer a consistent performance for all values of currents from 5 A to 15 A, whereas the 

sensors show a variance in their performance. The average values of TVE for each sensor 

are less than those of respective CT and it is evident from the Figure 6.12.  

It is also important to compare the performance of three sensors for all cases of distance 

and source currents because they are applied to measure a balanced source current with no 

variability in the phase magnitude and angle. Figure 6.13 shows the Box and Whisker plot 

for the TVEs obtained for each sensor for four distances. This figure shows that the sensor, 

S1 has the highest variation in the performance when placed at 35 mm as compared to S5 

and S9. The average value of TVE for S1 is 0.78% when placed at 35 mm whereas, for S5 

it is 0.2% and for S9 it is 0.41% for the same distance. TVE calculated for each CT deployed 

on each phase is shown in the Figure 6.14. The CTs also show variation in their 

performance when applied with the same set of balanced three-phase currents in all cases 

when the sensors were placed at various distances. For the first case of distance, d1 = 7 mm, 

all CTs show a larger variation in their performance as compared to the other distances. 
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This proves that the CTs can also have variation in their output when applied for the same 

current at different times. 

 

Figure 6.11 Errors of estimated phasors for outputs of A-phase sensor (a) Magnitude 

error and (b) Angle error 

 

Figure 6.12 TVE of sensors when placed at a distance of 7 mm and TVE of CTs for 

three-phase currents 
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The magnitude errors in the estimated phasors for each current for all sensors and for all 

distances are shown in the Figure 6.15. This figure indicates that only sensor S1’s values 

are higher for the distance of 35 mm. The performances of all sensors are satisfactory for 

all remaining cases and currents. These results with their average values are also provided 

in Table 6.1 for three sensors and in Table 6.2 for three CTs. The outcome of one sensor 

per phase indicates satisfactory performance for all sensors except S1 for 35 mm as 

compared to S5 and S9.  

 

Figure 6.13 TVE for each sensor per phase at all four distances 
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Figure 6.14 TVE for each CT per phase at all four distances 

 

Figure 6.15 Magnitude Error in estimated current phasor for each sensor per-phase at all 

four distances, phase-A, phase-B and phase-C 
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Table 6.1 Errors for one sensor per phase at all distances in triangular structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

% TVE (average) 

S1-A phase 0.20451 0.3080 0.2446 0.8752 

S5-B phase 0.44067 0.3380 0.3970 0.2476 

S9-C phase 0.18596 0.2588 0.2345 0.4858 

Magnitude Error, A (average) 

S1-A phase -0.0099 -0.0045 0.0053 0.0046 

S5-B phase 0.00302 -0.0040 0.0117 0.0067 

S9-C phase -0.00141 0.0002 0.0073 -0.0057 

Angle Error, Degrees (average) 

S1-A phase 0.00015 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0002 

S5-B phase -0.00013 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0007 

S9-C phase 0.00012 0.0001 0.0004 -0.0004 

 

Table 6.2 Errors for three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

% TVE (average) 

CT-A phase 0.6480 0.648 0.6528 0.639 

CT-B phase 0.3607 0.360 0.3579 0.354 

CT-C phase 0.3687 0.366 0.3690 0.373 

Magnitude Error, A (average) 

CT-A phase -0.0643 -0.064 -0.0647 -0.063 

CT-B phase -0.0354 -0.035 -0.0348 -0.035 

CT-C phase -0.0363 -0.035 -0.0365 -0.037 

Angle Error, Degrees (average) 

CT-A phase 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.000007 

CT-B phase 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.000007 

CT-C phase -0.03632 0.00001 0.00001 0.000007 
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6.3.2 Lab Test Results of Two Sensors per Phase at Various Distances 

The laboratory tests were performed with sensors S1, S2 for A-phase, S5, S6 for B-phase 

and S9, S10 for C-phase. The outputs of each sensor for each case of source current in the 

circuit were estimated using the algorithm. These outputs were converted to rectangular 

and polar components for the purpose of comparison. For demonstration purpose, random 

cases are chosen, and their results are shown in the figures in this section. Figure 6.16 

shows the rectangular components of the output of six sensors for the case of 14 A and 

distance of 7 mm. For the same case, the errors in the magnitude and the angles are shown 

in the Figure 6.17 and 6.18 for sensors as well as CTs. The magnitude errors show highest 

values provided by sensor, S10 and are in the range of 0.08A to 0.09A as shown in Figure 

6.17 (a). The CTs show consistently lower values below zero for each phase for this current 

and is evident from the Figure 6.17 (b).  The sensor S5 shows a large variation in the angle 

errors and can be observed from the Figure 6.18 (a), whereas all other sensors are having 

less variation. The angle errors for CTs are below 0.00150 with C-phase CT showing larger 

variations as compared to the other two CTs as shown in Figure 6.18 (b).  

 

Figure 6.16 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary parts of estimated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S5, S6, S9 and S10 at 7 mm for 14 A in triangular structure 
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Figure 6.17 Magnitude errors in estimated phasors of 14 A for (a) two sensors per phase 

at 7 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

Figure 6.18 Angle errors in estimated phasors of 14 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 7 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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The rectangular components of six sensors for 15 A when sensors are placed at 25 mm are 

shown in Figure 6.19. The outputs of the sensors show an increase in the errors when their 

distance is increased from the source for each phase. It can be observed from Figure 6.20 

(a) that the magnitude errors are larger as compared to those for the 7 mm case. Sensor S5 

shows a higher variation in the range from -0.32 A to 0.38 A for 15 A current. The error in 

the angle for the same current is also higher for this sensor varying up to 0.380 and is 

evident from Figure 6.21 (a).  

The C-phase sensor, S9 show a higher error of 0.28 A for the case of 10 A current sensed 

from 35 mm distance as shown in the Figure 6.22 (a) whereas the angle error is the highest 

for sensor S5 in this case and can be seen in the Figure 6.23(a). The CTs showed less 

varying performance for all currents and can be seen from Figure 6.20 (b), 6.21 (b), 6.22 

(b), and 6.23 (b) for magnitude and angle errors respectively.  

Table 6.3 presents the average values of the errors in the outputs obtained by the algorithm 

for all sensors deployed for obtaining three-phase currents. The test results for each sensor 

are calculated individually and using the average MF for each sensor. From the Table 6.3, 

it is observed that the sensor S2 yields highest TVE for all distances as compared to the 

other five sensors, whereas the sensors, S1 and S9 show minimum value of TVE for all 

distances.  

 

Figure 6.19 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary parts of estimated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, and S10 placed at 25 mm for 15 A in triangular structure 
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Figure 6.20 Magnitude errors in estimated phasors of 15 A for (a) two sensors per phase 

at 25 mm (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

Figure 6.21 Angle errors in estimated phasors of 15 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 25 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Figure 6.22 Magnitude errors in estimated phasors of 10 A for (a) two sensors per phase 

at 35 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 
Figure 6.23 Angle errors in estimated phasors of 10 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 35 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Table 6.3 Errors for two sensors per phase at all distances and CTs in triangular structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

% TVE (average) 

S1-A phase 0.1621 0.3957 0.4070 0.7795 

S2-A phase 0.8007 0.8333 1.0319 1.0432 

S5-B phase 0.2357 0.4997 0.5124 0.5464 

S6-B phase 0.2425 0.4797 0.3318 0.3313 

S9-C phase 0.0959 0.3013 0.2809 0.5701 

S10-C phase 0.2185 0.4005 0.1798 0.3322 

CT-A 0.6499 0.6517 0.6471 0.6596 

CT-B 0.3534 0.3527 0.3507 0.3594 

CT-C 0.3655 0.3735 0.3703 0.3794 

Magnitude Error, A (average) 

S1-A phase 0.0042 -0.0021 -0.1338 0.0269 

S2-A phase -0.1823 -0.0785 -0.1338 -0.0885 

S5-B phase -0.0121 -0.0091 -0.0169 -0.0205 

S6-B phase -0.0071 -0.0123 -0.0080 -0.0071 

S9-C phase 0.0023 0.0109 -0.00987 -0.0074 

S10-C phase 0.0067 0.0303 -0.0007 -0.0096 

CT-A -0.0646 -0.0650 -0.064 -0.0661 

CT-B -0.0344 -0.0344 -0.034 -0.0353 

CT-C -0.0357 -0.0369 -0.036 -0.0377 

Angle Error, Degrees (average) 

S1-A phase 0.00011 0.00013 0.0002 0.0007 

S2-A phase 0.00006 0.00017 0.0001 0.0005 

S5-B phase 0.00054 0.00056 0.00007 -0.0002 

S6-B phase 0.00007 0.00013 0.00027 -0.00015 

S9-C phase 0.00002 0.00040 -0.00007 -0.00004 

S10-C phase 0.00009 0.00065 -0.0005 0.00037 

CT-A 0.00007 0.000074 0.00001 0.00001 

CT-B 0.00005 0.00007 0.00001 0.00001 

CT-C 0.00005 0.00092 0.00001 0.00001 
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6.3.3 Test Results of Three Sensors per Phase at Various Distances 

This part of the test included S1, S2, S3 sensors for A-phase, S5, S6, S7 sensors for B-phase 

and S9, S10 and S11 sensors for C-phase along with one single CT per phase. The current 

phasors were estimated for the case of three sensors per phase by applying the average 

MFs. The algorithm processed individual sensor’s output data and estimated the current 

outputs without any data fusion to study the performance of sensors. As an initial step, it 

was decided to study the performance of individual sensors per phase and obtain the 

variation in the percentage errors in TVE, magnitude and angle. The following analysis 

shows the results of the individual performance of sensors. Random cases were selected to 

show the rectangular components of the calculated outputs, the magnitude errors, and the 

angle errors. Figure 6.24 (a) and (b) present the rectangular components of the nine sensors 

utilized in this experiment for 7 mm distance and 8 A current.  

 

Figure 6.24 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary parts of calculated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11 placed at 7 mm for 8 A in triangular structure 
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The magnitude and angle errors for the same configuration is shown in the Figure 6.25 and 

Figure 6.26. The magnitude errors for all nine sensors are less than 0.065 A as shown in 

the Figure 6.25 (a) and the angle errors are below 0.0010 except for the sensor S5 as shown 

in the Figure 6.26 (a). The CTs provide similar results as that of previous cases and can be 

seen in Figure 6.25 (b) and Figure 6.26 (b). 

 

Figure 6.25 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 8 A for (a) three sensors per phase 

at 7 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Figure 6.25 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 8 A for (a) three sensors per phase at 7 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

The outputs of the nine sensors for various distances and current outputs are presented in 

the Appendix D. The average values calculated from the percentage TVE for all current 

phasors for each sensor are shown in the Table 6.4. The table shows that the sensor S2 has 

highest vector errors for all distances when compared with other eight sensors. Sensor S3 

exhibited 1.520% of TVE for 35 mm distance, whereas sensor S1 proved to be efficient for 

all distances for A-phase current sensing with maximum TVE of 0.4443%. For B-phase, 

all three sensors S5, S6 and S7 showed consistently good performance. Sensors S9, S10 and 

S11 showed the best performance by giving minimum percentage TVEs for all distances 

when compared to other sensors of A-phase and B-phase. The percentage TVE of CTs of 

all phases were higher than the sensors.  

Table 6.5 presents the magnitude errors for all sensors when placed at four distances. The 

maximum error is contributed by sensor S2 for all distances. All sensors of C-phase 

consisted lowest errors in the magnitude among all sensors. Table 6.6 presents the average 

values of errors in the angle calculated for phasors of various currents when the sensors are 

placed at four distances. All sensors have very good accuracy in the calculated phase angles 

for all currents and can be verified from this table.  
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Table 6.4 Percentage TVE for three sensors per phase at all distances and three CTs in 

triangular structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

% TVE (average) 

S1-A phase 0.2026 0.1915 0.4443 0.348 

S2-A phase 1.4746 0.8515 0.7901 1.229 

S3-A phase 0.2802 0.7902 1.0061 1.520 

S5-B phase 0.5726 0.5218 0.6345 0.526 

S6-B phase 0.4644 0.2864 0.5565 0.330 

S7-B phase 0.3301 0.2632 0.3787 0.437 

S9-C phase 0.1298 0.2801 0.3819 0.544 

S10-C phase 0.2014 0.3238 0.3045 0.285 

S11-C phase 0.1562 0.3019 0.2593 0.335 

CT-A 0.6500 0.6504 0.6505 0.6449 

CT-B 0.6500 0.3521 0.6505 0.6449 

CT-C 0.6500 0.3742 0.6505 0.6449 

 

Table 6.5 Magnitude errors for three sensors per phase and three CTs at all distances in 

triangular structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

Magnitude Error, A (average) 

S1-A phase 0.0044 0.0112 -0.0162 -0.0141 

S2-A phase -0.1516 -0.0764 -0.0477 -0.0654 

S3-A phase 0.0009 0.0187 -0.0102 -0.0028 

S5-B phase 0.0339 0.0030 -0.0252 -0.0073 

S6-B phase 0.0070 -0.0065 -0.0174 -0.0234 

S7-B phase 0.0091 -0.0012 -0.0006 -0.0166 

S9-C phase -0.0093 -0.0010 0.0099 -0.0024 

S10-C phase 0.0057 0.0081 -0.0055 -0.0023 

S11-C phase -0.0093 0.0003 0.0099 -0.0024 

CT-A -0.0648 -0.0648 -0.0646 -0.0639 

CT-B -0.0346 -0.0344 -0.0353 -0.0346 

CT-C -0.0357 -0.0373 -0.0386 -0.0358 
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Table 6.6 Angle errors for three sensors per phase at all distances and three CTs in 

triangular structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

Angle Error, Degrees (average) 

S1-A phase 0.000090 0.00007 0.000262 0.00026 

S2-A phase -0.000080 0.00007 -0.000041 -0.00017 

S3-A phase 0.000030 0.0001 0.000227 -0.00011 

S5-B phase -0.000040 -0.00021 -0.000003 -0.00014 

S6-B phase 0.000010 -0.00008 -0.000138 0.00006 

S7-B phase 0.000120 -0.00001 -0.000050 0.00011 

S9-C phase 0.000130 0.00016 0.000088 -0.00055 

S10-C phase -0.000080 -0.00005 -0.000080 -0.00016 

S11-C phase -0.000006 0.00001 -0.000192 -0.00007 

CT-A 0.000008 0.00001 0.000007 0.00001 

CT-B 0.000006 0.00001 0.000007 0.00001 

CT-C 0.000007 0.00001 0.000007 0.00001 

 

6.4 Test Results and Performance Analysis of TMR Sensors for Three-Phase 

Horizontal Structure 

The second part of the three-phase current measurement experiment was to install the TMR 

sensors on a three-phase horizontal structure in which all three phase conductors remain in 

the horizontal plane as shown in the Figure 6.1 (b). The objective of this experiment is to 

study any variation in the capability of the sensors as compared to their performance where 

three-phase conductors were arranged in a triangular structure. The arrangement of three-

phase conductors and sensors by keeping the remaining equipment from the arrangement 

of triangular structure is as shown in the Figure 6.27. It shows three-phase conductors are 

in horizontal plane and the sensors are placed on the left side of each phase at equal height 

and distance from phase conductors. The stands on which the sensors are installed are 

arranged in a manner to adjust the distance from the individual phase conductor from 7 mm 

to 35 mm. Although there are four sensors per phase installed and connected to the data 

acquisition system, only two groups of sensors per phase utilized for this experiment. There 

are two sensors per phase and three sensors per phase. This is because, in the first part of 
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the triangular structure it was observed that, the output of sensors was very similar for all 

three groups, one-, two- and three- sensors per phase. Moreover, the outputs were estimated 

using the average MF of individual sensors and, therefore, it was concluded that the use of 

one sensor per phase is not necessary. Hence, in this case the tests were performed with 

only two-sensors per phase and three-sensors per phase with combinations of four 

distances. 

The tests were performed with the first combination of two-sensors per phase placed at 7 

mm distance from each phase conductor. Three-phase input currents of 60 Hz starting from 

5 A were injected using the Omicron CMC356 test set. The outputs of sensors were 

recorded for four seconds period by using the data acquisition system. The input currents 

were increased in the steps of 1 A until they reached the maximum limit of the test set at 

15 A, and the outputs were measured each step. Similar steps were followed for the 

remaining options of distances and the entire procedure was repeated for the set of three-

sensors per phase. Further steps for estimation of three-phase currents from the measured 

data were followed using the algorithm explained in the Figure 6.4. The results for various 

cases are explained in detail in the following sections. 

 

Figure 6.26 Three-phase experiment setup for horizontal structure with sensors and CTs 
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6.4.1 Results of Two Sensors per-Phase at Various Distances 

Test results of the sensors for random cases such as 15 mm and for 14 A are discussed in 

detail in this section. The results of the remaining cases are presented in the Appendix D 

and 7 along with the tables for each sensor and for each combination of the distance and 

current. Figure 6.28 shows the rectangular components of the output of six sensors. Figure 

6.29 (a) shows the magnitude errors of S1, S2, S5, S6, S9 and S10 for 15 mm and 14 A case. 

It is evident from this figure that the errors are very low and consistent for all windows for 

the sensors S6, S9, S10, whereas the sensors S2 and S5 show a larger variation in the 

performance with the increments in window per sample. These two sensors also showed 

similar performance for the previous case when they were installed in the triangular 

structure. The errors for three CTs as shown in Figure 6.29 (b) are observed to contribute 

similar values as observed before for all cases. The angel errors in estimated output for 14 

A for six sensors are presented in the Figure 6.30 (a) and for CTs in Figure 6.30 (b). The 

angle errors for S2, S5 and S9 showed variation, but the average values are very low for all 

sensors throughout the complete set of currents.  

 

Figure 6.27 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary parts of estimated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, and S10 placed at 15 mm for 14 A in horizontal structure 
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Figure 6.28 Magnitude errors in estimated phasors of 14 A for (a) two sensors per phase 

at 15 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 

 

Figure 6.29 Angle errors in estimated phasors of 14 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 15 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 
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Table 6.7 provides the performance parameters, such as the percentage TVE, the magnitude 

errors and the angle errors for six sensors and three CTs. The average values of the 

percentage TVE for all currents show that the sensor S2 has highest errors for all distances 

as compared to other five sensors. The highest error of S2, 1.007 % was observed for the 

distance 7 mm and 0.903% when the sensor was placed at 35 mm. The sensor S9 showed 

minimum errors for all combinations of distances and currents as compared to other sensors 

and CTs. Similarly, Sensor S1 showed minimum errors in the percentage TVE as compared 

to those of CTs with 0.272% for 7 mm and 0.307% for 35 mm. This is the most consistent 

performance as compared to other sensors. The magnitude errors for S1, S9 and S10 were 

observed to be the lowest as compared to other sensors. The magnitude errors of three CTs 

for all distances were observed to be higher than those of all sensors proving a better 

performance of sensors. The angle errors for all sensors and CTs as shown in the Table 6.7 

are very low and therefore contributing positively to the accuracy of current phasor 

calculations.   
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Table 6.7 Errors for two sensors per phase at all distances in horizontal structure 

 

Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase, 

HORIZONTAL Structure 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

% TVE (average) 

S1-A phase 0.272 0.291 0.314 0.307 

S2-A phase 1.007 0.410 0.317 0.903 

S5-B phase 0.234 0.196 0.338 0.487 

S6-B phase 0.203 0.343 0.388 0.684 

S9-C phase 0.126 0.169 0.317 0.337 

S10-C phase 0.227 0.245 0.206 0.626 

CT-A 0.644 0.636 0.645 0.641 

CT-B 0.357 0.348 0.350 0.347 

CT-C 0.339 0.358 0.342 0.336 

Magnitude Error, A (average) 

S1-A phase 0.0002 -0.003 0.007 -0.005 

S2-A phase -0.019 -0.107 0.005 -0.080 

S5-B phase -0.002 0.003 0.008 -0.007 

S6-B phase -0.008 -0.001 -0.008 -0.002 

S9-C phase -0.001 -0.001 -0.006 -0.011 

S10-C phase 0.006 -0.001 0.009 -0.002 

CT-A -0.063 0.644 -0.064 -0.064 

CT-B -0.034 0.357 -0.034 -0.034 

CT-C -0.036 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 

Angle Error, Degrees (average) 

S1-A phase 0.00006 -0.00018 -0.00013 0.03705 

S2-A phase -0.00005 -0.00002 0.00012 -0.00005 

S5-B phase 0.00010 0.00017 0.00027 0.00023 

S6-B phase -0.00005 -0.00002 -0.00006 0.00010 

S9-C phase 0.00016 -0.00002 0.00007 0.00014 

S10-C phase 0.00033 0.00002 0.00026 0.00077 

CT-A 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 

CT-B 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 

CT-C 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
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6.4.2 Results of Three Sensors per Phase at Various Distances 

This test became the last phase of the experiment with three-sensors per phase in horizontal 

structure arrangement. The current phasors of the sensors were estimated by using their 

individual average MF values. The results for the random cases are presented in the 

Appendix D which consists of the rectangular components of the estimated current phasors 

of the outputs of the sensors for various cases as well as the magnitude and the angle errors 

for the same configuration of distances and the sensors per phase. In addition, the results 

of each sensor output for all values of input currents and for all combinations of distances 

are provided in the Appendix D and Appendix E.  

Table 6.8 presents the TVE for nine sensors deployed in the horizontal structure for three-

phase current measurement with a combination of three-sensors per phase placed at various 

distances. It is evident that the sensor S2 presented 1.574 % of TVE when placed at 7 mm 

distance and 0.966% when placed at 35 mm for measuring the A-phase current. This 

performance is found similar in other cases discussed in the previous sections. Sensor S1 

showed increased %TVE of 1.040% for distance of 25 mm and 1.626% for 35 mm. This is 

in contrast with its results for the previous experiments. In this experiment, the errors were 

found to increase when the distance increased from 15 mm to 35 mm for S1, S3 and S5, 

whereas these errors were varying less for the rest of the sensors with the exception of S2 

where the errors decreased with the increase in the distance. A detail analysis on the output 

of S2 for each current showed consistently higher error (above 1.5%) for all currents from 

5 A to 15 A for 7 mm case and it decreased to below 1.5% for other three distances. For 

S1, the values of the TVE increased from 1.654% at 15 mm, 2.226% at 25 mm to 4.051% 

at 35 mm for 5A. This affected the average value of the %TVE for this sensor. The details 

can be seen in the Appendix D where all results are given in separate tables for each sensor. 

The magnitude errors for all sensors and for all distances were very less except for S2 for 

7 mm case. The angle errors were also observed to be very less in degrees and therefore 

overall performance of the sensors was satisfactory. 
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Table 6.8 Percentage TVE errors for sensors per phase: Three sensors per phase in 

horizontal structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

% TVE (average) 

S1-A phase 0.533 0.565 1.040 1.626 

S2-A phase 1.574 0.557 0.639 0.966 

S3-A phase 0.239 0.495 0.550 0.738 

S5-B phase 0.258 0.190 0.495 0.463 

S6-B phase 0.136 0.235 0.343 0.311 

S7-B phase 0.088 0.210 0.225 0.385 

S9-C phase 0.193 0.238 0.349 0.398 

S10-C phase 0.255 0.358 0.330 0.442 

S11-C phase 0.161 0.290 0.360 0.291 

CT-A 0.649 0.641 0.649 0.647 

CT-B 0.353 0.641 0.649 0.647 

CT-C 0.336 0.641 0.649 0.647 

 

 

Table 6.9 Magnitude errors for sensors per phase: Three sensors per phase in horizontal 

structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

Magnitude Error, A (average) 

S1-A phase -0.011 -0.004 0.001 -0.019 

S2-A phase -0.157 -0.047 -0.039 -0.067 

S3-A phase -0.002 -0.014 -0.010 -0.010 

S5-B phase -0.005 0.001 0.005 0.012 

S6-B phase -0.003 -0.001 -0.013 -0.003 

S7-B phase -0.001 -0.002 0.0008 -0.008 

S9-C phase -0.009 -0.004 -0.010 0.001 

S10-C phase -0.002 0.010 -0.006 -0.028 

S11-C phase 0.002 -0.004 -0.010 0.001 

CT-A -0.064 -0.064 -0.065 -0.064 

CT-B -0.035 -0.034 -0.034 -0.034 

CT-C -0.033 -0.034 -0.035 -0.033 
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 Table 6.10 Angle errors for sensors per phase: Three sensors per phase in horizontal 

structure 

 
Distance of sensors from the conductor of each phase 

d1 = 7 mm d2 = 15 mm d3 = 25 mm d4 = 35 mm 

Angle Error, Degrees (average) 

S1-A phase -0.00002 0.0001 -0.0003 -0.00001 

S2-A phase 0.00015 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.00014 

S3-A phase 0.00018 0.0000 -0.0003 0.00003 

S5-B phase -0.00003 0.0002 -0.0001 0.00001 

S6-B phase 0.00000 0.0000 0.0002 0.00019 

S7-B phase 0.00002 0.0001 0.0004 0.00027 

S9-C phase 0.00007 0.0002 -0.0001 0.00009 

S10-C phase -0.00006 0.0002 0.0000 0.00019 

S11-C phase 0.00006 0.0002 -0.0001 0.00002 

CT-A 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 

CT-B 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 

CT-C 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 

 

 

6.5 Field Experiment for Three-Phase High Currents Measurement 

The field experiment was performed at the General Motors Climatic Wind Tunnel (CWT) 

facility by installing the sensors on the solar simulation system’s three-phase power supply 

conductors. This solar simulation system can generate solar intensity from 600 to 1200 

kW/m2 from the light produced by metal halide lamps. The AC power distribution panel 

of this system is supplied by a three-phase 225 kVA delta-star connected transformer with 

575 V on primary and 400/231 V on the secondary side. There are 21 metal halide lamps 

in the circuit which are powered by three-phase source through this distribution panel. The 

intensity of all lamps is varied simultaneously by a rectifiers and inverters system when the 

AC power is supplied to them. Each lamp also has the electronic ballast. A set of two 

sensors were installed on each phase inside the distribution panel as shown in Figure 6.30 

and Figure 6.31 (a).  
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During the experiment, the intensity of all lamps was varied simultaneously from 50% to 

100% in stages of 5% by a controller which reflected in the increased load current at every 

stage. The sampling rate of the data acquisition system was set to 7200 samples/second. 

The outputs of sensors were recorded at every stage for 5 seconds. For reference, the current 

flowing in the conductor of each phase for every stage was also measured by using true 

rms clamp-on type ammeters, one Etekcity ammeter for A-phase and, a FLUKE 325 

ammeter for B-phase and, a FLUKE 374 FC ammeter for C-phase. It was observed that 

phase-A, phase-B and phase-C loads were not evenly distributed, resulting in unequal 

currents flowing in each phase and were measured by the ammeters. This is evident from 

Figure 6.31 (b), which shows 92.6 A in A-phase, and 113.5 A in B-phase and C-phase 

respectively. For B-and C-phase, the measured currents were 83.9A for 50% intensity of 

lamps and, 155.4A for the 100% intensity. Similarly, for A-phase, the currents were 67.8 

A and 130.2 A for 50% and 100% intensity respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6.30 Three-phase current measurement experimental setup at CWT 

 

After the completion of measuring sensor outputs for all stages, the recorded data was 

checked for verification and, it was observed that, the measured outputs of sensors had 
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sinusoidal waveform with multiple harmonics. The reason being the electronic devices 

installed in each lamp circuit which generated large amount of harmonics.  

  

Figure 6.31 Experimental setup at CWT, (a) Installation of two-sensors on each phase (b) 

Three clamp-on ammeters for reading three-phase currents  

 

6.5.1 Performance of Sensors in Measuring Three-Phase Currents  

The sensors per phase deployed in the field experiment were, S1, S2 for A-phase, S3, S4 for 

B-phase and S5, S6 for C-phase. These sensors were calibrated during the single-phase 

experiment explained in the Chapter 4. Therefore, their multiplying factors were readily 

available for the performance analysis. A computational program was developed in 

MATLAB that utilized these multiplying factors and the measured data for each sensor 

and, estimated the True RMS (TRMS) currents from a set of 1200 samples recorded with 

a sampling rate of 7200 samples/second for each sensor. The program in MATLAB also 
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estimated the errors in percentage between the TRMS currents obtained from the measured 

data for sensors and the measured values obtained using clamp-on ammeters for each 

phase.  

The results of sensor S2 for measuring A-phase currents for all stages are given in the Table 

6.11. The load on this phase consumed currents different than B- and C-phase. The 

percentage errors between the ammeter measurements and estimated current outputs vary 

from 0.22% for 110.8 A to 0.62% for 85.8 A. The sensor showed error of 0.25% in 

measuring the input current of 130.2 A. 

Table 6.11 Sensor S2 results of measuring A-phase currents 

A-phase current true 

RMS values recorded 

from ammeter (A) 

True RMS value 

estimated for S2 (A) 

Percentage error (%) 

between recorded RMS 

value and estimated 

RMS value 

67.8 67.60 0.30 

73.4 73.59 0.26 

79.4 78.93 0.59 

85.8 85.27 0.62 

92.1 91.84 0.29 

98.7 98.38 0.33 

104.8 104.18 0.59 

110.8 110.55 0.22 

117.2 116.53 0.57 

123.8 123.35 0.37 

130.2 129.88 0.25 

 

The estimated output of S2 for 130.2 A of input current is shown in the Figure 6.32. This 

figure clearly indicates presence of multiple harmonics in addition to the fundamental 

frequency in the load currents. These harmonics are generated because of the gas discharge 

lamp circuit arcing, negative resistance characteristics and electronic ballasts with rectifier 

circuit and inverter.  

Similarly, the estimated output of the sensor S4 of B-phase for an input current of 91.2 A 

is shown in the Figure 6.33. The output shows harmonics, and the peak value of the output 
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is close to 110 A. Figure 6.34 shows the output obtained for S4 for input current of 155.4A 

showing similar pattern in the sine wave with peak value close to 250 A. Therefore, the 

reason for using True RMS values in the algorithm to estimate the output of sensors is 

justified and provides more accurate results in case of measuring currents with harmonics 

in a three-phase circuit.   

 

Figure 6.32 A-phase current measurement: S2 output for 130.2 A    

The performance of sensor, S4 is illustrated in terms of percentage errors for the B-phase 

load currents during various stages and is shown in the Table 6.12.  

Table 6.12 Sensor S4 results of measuring B-phase currents 

B-phase current true 

RMS values recorded 

from ammeter (A) 

True RMS value 

estimated for S4 (A) 

Percentage error (%) 

between recorded 

RMS value and 

estimated RMS value 

84.4 84.17 0.27 

91.2 91.07 0.14 

98.3 97.70 0.61 

106.2 105.62 0.55 

113.6 112.99 0.54 

121.4 120.62 0.64 

128.8 128.36 0.34 

134.8 134.56 0.18 

141.7 140.52 0.83 

148.5 147.85 0.44 

155.6 148.10 0.59 
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This table shows minimum error of 0.14% in estimating the input current of 91.2 A and 

maximum error of 0.83% in estimating the input current of 141.7 A. In this case, the MF 

used for computing the outputs for S4 was obtained for a distance of 1.5 cm from the 

previous calibration process. The errors increasing with the input current indicate that the 

distance is not 1.5 cm during the experiment.  

 

Figure 6.33 B-phase current measurement: S4 output for 91.2 A 

 

Figure 6.34 B-phase current measurement: S4 output for 155.6 A 

The load on B- and C-phase was balanced and therefore, provided matching current 

readings on ammeters for all stages during the experiment. The results of the sensor S6 

installed on the C-phase cable are illustrated in Table 6.13. The first column of the table 

provides the input current measured by the C-phase clamp-on type ammeter, the second 

column provides the estimated output of S6 and, the last column provides the percentage 
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error between the values of first and second column for each stage. S6 demonstrated zero 

error for measuring 113.6 A and maximum error of 0.37% for measuring 148.5 A. The 

output of S6 for input current of 155.4 A is shown in the Figure 6.35 with its performance 

similar to that of S4. The waveform shows presence of harmonics introduced by the 

electronic components in the intensity control circuit of metal halide lamps. 

 

Figure 6.35 C-phase current measurement: S6 output for 155.6 A 

Table 6.13 Sensor S6 results of measuring C-phase currents 

C-Phase current true 

RMS values recorded 

from ammeter (A) 

True RMS value 

estimated for S6 (A) 

Percentage error (%) 

between recorded RMS 

value and estimated 

RMS value 

83.9 84.25 0.41 

90.6 90.31 0.32 

97.8 97.89 0.09 

106.2 106.09 0.10 

113.6 113.60 0.00 

121.4 121.58 0.15 

128.8 128.90 0.08 

135 135.43 0.32 

141.6 141.83 0.16 

148.5 149.05 0.37 

155.4 155.77 0.24 
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6.6 Summary 

The TMR sensors are successfully tested for the three-phase current measurement with 

various combinations of groups and for two types of overhead three-phase structures that 

are in practice in Canada for AC power distribution system. The tests were performed using 

the balanced three-phase currents which yield equal magnitudes for all phases and a 

constant phase difference of 1200 between each phase. The comparison of sensors for all 

combinations in triangular structure arrangement showed that S1 and S2 had variations in 

their vector errors with change at different times during various combinations. Sensors S9 

and S10 showed consistently low errors for all distances and when applied in groups of two- 

and three-sensors per phase. The highest error was observed for S1 with the average value 

of 1.621% and it is the highest value among all combinations for the triangular structure. 

The other sensors showed very less variation in the percentage TVE for all combinations. 

For horizontal structure, the maximum %TVE was noted for S1 for the distance of 35 mm 

and for sensor S1 with a value of 1.626% when utilized for the combination of three-sensors 

per phase. The distance did not affect the performance of the sensors to a large extent.  

From the comparison of the performance of nine sensors after applying them to triangular 

and horizontal structure, it was observed that the distance affected their performance only 

for 25 mm and 35 mm. The sensors of B-phase and C-phase in horizontal structure provided 

lower errors as compared those for triangular structure for both 25 mm and 35 mm 

distances. However, A-phase sensors for horizontal structure contributed higher errors as 

compared to those in triangular structure for the 25 mm and 35 mm. Overall the highest 

error was observed to be 1.63% for S1 with remaining all sensors showing errors in the 

range from 0.1% to 0.7% for all combinations. The errors were observed to be decreasing 

for higher magnitudes of source current. The CTs showed consistent performance with 

0.65% of TVE for all fundamental frequency currents. The percentage TVE average values 

of almost all sensors in all cases were observed to be better than those of the CTs applied 

to each phase. The detail analysis proved that the sensors could impart even better results 

when applied to measure higher values of three-phase currents. Moreover, the application 

of sensor data fusion was unessential for the measurement accuracy of the sensors for 

measuring individual phase currents unless one needs to reach a value below 0.02%.  
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For three-phase field experiment, the results of one sensor per phase are demonstrated in 

the performance analysis. A slight variation of the sensor placement from its respective 

phase conductor resulted in the errors and is shown in the table for each sensor. The MFs 

obtained for each RMS input current for each sensor were proportional to the distance, 

resulted in errors. This concludes that the calibration of sensor depends on the distance and 

therefore, it is recommended that for future field applications, the sensors are needed to be 

calibrated based on the distance and need to be firmly placed at that distance if the accuracy 

is to be maintained.  
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Chapter 7. Detection of Unbalanced Three-Phase and Neutral 

Currents by using TMR Sensors  

 

7.1 Introduction 

The AC power delivery to widespread geographical areas and growing cities is mostly 

happening through the overhead transmission and distribution lines. In a multi-grounded 

distribution system with a large variation of soil type there is a high probability of 

undetected high-impedance faults leading to difficulty in detection of fault location. 

Different geographic conditions and weather conditions add up to the difficulty in sensing 

high-impedance ground faults. These undetected faults can reoccur and cause damage to 

the power system equipment as well as pose life safety hazard. Installation of the protection 

relays at the substations may not always prove successful in detecting the exact location of 

incipient faults caused due to neutral unbalance or ground faults. Moreover, the installation 

of conventional CTs is not a practical and economical solution for transmission and 

generation utilities to cater the need of accurate detection of these faults. The conventional 

core wound current transformers undergo saturation under symmetrical and asymmetrical 

fault condition and thus limiting the fault detection capability of protection relays.  

A detail analysis on the performance of TMR sensors for measuring single-phase currents 

and balanced three-phase currents is demonstrated in the previous chapters. The work 

presented in this chapter is a further step to pursue the experimental results of three-phase 

and neutral current measurement in an unbalanced three-phase AC power system with the 

help of TMR sensors. The accuracy of the sensor for single-phase and three-phase current 

measurement is successfully proved by testing, calibrating, and validating the sensors for 

various scenarios such as, current with a range of magnitudes and, various distances from 

the current carrying conductor. The experiment and testing for a three-phase setup in this 

chapter is also aimed at comparing the performance of TMR sensors with conventional 

CTs in AC currents measurement. 
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7.2 Experimental Setup  

A three-phase overhead conductor triangular arrangement was selected for this experiment 

where the spacing between two horizontal phase conductors is 103 cm and the height of the 

third conductor from the horizontal plane of two conductors is 98cm as shown in Figure 7.1. 

A multi-strand XLPE aluminum cables of size AWG # 4 with insulation were chosen for 

each phase in the experiment. The insulation was removed from all conductors for a length 

of 50 cm. A three-phase star-connected resistive load was designed for this experiment using 

a resistance of 1 kW per phase and was connected in series with each phase conductor to 

represent a resistive load. The other end of each resistance was connected using an AWG # 

8 wire to a common point. This point was the neutral point of the circuit. The experiment 

was performed for a range of magnitudes of current at a fixed distance of 7 mm for all 

sensors from each phase conductor.   

The circuit diagram along with the sensor’s location is similar to that explained in the 

previous chapter in Figure 6.2 except for number of sensors. In this experiment two sensors 

were placed near the bare part of each conductor with an orientation of 900 to the conductor 

plane and on the same side for all phases as shown in the Figure 7.1. To measure the neutral 

current one TMR sensor (#S11) was installed on the neutral conductor as shown in the Figure 

7.2 (a). 

For comparing the performance of TMR sensors, three conventional core wound donut type 

CTs with a 0.15% accuracy and ratio 100 A: 100 mA were utilized in this experiment. These 

CTs were installed on each phase conductor, and on the neutral conductor of the circuit as 

shown in Figure 7.2 (b). Thus, four identical CTs were used in this experiment.  

The experiment was performed in two parts, first for balanced three phase currents and the 

second, for three-phase unbalanced currents. In Part I, all six sensors were placed at 7 mm 

from the respective phase conductors with no-insulation part. The neutral sensor was also 

placed at 7 mm distance from the AWG#8 conductor that was connected to the current 

source. For part I, three-phase currents of frequency 60 Hz with variation from 5 A to 17 

A with a step of 0.5 A were injected in the three-phase circuit using Omicron CMC356 

current injection set. The sensor outputs and the CT outputs were recorded using NI cDAQ-
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9174 data acquisition system. The specified timing resolution of this A/D converter is 1ns 

and timing accuracy of 50 ppm of sample rate. It has 16 channels with the maximum 

sampling rate of 500 kHz and each channel to have 45 kHz. Eleven channels were used for 

this experiment and the sampling rate for each channel was kept at 7.2 kHz. From each set 

of three-phase current injected, 10000 samples were recorded by using each channel input. 

Thus, for the symmetrical three phase system the outputs were recorded for each value of 

current from 5 A to 17 A. For Part II, the current inputs were changed from balanced to 

unbalanced as shown in the Table 7.1 and, the output of the sensor and CT on the neutral 

were recorded in addition to the sensors and CTs on three phases.  

Two sets of three-phase currents selected for the second part of the experiment. First set 

included unbalanced components and, was introduced by changing the angles of each phase 

for example, case#1 has 9<800, 13<-1700 and 4<1500 whereas for the second set of 

unbalanced currents, these angles were changed to a different value. For example, the 

case#1 parameters become 2<1200, 9<-400 and 13<200. For both sets, there were five cases 

of three-phase currents with magnitude and phase angle chosen as shown in the Table 7.1 

to measure the outputs of each sensor for respective phase and neutral current. 
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Figure 7.1  Experimental setup for neutral current measurement 

 

 

Figure 7.2 TMR Sensors and CTs installed on (a) neutral and (b) three-phases 
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Table 7.1 Test cases for three-phase current injection 

Test Sets Balanced set of three-phase currents (A) 

SET # 1 A-Phase B-Phase C-Phase 

Case # 1 9∟800 13∟-1700 4 ∟1500 

Case # 2 12∟800 4∟-1700 9 ∟1500 

Case # 3 2∟800 7∟-1700 12 ∟1500 

Case # 4 4∟800 9∟-1700 14 ∟1500 

Case # 5 5∟800 10∟-1700 2 ∟1500 

SET # 2 
Unbalanced set of three-phase currents (A) 

A-Phase B-Phase C-Phase 

Case # 6 2∟1200 9∟-400 13 ∟200 

Case # 7 6∟1200 12∟-400 2 ∟200 

Case # 8 3∟1200 13∟-400 8 ∟200 

Case # 9 13∟1200 4∟-400 8 ∟200 

Case # 10 3∟1200 9∟-400 14 ∟200 

 

The amplification gains of the Wheatstone bridge and other components in the sensor 

circuit are combined to give the sensitivity of the sensor as 20 mV output for 1mT at 1VDC 

power supply. Thus, the outputs from sensors were directly connected to the A/D converter 

and further analysis performed to estimate the current from the measured magnetic field. 

The circuit diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 6.2 in the previous chapter and, it gives 

an idea of three stages: first the sensors and CTs, second, the A/D converter and third, the 

computer for application of algorithms and analysis. The TMR sensors named and 

calibrated in the previous experiment were utilized for this experiment with specific 

allocation of S1, S2 for A-phase, S5 and S6 for B-phase, S9, S10 for C-phase and S11 for the 

neutral current. 
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7.3 Computation of Current Phasors 

The outputs of all sensors were measured and recorded in terms of discrete samples with a 

sampling rate of 120 samples per cycle. The algorithm for calibration and estimation of the 

current magnitudes and phasors for sensors is similar to that explained in the previous 

chapter and illustrated in Figure 6.4. The algorithm and computation were repeated for the 

outputs recorded for symmetrical as well as asymmetrical current input sets designed for 

this experiment and the MFs were estimated and verified during this experiment for all 

sensors. It was observed that the MFs obtained for sensors S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, S10 and S11 in 

previous experiments were utilized for the analysis in this experiment including the 

calibration factors of CTs. For analysis, the data samples were divided into two parts; first, 

5000 samples were utilized for obtaining the multiplying factor and the current phasors 

both, using the orthogonal functions and then, the remaining 5000 samples were used for 

the validation. The multiplying factors obtained during the testing and validation steps were 

used for verification of the results of seven sensors deployed in this experiment. The 

algorithm estimated the magnitude errors in percentage for phase currents and neutral 

currents for sensors and CTs. In this case, the output of CT installed on the neutral was 

considered as the reference for comparing the accuracy of the TMR sensor installed on the 

neutral.  

7.4 Test Results 

Computational results were obtained for both symmetrical and asymmetrical input currents 

applied during the test. The behavior of the sensor for both types of input currents is shown 

in the Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. The outputs of sensor S5 obtained for symmetrical B-phase 

current magnitudes for 5 A, 10 A and 15 A are shown in Figure 7.3 (a), (b) and (c) 

respectively. It is evident from this figure that the estimated magnitudes of current phasors 

vary in the range of -0.064 to +0.034 A for the first two cases of 5 A, and 10 A and from -

0.082 A to +0.093 A for the 15 A case. The estimated results for asymmetrical currents are 

shown in Figure 7.4 (a) for sensor S1, Figure 7.4 (b) for sensor S5 and Figure 7.4 (c) for 

sensor S9 respectively. The asymmetric currents injected for this case are from the test 

case#7 where IA = 6∟1200, IB = 12∟-400 and IC = 2∟200. From the variation range of the 
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outputs for each case of sensor shown in Figure 7.4, it is observed that the accuracy of the 

algorithm for estimation of sensor outputs for asymmetrical input currents is satisfactory 

and, matches with that for the symmetrical input currents. 

 

Figure 7.3 Magnitudes of current outputs of sensor S5 calculated for 5 A, 10 A and 15 A 
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Figure 7.4 Estimated currents for (a) sensor S1 (b) sensor S5 and (c) sensor S9 

 

7.4.1 Results for Symmetrical Three-phase Currents for Phase Sensors 

The first part of the test was to inject a set of three-phase balanced currents where the angle 

between each phase is 1200. There were 17 sets of input currents from 1 A to 17 A injected 

in the three-phase circuit at a time interval of 5 minutes. The results of all cases were 

obtained using the computation program based on the algorithm developed in MATLAB 

and discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 7.5 shows the estimated output of sensor S1 

for A-phase, 10 A current and compared with the output of CT on the same phase. It is 

observed that the relative percentage error in magnitude for this output was 0.754%. Figure 

7.6 shows the output of sensor S5 for Phase B as compared to the B-phase CT output for 15 

A.  

Similarly, for the input current of 15 A on C-phase, sensor S9 shows the output comparison 

with C-phase CT as shown in Figure 7.7. From all these figures, it is evident that the sensors 

have same accuracy. The advantage of digital sensors is that there is no saturation effect, 
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or hysteresis involved in the operating characteristics as compared to the conventional CT. 

The relative errors in the outputs for the balanced phase currents for all sensors were found 

to be very low, with minimum error of 0.0013% and maximum error of 1.19.  

 

Figure 7.5 Calculated output of sensor S1 and CT for A-phase, 10 A 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Calculated output of sensor S5 and CT for B-phase, 15 A 
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Figure 7.7 Calculated output of sensor S9 and CT for C-phase, 15 A 

 

It is observed that the sensor performances are more accurate than those of CTs. This is 

evident from the comparison of the A-phase CT and S2 output for 15 A where the CT-A’s 

peak output exceeded the magnitude of 15 A whereas, the sensor S2 shows exact 15A 

magnitude with a relative error of 1.29%. By considering the 15A input current as a 

reference, the sensor showed relative error of 0.0032%. 

 

7.4.2 Results for Neutral Currents 

The unbalanced three-phase currents result in the neutral current. The generation of the 

neutral current was created for this experiment with the help of four cases of unbalanced 

currents from case#6 to case#9 shown in the Table 7.1. The output of the phase sensors as 

well as neutral sensor and respective CTs were recorded for each case. The measurements 

were used to estimate phase currents as well as neutral current using the algorithm 

programmed in MATLAB. Figure 7.8 shows the output of the sensor S11 for the test case#6 

of asymmetrical currents. 
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Figure 7.8 Output of sensor S11 for neutral current, case#6 

The relative error in the magnitude for the case#6 is 0.0581%. The magnetic field generated 

by the resultant neutral current that has occurred because of the unbalanced three-phase 

currents is measured by sensor S11 in all cases from case#6 to case#10. Figure 7.9 shows 

the output of the sensor S11 for case # 7 and in this case the magnitude error is 0.0133%.  

 

Figure 7.9 Calculated output of sensor S5 and CT for B-phase, 15 A 
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Figure 7.10 Calculated output of sensor S9 and CT for C-phase, 15 A 

Figure 7.10 shows its output for case#3 with the error between the neutral sensor and CT-

N to be 0.0964%. The output of the S11 for case # 4 is shown in the Figure 7.11 with an 

error of 0.1626%. The estimated neutral current using the multiplying factors obtained 

using DFT method show high accuracy with the minimum relative error of 0.0581% and 

maximum error of 0.1626%. The output of S11 for the last case, i.e., case # 10 resulted with 

an error of 0.07321% as compared to that of the CT-N magnitude. From all these cases it 

is inferred that for each case, there was a high accuracy in calculating this current by the 

TMR sensor as compared to the neutral CT and is evident from all figures shown above.  

 

Figure 7.11 Output of sensor S11 and CT-N for neutral current, case#9 
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7.5 Summary 

The performance of TMR sensor pairs in measuring three-phase current as well as neutral 

current using one TMR sensor is studied for a fixed distance of 7 mm from the bare 

conductor and for a frequency of 60Hz. For balanced system, the maximum relative error 

of 1.29% was noted in sensor S2 as compared to the output of high accuracy CT and, the 

minimum error of 0.0013% was observed for sensor S9. This proves that the DFT technique 

provided accurate multiplying factors to convert the sensor magnetic field output in terms 

of voltage to current. This also helped in estimating the neutral current as well as 

unbalanced three-phase currents. Generally, the sensors show better performance for a 

higher magnetic field which can be produced by higher magnitude of AC currents. In this 

study, a three-phase current range was chosen up to 17 A per phase. The TMR sensors 

chosen for this experiment have range up to 200 A AC. From the accuracy of sensors for 

lower currents, it is expected that the performance of these sensors will be even more 

accurate for higher three-phase currents. The HV laboratory test results shown in the 

Chapter 4 proved their ability to successfully measure single phase currents. The valuable 

outcome of this study is that the sensors were able to obtain the neutral current even more 

accurately than the conventional high accuracy CT as observed from the figures and, the 

relative errors between actual currents, the outputs of CTs and, the outputs of TMR sensors.  
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Work  

 

8.1 Research Findings from the Present Work  

The application of traditional instrument transformers has been in practice for more than a 

century and accepted as the simplest technique for measuring alternating current in the 

power systems applications. The manufacturers of power system protection relays have 

been using computationally expensive microprocessor-based algorithms to overcome the 

drawbacks of CTs and provide accurate protection logic. Therefore, an attempt of solving 

the main problem is made through this thesis. The magnetic field sensing technique using 

magnetoresistance has been established since 1980s but never was referred for current 

applications. A high-quality magnetic sensor based on TMR effect can sense currents up 

to 200 A in both DC and AC applications. Such sensors are definitely advantageous 

towards achieving the goal of current measurement in low and medium voltage power 

distribution system.  

This thesis introduces an innovative current measurement technique with a comprehensive 

study on non-invasive current sensing for singe-phase and three-phase power systems 

applications. A theoretical study and literature survey was conducted to formulate the main 

objectives and define the challenges in this endeavor. This thesis successfully addressed 

the major issues such as the effect of distance on the strength of measured magnetic field, 

effect of harmonics, effect of magnitude of source currents, sensor quality and interference 

of neighboring magnetic field on the measurement accuracy.  

Proposed technique was investigated through theoretical simulation and modeling of the 

magnetic field generated in a medium and high voltage overhead system with the help of 

MATLAB computational software. An algorithm was developed using least square 

technique for overcoming the interference of neighboring magnetic field in three-phase 

system to estimate accurate single-phase currents. This simulation study also provided the 

most favorable locations in a three-phase conductor system for sensing magnetic field with 

less errors.   
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The selection of suitable sensor was performed by conducting initial laboratory tests on a 

few types of sensors available in the market. TMR sensor passed the initial screening tests 

such as linearity, sensitivity for lower currents etc. and was taken for the further stages of 

research. Twelve TMR sensors were successfully calibrated and tested for their response 

to various factors such as, sensing low and high frequency currents, effect of distance on 

their sensitivity through laboratory experiments with overall measurement error to be 

0.0013% in current measurement.  

The verification of sensors performance during single-phase experiment for various 

distances indicated that there was a need to calibrate each sensor separately to achieve a 

better accuracy in current measurement that is independent of the distance from source or 

the magnitude of source current. 

Verification of sensors for measuring high currents up to 1500 A was a noticeable 

achievement in this research. The HV laboratory tests showed that the sensors can measure 

the magnetic field density from a distance of 15 cm with a good accuracy and limit the 

%TVE below 0.05%. The results of six sensors showed consistent performance even 

though their individual MFs used for calibration were different for each sensor. One 

interesting conclusion obtained from this experiment that the MFs obtained for 15 cm 

distance from the HV laboratory tests were 10 times greater than those obtained for 1.5 cm 

in the low current laboratory tests. This proved that the sensors can be calibrated 

successfully for any distance without testing if, their MFs are known for one distance. 

However, their performance depends on the distance from the current carrying conductors. 

The sensors are calibrated for a particular distance selected prior to the measurement 

application. Therefore, a slight variation in the distance may introduce the errors in the 

measurement. However, the change in the distance will not affect the measurement 

accuracy if the sensors are installed very close to the conductors and tied to them using 

proper means, such as tie wraps. The investigation of the sensors when installed in 

triangular and horizontal structure led to the results that all sensors had percentage total 

vector error in the range of 0.1% to 0.7% except for S1 which had 1.63% error. The 

application of sensor data fusion technique improved their measurement accuracy and 

reduced the error in all combinations of four sensor pairs to 0.02%. 
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The field experiment on a three-phase unbalanced load which was also a source of 

generating harmonics provided practical scenarios to test the performance of sensors. The 

outputs of the sensors for each phase were estimated using the multiplying factors that were 

obtained from the laboratory test results of single-phase experiment explained in the 

previous chapters. The clamp-on type ammeter readings were used in the analysis as a 

reference to compare the accuracy of the estimated currents from the outputs of the sensors. 

The readings of the meter were true RMS values and, therefore, in this case, the true RMS 

values of the currents were estimated for each sensor and for each stage. The sensors 

performed satisfactory in measuring three-phase currents. Moreover, it is proven that the 

harmonics present in the input current did not affect the measurement accuracy of the 

sensors. The results obtained for each sensor show that their performance varies based on 

the distance they are placed at, and their calibration needs to be done separately when 

deployed in the field to measure three-phase currents. This experiment also proves a 

practical condition that the three-phase loads may not necessarily be balanced always and 

have pure sinusoidal load. The quality of the current is always defined by the load and 

proved by this experiment. In addition, this experiment also illustrated the fact about space 

constraint inside AC power distribution panel with practical difficulties to install 

conventional CTs.  

8.2 Research Contributions of the Present Work  

The sensors have been repeatedly tested and validated by conducting experiments at 

various times and with the same test procedures. Moreover, the standard deviation in the 

%TVE, magnitude error, and the angle error obtained for each sensor was observed to be 

very low for all test currents, which indicate that these sensors have a very good 

repeatability. 

The verification of sensors on the horizontal and triangular types of structures also ensures 

that their accuracy will remain unaffected for any other type of structure if they are placed 

not more than 15 cm.  
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The novel technique for estimating the angle error for all measured samples in absence of 

time-stamped data proved very efficient in calculating the accurate current phasors for 

three-phases from the measured data for all sensors.  

These sensors also showed better accuracy in obtaining three-phase and neutral current 

when faced to asymmetrical source currents. The distance factor didn’t affect to a large 

extent to the accuracy of current measurement for all sensors because of the effective 

calibration. 

The sensors were able to faithfully produce the currents in presence of harmonics. The 

outputs of sensors matched with the true RMS value shown by each meter accurately to the 

accuracy of 1%. In case, the instantaneous samples known and recorded for the input 

current using CTs, it could be used to prove that the sensors perform better than the CTs 

using DFT technique. 

The major contributions of this research are to overcome all drawbacks of the core-wound 

current transformers (CTs). There are four major drawbacks of the CTs; the first being the 

saturation issue because of its iron-core. The higher accuracy CTs means a higher CT ratio 

which requires a greater number of copper windings resulting in higher size, bigger 

diameter and more weight. Therefore, they are difficult to install on a busbar or a circuit 

breaker phase conductors inside the medium voltage or high voltage switchgear. In 

addition, a higher ratio CT means higher cost. A TMR sensor overcomes all these issues 

because of its tiny size, and its ease of installation at any place indoor or outdoor in the 

substation or switchgear or on the overhead conductors on poles.  

The second major advantage of the magnetic sensors is that they are free of any hysteresis, 

giving a fully linear response to the primary current. Another drawback of CTs is their 

dependence on the burden which decides their accuracy class. In case of TMR sensors, 

there’s no requirement of designing any burden and therefore these sensors are free of any 

external element for their accuracy.  

The medium and high voltage CTs are oil filled in order to withstand the temperature. They 

are prone to explosion because of high temperature, open secondary circuit, and damage to 

their insulation due to lightening. Therefore, they pose very high risk due to safety hazard 
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during operation. In contrary, the TMR sensors have no requirement of oil-filled insulation, 

can be isolated from the circuit if damaged without any safety hazard, because they have 

no physical contact with the live circuit and have no possibility of developing immensely 

high potential across their output terminals in case their circuit is open. 

Another contribution of this research is to introduce a device for current measurement 

which is economically cheaper as compared to core-wound CTs for low and medium 

voltage applications. The price of CTs is driven by the price of copper. The higher the 

accuracy, higher the price. In contrary, the size of TMR sensors is very small which makes 

them economically feasible for installation, wiring, and operation for any application.  

The most valuable contribution of this research is to identify, investigate, test and verify 

the application of TMR sensors for contactless installation and measurement current with 

a proven accuracy of 99.68% for low and medium voltage application.  

To conclude finally, the TMR sensors can be successfully deployed in the field for 

measuring three-phase currents up to 1500 A. From the investigation results presented in 

this thesis it can be concluded that the sensors reached to a level of qualification where, 

they can function as a reliable backup to the conventional CTs that are present in the 

existing industrial, and utility establishments for measuring three-phase currents or can also 

be used as a primary source of current measurement at any upcoming distributed generation 

facility. 

8.3 Limitations of the Present Work: 

There are a few limitations of the present research work. The range of voltage up to which 

these sensors can perform better is not tested above 44 kV. The currents in that range will 

be more than 2000 A and, in that case, proper safety procedures are needed to investigate 

their performance safely. The impact of the extreme temperatures during winter and 

summer are not tested during this research. The laboratory and field work conducted during 

indoor conditions that had controlled temperatures. The prototype built for the 

experimentation work during this research was not waterproof. Therefore, the performance 

of sensors was not tested for rainy conditions either. The range of current inside the 

laboratory was limited because of the technical specifications of the current inject test set. 
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The higher currents up to 300A could have given more data for analyzing and calibration 

of the sensors for a wide range of currents.  

 

8.4 Future Work 

There are a few tasks that still need to be investigated and experimented with to make this 

technique more useful for implementation in industrial and utility applications. The 

following are suggested to undertake in the future:  

     1) Field testing for performance verification. 

The sensors can be tested for sensing three-phase higher currents from 50 A to 300 

A typically observed in a medium voltage power system distribution substation 

feeding to assigned subdivision load. The field test will require installation of these 

sensors on each phase conductor or copper bus of a 15 kV distribution feeder inside 

the switchgear panel of a feeder breaker. The installation task needs the outage of 

the substation to safely install the sensors inside the switchgear panel. After 

installation, the substation can be switched back in the service and the feeder 

currents can be measured using the TMR sensors per phase. To achieve redundancy 

in measurement, two sensors per phase can be utilized for this application. The 

current phasors estimated from recorded data using DFT can be compared with the 

actual phasors recorded either through the CTs that are installed on the feeder or 

through the phasor measurement units installed on the feeder protection panel.  

The field testing can also be performed on the outdoor three-phase medium voltage 

overhead structures with arrangement other than triangular and horizontal to prove 

the versatility of sensor field applications.  

 

2) Field tests for short circuit current sensing   

The sensors were tested in the laboratory for low frequency currents to simulate the 

fault current that inhibits DC decay by injecting currents of very low frequencies. 

The results showed satisfactory performance with good accuracy in measuring the 

low frequency currents whereas the CT of high accuracy (0.15%) failed to measure 
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them and instead, showed saturation. The verification of this laboratory test can be 

achieved by conducting field experiments, in which, the sensors can be installed on 

a three-phase feeder inside a substation for a longer period to sense fault currents. 

Generally, the single phase-to-ground faults mostly occur in the summer due to 

trees touching the overhead lines or due to animal contact. These scenarios can give 

a real fault sensing opportunity to test the performance of sensors. This will also 

need a long-term data recording function and data access facility while the sensors 

are installed on the live feeder conductors inside the substation.   

 

3) Testing effect of rain and cold weather on the performance of TMR sensors  

This test is important to validate the sensors for outdoor current sensing application 

in various geographical locations and varying weather conditions. The tests can be 

performed by preparing a weatherproof case for the sensors and installing them in 

an outdoor setup for current measurement during the winter and rainy seasons. A 

weatherproof harness of wires and DC power supply is necessary for this 

experiment. Further possible issues need to be investigated before setting up the 

outdoor experiment. 
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Appendix A. Results of Theoretical Simulation of Three-Phase 

system 

A.1 Results of Average Estimation error (A) for Group I: One Measurement Point 

per Phase 

Case PhA PhB PhC 
IA_error 

(A) 

IB_error 

(A) 

IC_error 

(A) 

a1: 90N_90N_90N N1 N13 N25 0.8178 2.1789 2.0386 

a2: 90N_90N_90N N2 N14 N26 1.2900 4.7883 4.9244 

a3: 90N_90N_90N N3 N15 N27 0.8462 2.6952 2.6006 

a4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4 E16 E28 1.6001 2.0659 2.0077 

a5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5 E17 E29 3.7130 1.4897 5.9332 

a6: ZE_ZE_ZE E6 E18 E30 8.4936 2.5597 10.2796 

a7: 90S_90S_90S S7 S19 S31 3.2152 0.6997 1.3858 

a8: 90S_90S_90S S8 S20 S32 6.3336 2.2482 3.0033 

a9: 90S_90S_90S S9 S21 S33 18.1449 22.4477 21.4370 

ia10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10 W22 W34 2.7160 1.7843 0.5507 

a11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11 W23 W35 0.4727 0.5498 0.1597 

a12: ZW_ZW_ZW W12 W24 W36 6.5407 7.9907 2.5842 

a13:90N_ZE_ZW N1 E16 W34 0.8155 2.1442 0.5937 

a14:90N_ZE_ZW N2 E17 W35 1.1017 1.5046 1.2988 

a15:90N_ZE_ZW N3 E18 W36 1.3931 2.2330 2.1043 

a16: 90N_90S_90S N1 S19 S31 0.7848 0.7346 1.4061 

a17: 90N_90S_90S N2 S20 S32 0.9798 2.3060 3.0474 

a18: 90N_90S_90S N3 S21 S33 2.4267 2.2453 2.9262 

a19: 90N_90S_ZW N1 S19 W34 0.0848 0.0795 0.0630 

a20: 90N_90S_ZW N2 S20 W35 0.9639 2.2260 1.3962 

a21: 90N_90S_ZW N3 S21 W36 1.1082 3.5119 2.3558 

a22: ZE_90S_ZW E4 S19 W34 1.6299 0.7247 0.6042 

a23: ZE_90S_ZW E5 S20 W35 3.7904 2.2915 1.4883 

a24: ZE_90S_ZW E6 S21 W36 10.1594 6.7085 3.3902 
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A.1 Results of Minimum Estimation error (A) for Group I: One Measurement Point 

per Phase 

Case PhA PhB PhC 
IA_error 

(A) 

IB_error 

(A) 

IC_error 

(A) 

a1: 90N_90N_90N N1 N13 N25 0.0912 0.2428 0.2260 

a2: 90N_90N_90N N2 N14 N26 0.1427 0.5315 0.5464 

a3: 90N_90N_90N N3 N15 N27 0.0938 0.2976 0.2875 

a4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4 E16 E28 0.1771 0.2299 0.2219 

a5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5 E17 E29 0.4103 0.1646 0.6565 

a6: ZE_ZE_ZE E6 E18 E30 0.9428 0.2826 1.1353 

a7: 90S_90S_90S S7 S19 S31 0.3560 0.0775 0.1541 

a8: 90S_90S_90S S8 S20 S32 0.7025 0.2493 0.3316 

a9: 90S_90S_90S S9 S21 S33 2.0197 2.4751 2.4850 

a10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10 W22 W34 0.3001 0.1978 0.0612 

a11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11 W23 W35 0.4727 0.5498 0.1597 

a12: ZW_ZW_ZW W12 W24 W36 0.7220 0.8859 0.2872 

a13:90N_ZE_ZW N1 E16 W34 0.0906 0.2382 0.0660 

a14:90N_ZE_ZW N2 E17 W35 0.1220 0.1658 0.1436 

a15:90N_ZE_ZW N3 E18 W36 0.1542 0.2467 0.2330 

a16: 90N_90S_90S N1 S19 S31 0.0869 0.0815 0.1551 

a17: 90N_90S_90S N2 S20 S32 0.1089 0.2566 0.3372 

a18: 90N_90S_90S N3 S21 S33 2.4267 2.2453 2.9262 

a19: 90N_90S_ZW N1 S19 W34 0.0848 0.0795 0.0630 

a20: 90N_90S_ZW N2 S20 W35 0.1065 0.2457 0.1549 

a21: 90N_90S_ZW N3 S21 W36 0.1234 0.3892 0.2622 

a22: ZE_90S_ZW E4 S19 W34 0.1798 0.0804 0.0668 

a23: ZE_90S_ZW E5 S20 W35 0.4195 0.2546 0.1649 

a24: ZE_90S_ZW E6 S21 W36 1.1302 0.7435 0.3759 
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A.2 Average Estimation Errors (A) for Group II: Two Measurement Points per 

Phase 

Case PhA PhB PhC Ia_Error Ic_Error Ic_Error 

b1:90N_90N_90N N1,N2 N13, N14 N25,N26 0.8702 2.699 2.6177 

b2:90N_90N_90N N2,N3 N14,N15 N26,N27 1.4244 5.5561 5.7446 

b3:90N_90N_90N N1,N3 N13,N15 N25,N27 0.8462 2.6952 2.6006 

       

b4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4,E5 E16,E17 E28,E29 2.0024 1.7566 2.7833 

b5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5,E6 E17,E18 E29,E30 4.3043 1.7553 6.8522 

b6: ZE_ZE_ZE E4,E6 E16,E18 E28,E30 1.9748 1.8994 2.6911 

       

b7: 90S_90S_90S S7,S8 S19,S20 S31,S32 3.8337 0.9912 1.7006 

b8: 90S_90S_90S S8,S9 S20,S21 S32,S33 7.1015 2.6424 3.5510 

b9: 90S_90S_90S S7,S9 S19,S21 S31,S33 3.7687 0.9641 1.7142 

       

b10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10,W11 W22,W23 W34,W35 3.0299 2.4206 0.6817 

b11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11,W12 W23,S24 W35,W36 4.9642 5.8842 1.7595 

b12: ZW_ZW_ZW W10,W12 W22,W24 W34,W36 3.1013 2.4049 0.6790 

       

b13:90N_ZE_ZW N1,N2 E16,E17 W34,W45 0.8531 1.8512 0.7007 

b14:90N_ZE_ZW N2,N3 E17,E18 W35,W36 1.1753 1.7168 1.5433 

b15:90N_90S_90S N1,N2 S19,S20 S31,S32 0.8144 1.0258 1.7214 

b16:90N_90S_90S N2,N3 S20,S21 S32,S33 1.0156 2.7136 3.6067 

       

b17:90N_90S_ZW N1,N2 S19,S20 W34,W35 0.7877 1.0013 0.6879 

b18:90N_90S_ZW N2,N3 S20,S21 W35,W36 1.0040 2.6139 1.6774 

b19:90U_90S_ZW N1,N2 S19,S21 W34,W36 0.7894 0.9747 0.6828 

b20:90N_90S_90S N2,N3 S19,S20 S31,S32 1.0333 1.0207 1.7175 

       

b21: ZE_90S_ZW E4,E5 S19,S20 W34,W35 4.7584 0.6580 0.7035 

b22: ZE_90S_ZW E5,E6 S20,S21 W35,W36 4.4153 2.6964 1.7851 

b23: ZE_90S_ZW E4,E6 S19,S21 W34,W36 2.0209 0.9844 0.7188 

b24: ZE_90S_90D E4,E5 S19,S20 S31,S32 2.0020 1.0404 1.6781 
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A.3 Minimum Estimation Errors (A) for Group II: Two Measurement Points per 

Phase 

Case PhA PhB PhC Ia_Error Ic_Error Ic_Error 

b1:90N_90N_90N N1,N2 N13, N14 N25,N26 0.0964 0.2982 0.2890 

b2:90N_90N_90N N2,N3 N14,N15 N26,N27 0.1572 0.6184 0.6383 

b3:90N_90N_90N N1,N3 N13,N15 N25,N27 0.0938 0.2976 0.2875 

       

b4: ZE_ZE_ZE E4,E5 E16,E17 E28,E29 0.2210  0.1955 0.3087 

b5: ZE_ZE_ZE E5,E6 E17,E18 E29,E30 0.4794 0.1942 0.7572 

b6: ZE_ZE_ZE E4,E6 E16,E18 E28,E30 0.2184 0.2097 0.2995 

       

b7: 90S_90S_90S S7,S8 S19,S20 S31,S32 0.4242 0.1093 0.1877 

b8: 90S_90S_90S S8,S9 S20,S21 S32,S33 0.7868 0.2915 0.4681 

b9: 90S_90S_90S S7,S9 S19,S21 S31,S33 0.4172 0.1070 0.1863 

       

b10: ZW_ZW_ZW W10,W11 W22,W23 W34,W35 0.3353 0.2672 0.0758 

b11: ZW_ZW_ZW W11,W12 W23,S24 W35,W36 0.5489 0.6556 0.1944 

b12: ZW_ZW_ZW W10,W12 W22,W24 W34,W36 0.3424 0.2655 0.0749 

       

b13:90N_ZE_ZW N1,N2 E16,E17 W34,W45 0.0950 0.2046 0.0774 

b14:90N_ZE_ZW N2,N3 E17,E18 W35,W36 0.1305 0.1900 0.1716 

b15:90N_90S_90S N1,N2 S19,S20 S31,S32 0.0901 0.1133 0.1910 

b16:90N_90S_90S N2,N3 S20,S21 S32,S33 0.1140 0.3016 0.4564 

       

b17:90N_90S_ZW N1,N2 S19,S20 W34,W35 0.0874 0.1108 0.0760 

b18:90N_90S_ZW N2,N3 S20,S21 W35,W36 0.1110 0.2888 0.1861 

b19:90U_90S_ZW N1,N2 S19,S21 W34,W36 0.0876 0.1079 0.0751 

b20:90N_90S_90S N2,N3 S19,S20 S31,S32 0.1142 0.1130 0.1910 

       

b21: ZE_90S_ZW E4,E5 S19,S20 W34,W35 0.5268 0.0726 0.0779 

b22: ZE_90S_ZW E5,E6 S20,S21 W35,W36 0.4893 0.3000 0.1978 

b23: ZE_90S_ZW E4,E6 S19,S21 W34,W36 0.2231 0.1088 0.0791 

b24: ZE_90S_90D E4,E5 S19,S20 S31,S32 0.2218 0.1151 0.1867 
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A.4 Average Estimation Errors (A) for Group III: Three Measurement Point per 

Phase 

Case PhA PhB PhC Ia_Error Ic_Error Ic_Error 

c1 N1,N2,N3 N13,N14,N15 N25,N26,N27 0.8991 3.0764 3.0275 

c2 E4,E5,E6 E16,E17,E18 E28,E29,E30 2.2825 1.6652 3.2812 

c3 S7,S8,S9 S19,S20,S21 S31,S32,S33 4.2381 1.1879  1.9447 

 

c4 W10,W11,W12 W22,W23,W25 W34,W35,W36 3.3176 2.8742 0.7931 

c5 N1,N2,N3 E16,E17,E18 W34,W35,W36 0.8770 1.7606 0.7950 

c6 N1,N2,N3 S19,S20,S21 S31,S32,S33 0.8316 1.2233 1.9663 

 

A.5 Minimum Estimation Errors (A) for Group III: Three Measurement Points per 

Phase 

Case PhA PhB PhC Ia_Error Ic_Error Ic_Error 

c1 N1,N2,N3 N13,N14,N15 N25,N26,N27 0.0998 0.3410 0.3342 

c2 E4,E5,E6 E16,E17,E18 E28,E29,E30 0.2535 0.1843 0.3632 

c3 S7,S8,S9 S19,S20,S21 S31,S32,S33 0.4677 0.1317 0.2035 

 

c4 W10,W11,W12 W22,W23,W25 W34,W35,W36 0.3666 0.3175 0.0876 

c5 N1,N2,N3 E16,E17,E18 W34,W35,W36 0.0969 0.1952 0.0881 

c6 N1,N2,N3 S19,S20,S21 S31,S32,S33 0.0924 0.1355 0.2051 
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Appendix B. Report on Magnetic Field Sensing for Single-

phase Using Honeywell’s GMR Sensors 

B.1 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup consists of a single-phase conductor, one resistor and one inductor. 

The current source has a range of variation from 1A to 15A with unit incremental 

adjustment knob. So, the values could be set at a particular value and then the magnetic 

field could be sensed, or the magnetic field can be sensed by varying the current from 1A 

to 15 A with a time lapse of 10 seconds and duration of 30seconds.  

B.2 Combinations for Measuring Magnetic Field 

It was observed that there were quite a few factors to be considered for combinations while 

measuring the magnetic field such as the current magnitude, Baud rate of sensors, sampling 

rate, and distance from conductor and orientation of the sensors. Following set of 

combinations were applied for measuring magnetic field: 

Sr. # Configurations and 

Combinations 

Range of Variation of parameter 

1 Distance from Conductor 0.5cm, 1cm, 1.5cm, 2.5cm 

2 Direction from Conductor East, West and South 

3 Baud Rate 9600 and 19200 

4 Sampling Rate 

(samples/sec) 

30,40,50 (samples per second) 

5 Orientation of Sensor Configuration A,  

Configuration B 

Configuration C and  

Configuration D 

6 Magnitude of Current Fixed 5A, 8A, 10A, 15A  

7 Current Varied Gradually 1A to 15A with values gradually increased to: 

1A, 5A, 8A, 10A, 12A, 15A 

8 Sensors Grouping /Location 1) Close to each other: E & WE B.  

2) Separate Location: South 

9 Time Duration 1) 2 Min to 10min for One Fixed Current Value 

2) 30seconds for each value for Gradually 

Increasing Current Value  
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The gradual increase of current and periods of measurement are as shown in the Fig.1 

below. There was a gap of 10 seconds inserted between each recording, and each current 

value was set for 30seconds to sense and record the data using TeraTerm Software. This 

sequence was followed only for the gradual increase and sensing of the current. There was 

another set of experiment where the currents were set for a particular value and the 

measurements were taken for a period of 2minutes. The values set for this set were 5A, 8A 

and 10A.  

There could not be a good record of measurements for 15A, because the current test set 

could not withstand the temperature increase and would switch off. For further experiment 

of three-phase combinations, it is suggested to use Omicron CMC356 test set which can 

inject 30A for a period of 5minutes without reset because of increased temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1 Combination of time duration and incremental current values 

 

B.3 Programming and Settings of Sensors 

The transmitted output data of HMR2300 sensor is a 16bit value and it can be either 16-bit 

signed binary value or Binary coded decimal (BCD) ASCII characters. The output 

sampling rate depended on the Baud Rate for this sensor. There is a standard table provided 

in the instruction manual for the sensing speed and rate and it was tried for combinations 

of Baud rate and sampling rate to decide which combination contributes more correct 

values and larger quantity of samples. 

5A 

8A 

10A 

 

12A 

15A 

Time (seconds) 

Current (A) 

5 35 45 75 85 115 125 155 165 195 
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The Table B.1 below shows the parameter section versus output sampling rate.  

Table B.1 Parameter Selection Chart of Honeywell GMR Sensor 

 

From above table, we decided to set maximum number of samples per second. This is 

because we want a greater number of samples per cycle to compare them with the industry 

standards. The industrial existing relays use 4 samples per cycle. In this case, the maximum 

number we could go was 50 samples per second.  

For conversion of the recorded values to actual magnetic field, there is a table of conversion 

included in the instruction manual. It is presented below as Table B.2. As per this table, to 

obtain the real value of the magnetic field, for exa 1Gauss is equivalent to 15000 of the 

BCD ASCII value.  

Thus, measured values from the experiment, we need to use the conversion factor of 

1/15,000 to obtain the magnetic fields in Bx, By and Bz components.   
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Table B.2 Conversion of Magnetic Field into Binary  

 

 

B.4 Orientation and Configuration of Sensors  

Configuration A: As seen in the figure, the arrow of the Bx is in the direction of the flow 

of current. By is perpendicular to the direction of the Bx and therefore the direction of 

current.  

 

 

 

 

Figure B.2 Orientation of sensor for Bx matching the direction of current flow 

Configuration B: As seen in the figure, the arrow of the By is in the direction of the flow 

of current, I. Bx is perpendicular to the direction of the By and therefore the direction of 

current.  

 

 

 

 

Figure B.3 Orientation of sensor for By matching the direction of current flow 
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Configuration C: As seen in the figure, the arrow of the By is in the opposite direction of 

the flow of current, I. Bx is perpendicular to the direction of the By and therefore the 

direction of current but in opposite direction of that of the configuration B. 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure B.4 Orientation of sensor for By in parallel to the current flow but opposite in 

direction 

Configuration D: As seen in the figure, the arrow of the Bx is in the opposite direction of 

the flow of current, I. By is perpendicular to the direction of the By and therefore the 

direction of current but in opposite direction of that of the configuration A. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.5 Orientation of sensor for Bx in parallel to the current flow but opposite in 

direction. 

 

B.5 Experiment Procedure  

Following factors were considered for setting up the sensors. 

1. Circuit connections for the R-L series circuit with 3/0 XLPE conductor were 

performed.  

2. DC power supply to the sensors and connections for RS-232 communication using 

DB9 Pin configuration.  
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3. Programming of the sensor for Baud Rate and SPS.  

4. Number of sensors: Assigned address to each sensor in TeraTerm: Sensor 1 ID= 22 

and Sensor 2 ID is 44. 

5. There were Four Configurations considered for placing the sensor below the 

conductor, Configuration A, B, C and D as mentioned in the Table B.2 above.  

These configurations were decided based on the directional vector diagram on the 

sensor faceplate indicating Bx, By and Bz.  The very first question was how to decide 

which direction to be considered correct? From simulation, it was obvious that the 

field which is perpendicular and tangent to the circular lines of magnetic field 

surrounding the conductor carrying current should be considered as a correct value 

for the magnetic field.  

For a two-dimensional field, we will have two components Bx, and By but only one 

component will be the correct value.  

6. The test set for current injection was chosen as AVO Multi-AMP SR-98 Relay Test 

Set. This test set works on 120Vac, and the output has a range of current from 1A 

to 40A.  

7. The Read command was applied to both sensors once the current injection started. 

The variation of current and time duration was followed as mentioned in the Fig.1   

8. Values recorded and stored as log files in TeraTerm and later transferred to 

MATLAB for conversion from BCD ASCII to integer values and stored as column 

vectors.  

The photo of the experimental setup is as shown below. The first photo shows the location 

of two sensors away from each other with 50cm. There was also a combination of sensors 

considered where both sensors were placed at the same location but East and West of the 

sides of the conductor. This combination of two sensors was used for sensing same current. 
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Figure B.6 Experimental setup for GMR sensor, S3 at laboratory 

 

Figure B.7 Current Injection set AVO SR98 

The photo of AVO SR-98 test set shows the main screen and the current variation knob 

that is used to vary and set a particular value of the current. The current value setting can 

be adjusted till third decimal.  

B.6 Interpretation of Data Stored in Bx, By and Bz Columns for Magnetic Fields 

Following test were performed on the column vectors of Bx, By and Bz obtained after 

conversion from ASCII to integer values. 

1. Comparison of Bx and By for Configuration A 
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2. Comparison of Bx and By for Configuration A and Configuration B 

3. Comparison of Bx and By obtained using setting one value for 2minutes, and those 

obtained from the gradual incremented current value experiments 

4. Checking the pattern of the data collected from sensors. 

5. Comparison of magnitudes for both sensors to verify whether the sensors have any 

location issues. 

6. Interpretation of magnetic fields for all negative and varying negative and positive 

values.  

It is expected that out of three parameters Bx, By and Bz, there will be one parameter 

that show the variation of the field from positive to negative based on the sinusoidal 

varying current.  

The polarities on the output measured during this experiment as observed from the results 

are shown in the Table B.3 

1. Baud Rate of 19200 gave good results from the point of view of correlation and 

uniform variation pattern for each value of current. The baud rate of 9600 gave all 

random values with no correlation.  

2. Configuration A seemed to be appropriate and By was the magnetic field to be 

considered that varies both positive and negative for each value of the current.  

Table B.3: Polarities of the Magnetic Field recorded for various 

configurations. 

 

Sr. # Configuration Bx  By  Bz 

1 Configuration A -Ve +ve and –Ve -Ve 

2 Configuration B +ve  -ve  -ve 

3 Configuration C -ve +ve -ve 

4 Configuration D +ve +Ve and –VE -ve 

 

B.7 Experiment Results and Observations for Sensor 1 and Sensor 2 Combinations 

for a Single Phase.  

The combinations of one sensor for measuring the magnetic field in three directions are 

shown in the figures previously from Figure B.3 to Figure B.6. In addition, the experiment 

using 2 sensors was performed with placement of each sensor at a horizontal distance of 
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3.5feet. The combination used both sensors in the Configuration A where both of the 

sensors had their Bx in the same direction as that of the flow of the current.  Therefore, the 

combination looks as shown in the figure below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.8 Use of two sensors with measuring field, Bx in the direction of current flow 

 

Results and figures of the Magnetic Fields in three directions for one of the combinations 

are given below. 

 

B. 8 Results of Case: S1_1_10to15_AS_TBF_50.m 

In this case, the sensor is kept at the South side of the conductor. The other combinations 

have the sensor placed at the East of the conductor and at the West of the Conductor as we 

considered for the combinations for the simulations. This was considered to get the 

maximum magnetic field from the conductor. Therefore, south of the conductor averages 

it is kept 1cm below the conductor.  

The distance was precisely kept as 1cm by measuring scale and the Vernier calipers. The 

Baud rate was kept fast and the number of samples per second were kept as 50 using the 

TeraTerm command and programming the sensor using TeraTerm. The results of the 

magnetic field are stored in the database using Bx, By and Bz as three columns. The results 

are as shown in the figures below. 
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Figure B.9 Measured Bx component of the field in Tesla for inputs currents from 10A to 

15A.   

 

Figure B.10 Measured By component of the field in Tesla for inputs currents from 10A to 

15A.   
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Figure B.11 Measured Bz component of the field in Tesla for inputs currents from 10A to 

15A.   

With the first 350 samples for the Figure B.3, the results show that there is a sinusoidal 

variation of the field 

 

Figure B.12 First 350 samples of the measured Bx component of the field in milliTesla 

for 10 A inputs currents. 
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Figure B.13 Measured Bx component of the field in Tesla for 11 A input current for the 

same number of samples, the By is found to be very higher value  

 

 

Figure B.14 Comparison of Bx, By and Bz components in the TeraTerm software window  
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Appendix C. Results of Sensors for High Current Testing 

C.1 Performance Results of Sensor S1 for High Currents 

Current 
Magnitude Error Phase Error TVE 

Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. 

50A 0.21 0.71 0.30 0.0015 0.0137 0.0077 0.425 1.41 0.59 

100A 0.04 0.50 0.25 0.0011 0.0043 0.0031 0.039 0.50 0.25 

200A 0.31 0.75 0.26 0.0009 0.0048 0.0016 0.153 0.38 0.13 

300A 0.35 0.58 0.14 0.0000 0.0014 0.0006 0.117 0.19 0.05 

400A 0.22 0.87 0.40 0.0012 0.0006 0.0008 0.055 0.22 0.10 

500A 0.39 0.26 0.39 0.0014 0.0003 0.0005 0.078 0.05 0.08 

600A 0.03 0.41 0.29 0.0015 0.0004 0.0003 0.004 0.07 0.05 

700A 0.07 0.46 0.30 0.0015 0.0007 0.0003 0.009 0.07 0.04 

800A 0.09 0.62 0.28 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.012 0.08 0.03 

900A 0.36 0.30 0.33 0.0001 0.0006 0.0004 0.040 0.03 0.04 

1000A 0.71 0.94 0.15 0.0012 0.0017 0.0002 0.071 0.09 0.02 

1100A 0.40 0.89 0.26 0.0012 0.0019 0.0003 0.037 0.08 0.02 

1200A 0.26 0.75 0.29 0.0007 0.0011 0.0002 0.022 0.06 0.02 

1300A 0.90 1.30 0.27 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 0.069 0.10 0.02 

1400A 0.45 1.09 0.27 0.0010 0.0005 0.0003 0.032 0.08 0.02 

1500A 0.10 0.46 0.25 0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.007 0.03 0.02 
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C.2 Performance Results of Sensor S2 for High Currents 

Current 
Magnitude Error Phase Error TVE 

Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. 

50A 0.151 0.797 0.299 0.0003 0.0116 0.0064 0.302 1.59 0.60 

100A 0.035 0.561 0.301 0.0001 0.0105 0.0034 0.035 0.56 0.30 

200A 0.384 1.211 0.376 0.0008 0.0047 0.0017 0.192 0.61 0.19 

300A 0.682 1.529 0.418 0.0002 0.0029 0.0012 0.227 0.51 0.14 

400A 0.134 0.417 0.324 0.0012 0.0010 0.0009 0.034 0.10 0.08 

500A 0.013 0.569 0.342 0.0012 0.0008 0.0008 0.003 0.11 0.07 

600A 0.381 0.447 0.278 0.0016 0.0004 0.0007 0.063 0.07 0.05 

700A 0.406 0.230 0.311 0.0014 0.0002 0.0005 0.058 0.03 0.04 

800A 0.043 0.607 0.351 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.005 0.08 0.04 

900A 0.732 0.092 0.466 0.0000 0.0011 0.0006 0.081 0.01 0.05 

1000A 0.230 1.454 0.687 0.0011 0.0017 0.0003 0.023 0.15 0.07 

1100A 0.286 1.039 0.501 0.0013 0.0022 0.0005 0.026 0.09 0.05 

1200A 0.539 0.179 0.231 0.0007 0.0013 0.0002 0.045 0.01 0.02 

1300A 1.105 1.821 0.401 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.085 0.14 0.03 

1400A 0.379 1.291 0.503 0.0010 0.0002 0.0003 0.027 0.09 0.04 

1500A 0.116 0.176 0.223 0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.008 0.01 0.01 
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C.3 Performance Results of Sensor S4 for High Currents 

Current 
Magnitude Error Phase Error TVE 

Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. 

50A 0.06 0.33 0.20 0.00121 0.01097 0.00458 0.118 0.662 0.394 

100A 0.06 0.84 0.37 0.00086 0.00449 0.00172 0.064 0.837 0.371 

200A 0.31 0.99 0.41 0.00093 0.00290 0.00083 0.156 0.496 0.204 

300A 0.01 0.35 0.16 0.00010 0.00151 0.00062 0.004 0.118 0.054 

400A 0.51 0.81 0.14 0.00119 0.00019 0.00036 0.128 0.203 0.035 

500A 0.13 0.66 0.29 0.00137 0.00066 0.00030 0.026 0.132 0.059 

600A 0.17 0.68 0.32 0.00148 0.00065 0.00022 0.028 0.113 0.053 

700A 0.09 0.33 0.22 0.00143 0.00046 0.00036 0.012 0.048 0.032 

800A 0.05 1.28 0.37 0.00046 0.00000 0.00017 0.007 0.160 0.047 

900A 0.50 0.05 0.28 0.00008 0.00071 0.00036 0.055 0.006 0.031 

1000A 0.47 0.91 0.25 0.00119 0.00160 0.00018 0.047 0.091 0.025 

1100A 0.29 0.61 0.24 0.00133 0.00202 0.00030 0.026 0.055 0.022 

1200A 0.08 0.51 0.24 0.00066 0.00109 0.00019 0.006 0.042 0.020 

1300A 0.54 0.99 0.31 0.00029 0.00034 0.00019 0.042 0.076 0.024 

1400A 0.56 1.27 0.31 0.00100 0.00053 0.00024 0.040 0.091 0.022 

1500A 0.28 0.87 0.32 0.00005 0.00021 0.00014 0.018 0.058 0.021 
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C.4 Performance Results of Sensor S5 for High Currents 

Current 
Magnitude Error Phase Error TVE 

Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. 

50A 0.13 0.46 0.35 0.00024 0.01020 0.00401 0.26 0.91 0.70 

100A 0.14 0.92 0.40 0.00046 0.00629 0.00327 0.14 0.92 0.40 

200A 0.12 0.83 0.48 0.00115 0.00460 0.00158 0.06 0.42 0.24 

300A 0.13 0.93 0.56 0.00009 0.00213 0.00089 0.04 0.31 0.19 

400A 0.26 1.08 0.41 0.00135 0.00142 0.00099 0.07 0.27 0.10 

500A 0.27 0.84 0.33 0.00128 0.00007 0.00064 0.05 0.17 0.07 

600A 0.41 0.14 0.12 0.00130 0.00001 0.00057 0.07 0.02 0.02 

700A 0.58 0.05 0.27 0.00143 0.00036 0.00058 0.08 0.01 0.04 

800A 0.13 0.71 0.36 0.00042 0.00013 0.00025 0.02 0.09 0.05 

900A 0.35 0.18 0.43 0.00016 0.00084 0.00037 0.04 0.02 0.05 

1000A 0.71 1.74 0.72 0.00120 0.00166 0.00020 0.07 0.17 0.07 

1100A 0.30 1.09 0.39 0.00128 0.00221 0.00043 0.03 0.10 0.04 

1200A 0.03 1.16 0.52 0.00061 0.00138 0.00035 0.00 0.10 0.04 

1300A 0.74 1.23 0.26 0.00026 0.00017 0.00018 0.06 0.09 0.02 

1400A 0.49 1.06 0.32 0.00107 0.00053 0.00022 0.03 0.08 0.02 

1500A 0.12 0.71 0.32 0.00003 0.00053 0.00032 0.01 0.05 0.02 
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C.5 Performance Results of Sensor S6 for High Currents 

Current 
Magnitude Error Phase Error TVE 

Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. Avg Max S.D. 

50A 0.23 0.06 0.16 0.0005 0.0108 0.0056 0.469 0.118 0.314 

100A 0.07 0.47 0.22 0.0005 0.0030 0.0020 0.070 0.468 0.219 

200A 0.43 1.03 0.33 0.0011 0.0036 0.0010 0.217 0.513 0.165 

300A 0.16 0.70 0.26 0.0000 0.0012 0.0005 0.052 0.234 0.086 

400A 0.13 0.79 0.29 0.0012 0.0003 0.0005 0.033 0.198 0.074 

500A 0.16 0.39 0.19 0.0013 0.0005 0.0004 0.033 0.077 0.038 

600A 0.36 0.10 0.34 0.0014 0.0007 0.0004 0.060 0.016 0.057 

700A 0.38 0.02 0.23 0.0014 0.0010 0.0002 0.054 0.003 0.033 

800A 0.16 0.68 0.33 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.020 0.086 0.041 

900A 0.21 0.21 0.29 0.0002 0.0004 0.0002 0.024 0.023 0.032 

1000A 0.40 1.00 0.28 0.0012 0.0019 0.0003 0.040 0.100 0.028 

1100A 0.29 0.64 0.18 0.0012 0.0016 0.0002 0.027 0.058 0.017 

1200A 0.05 0.31 0.18 0.0006 0.0011 0.0002 0.004 0.026 0.015 

1300A 0.77 1.08 0.30 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.059 0.083 0.023 

1400A 0.55 0.72 0.09 0.0010 0.0006 0.0002 0.039 0.051 0.006 

1500A 0.02 0.47 0.34 0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.001 0.032 0.023 
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Appendix D. Phasor Measurement Results for Chapter 6 

D.1 Test Results of Three Sensors per Phase at Various Distances, Triangular 

Structure 

 

Figure D.1 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11 placed at 15mm for 12 A in triangular structure 

 

Figure D.2 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 12A for (a) three sensors per phase 

at 15mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Figure D.3 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 12A for (a) three sensors per phase at 15 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

Figure D.4 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11 placed at 25 mm for 9 A in triangular structure 
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Figure D.5 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 9 A for (a) three sensors per phase 

at 25 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

 

Figure D.6 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 9 A for (a) three sensors per phase at 25 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Figure D.7 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of sensors 

S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11 placed at 35 mm for 15 A in triangular structure 

 

Figure D.8 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 15 A for (a) three sensors per phase 

at 35 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 
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Figure D.9 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 15 A for (a) three sensors per phase at 

35 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in triangular structure 

D.2 Results of Two Sensors per Phase at Various Distances in Horizontal Structure 

 

Figure C.10 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of 

sensors S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, and S10 placed at 7 mm for 7 A in horizontal structure 
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Figure D.11 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 7 A for (a) two sensors per phase 

at 7 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in Horizontal structure 

 

Figure D.12 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 7 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 7 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in Horizontal structure 
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Figure D.13 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of 

sensors S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, and S10 placed at 25 mm for 6 A in horizontal structure 

 

Figure D.14 Magnitude errors in calculated phasor of 6 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 

25 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 
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Figure D.15 Angle errors in calculated phasor of 6 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 25 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 

 

Figure D.16 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of 

sensors S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, and S10 placed at 35 mm for 15 A in horizontal structure 
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Figure D.17 Magnitude errors in calculated phasor of 15 A for (a) two sensors per phase 

at 35 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 

 

Figure D.18 Angle errors in calculated phasor of 15 A for (a) two sensors per phase at 35 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 
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D.3 Results of Three Sensors per Phase at Various Distances in Horizontal 

Structure 

 

Figure D.19 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of 

sensors S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, and S11 placed at 7 mm for 5 A in horizontal 

structure 

 

Figure D.20 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 5 A for (a) three sensors per phase 

at 7 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 
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Figure D.21 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 5 A for (a) three sensors per phase at 7 

mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 

Figure D.22 (a) Real parts and (b) Imaginary Parts of calculated current outputs of 

sensors S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11 placed at 15 mm for 11 A in horizontal structure 
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Figure D.23 Magnitude errors in calculated phasors of 11 A for (a) three sensors per 

phase at 15 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 

 

Figure D.24 Angle errors in calculated phasors of 11 A for (a) three sensors per phase at 

15 mm and (b) three-phase CTs in horizontal structure 
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Appendix E. Performance Parameters of Three-Phase Phasor 

Calculation Algorithm 

E.1 Results for Various Combinations in Triangular Structure  
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E.2 Results for Various Combinations in Horizontal Structure  
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